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Introduction 

Biomass has been becoming more and more important RES due to the urgent need to reduce the 

consumption of expensive fossil fuels. In 2014, bioenergy accounted for 61% of all renewable energy 

consumed in the European Union, which is 10% of the gross final energy consumption in Europe1. 

In particular, in Germany more than 10% of the total energy demand is covered by biomass. 

Technologies for energy production from biomass are well known and successfully used. Biomass is 

a local fuel, and its use increases the regional added value by minimizing the import of natural gas, 

oil and coal. Production and supply of biomass for energy leads to creation of new jobs, mostly in 

rural areas, that is very important for the local economies.  

 

Sustainable development of bioenergy requires first of all through assessment of the available 

potential of biomass. The outcome of the assessment will help in the selection of priority bioenergy 

projects and identification of potential sites for their implementation. Acting like this, “lock in” 

investments can be diminished. Further project development targets now projects which are 

sustainable from a material flow point of view. All the aspects of sustainability discussed recently in 

Europe such as ILUC, soil fertility, competition or cascading use are considered in the methods.  

 

The assessment of biomass potential available for energy in Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons of 

Odesa oblast was done within the framework of the Ukrainian-German technical cooperation project 

“Establishment of Energy Agencies in Ukraine”. The project is supported by the International Climate 

Initiative of the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and 

Nuclear Safety (BMUB) and implemented by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale 

Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH. The overall estimation of the biomass potential consists of three 

different stages. This report covers the first stage performed by the local Consultant – “Biomass 

Carbon” Ltd. together with the international expert IZES gGmbH from Germany. Results of the first 

stage are developed preliminary recommendations for the implementation of convincing bioenergy 

projects in Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons of Odesa oblast and suggested timetable for the 

projects realization. 

 

  

                                                           
1 AEBIOM Statistical Report. Key Findings, 2016  http://www.aebiom.org/statistical-report-2016/ 

http://www.aebiom.org/statistical-report-2016/
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1. Description of Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons of Odesa oblast 

 

1.1. General description of estimated rayons 

Odesa oblast is an agro-industrial region located in the South of Ukraine. Oblast has access to the 

Black Sea and highly developed port infrastructure. Odesa oblast is the biggest in Ukraine 

(33,300 km2) and is situated almost entirely in the Steppe zone (Fig. 1.1). 

 

Fig. 1.1 Physiographic zones of Odesa oblast: 

I – Forest-steppe zone, II – Steppe zone: A – North subzone, B – South subzone 

 

Forests cover only 6.1%2 of Odesa oblast territory (for Ukraine the average figure is about 16%) and 

therefore there are limited resources of forest biomass in oblast. However, the well-developed 

agricultural sector provides a lot of by-products and residues, which can be used for heat and/or power 

                                                           
2 General description of Ukraine’s forests  
http://dklg.kmu.gov.ua/forest/control/uk/publish/article?art_id=62921&cat_id=32867 

Shyryayvsky 

rayon 

Kylyysky  

rayon 

ODESA 

http://dklg.kmu.gov.ua/forest/control/uk/publish/article?art_id=62921&cat_id=32867
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and biofuels production (solid biofuels, liquid biofuels, and biogas). Agro-biomass prevails in oblast. 

Reed, the kind of biomass that is not typical for most Ukraine’s regions, is mainly located in the 

southern part of the oblast. Large areas of unused arable lands provide considerable potential for 

growing energy crops. Oblast has quite good preconditions to become a transit hub for the 

import/export of biofuels due to availability of large number of ports. 

The biomass energy potential assessment will be conducted for two rayons: Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky 

that are located in the south-western and the central parts of the oblast respectively and significantly 

differ in natural conditions, production specialization and demographics. 

The area of Kylyysky rayon is 1358 km2. It is situated in the South subzone of the Steppe zone. There 

are 2 towns, 16 villages and 2 settlements on its territory. The population is 52,127 people (as of 

01.05.2016). Kylyya is a town of rayon subordinate, the rayon center. Climate is moderately warm in 

the rayon (Fig. 1.2). The average annual rainfall is 396 mm and 281 mm during the vegetation period. 

The production specialization areas are agriculture, food and processing industry, shipbuilding and 

ship repairing, production and sale of electricity. 

 

 

Fig. 1.2. Climate Graph for Kylyya3 

 

Shyryayvsky rayon is mainly situated in the North subzone of Steppe zone and it covers area of 

1502 km2. It consists of 1 settlement of Shyryayeve and 73 villages. Population of the rayon is 29,809 

people. The climate is moderately cold in Shyryayeve (Fig. 1.3). The average annual rainfall is 

506 mm and 324 mm during the vegetation period.  

 

Fig. 1.3. Climate Graph for Shyryayeve4 

                                                           
3 http://ru.climate-data.org/location/33593/   
4 http://ru.climate-data.org/location/33509/ 

http://ru.climate-data.org/location/33593/
http://ru.climate-data.org/location/33509/
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Economy of the rayon includes a wide network of trade companies and 204 agricultural enterprises. 

The printing house, the Shyryayeve bakery, “Segros” company for the production of sausages, and 

the auto-transport enterprise represent the industrial sector of the rayon. 

 

1.2.  Current situation and principal trends in the energy sector 

A feature of the energy sector of Odesa oblast is a deficit of electricity, and even an issue of 

purchasing power from Moldova was under discussion5. Odesa oblast is the oblast with a low 

production of power as compared with other Ukraine’s regions: 423.8 GWh in 2013 and 413.7 GWh 

in 2014 against, for instance, 14167.5 GWh (2013) and 20186.7 GWh (2014) in the neighbouring 

Mykolayiv oblast6. As for the consumption of power (3.6 % of the total amount for Ukraine) and 

fuels for boilers (3.0%), the oblast is ahead of other southern regions of Ukraine (Table 1.1) and the 

consumption of power was rising during last three years (Fig. 1.4). Production of heat in Odesa oblast 

is quite comparable with other Ukraine’s regions: 4.52 Pcal in 2013 and 4.03 Pcal in 2014. 

 

Table 1.1. The use of fuel and energy resources in some southern oblasts of Ukraine in 20157 

 Fuels for boilers Heat Power 

ktce8 % to 2014 Tcal % to 2014 GWh % to 2014 

Ukraine, including: 71013.1 88.9 52180.4 87.1 75735.7 93.8 

   Mykolayiv oblast 909.6 98.4 2966.0 99.6 1655.9 102.0 

   Odesa oblast 2134.4 112.7 2157.1 103.8 2738.4 108.5 

   Kherson oblast 298.1 95.2 591.6 95.6 994.9 95.3 

 

 

Fig. 1.4. Consumption of fuel and energy in Odesa oblast 7 

One of the biggest energy objects in the oblast is a CHP plant in Odesa of 68 MWe + 779 Gcal/h 

installed capacity. There were plans for plant transferring to biofuel, but no project was implemented. 

                                                           
5 http://oda.odessa.gov.ua/oda-news/pdprimstva-odesko-oblast-znizyat-vtrati-vd-viklyuchennya-energ/ 
6 Fuel and Energy Resources of Ukraine. Statistical publication by the State Statistics Service of Ukraine, Kyiv 2015. 

https://ukrstat.org/en/druk/publicat/kat_e/publenerg_e.htm 
7 Effectiveness of using fuel and energy resources in 2015. Express-issue by Head Statistics Department in Odesa oblast 

№ 96 of 15.06.2016 
8 tce here and then is tons of coal equivalent (Q=29.3 MJ/kg). 
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A while ago there were also plans for CHP plant privatization9, but due to the investor`s lack of 

interest, this process was stopped10.  

 

Natural gas remains the main energy carrier in Odesa oblast accounting for 69.1% of the total fuel 

consumption in 2013, 70.1% in 2014 and 75.1% in 2015. Consumption of crude oil including gas 

condensate is also considerable (about 458 kt in 20136), since 2014 the data on this have been 

confidential and not available in statistical publications. Diesel fuel occupies the 3rd place 

contributing with 7.7% to the total fuel consumption in 2013, 15.0% in 2014 and 12.4% in 2015. 

Structure of fuel consumption presented in Table 1.2. A general trend over the last three years was 

some decrease in the use of coal, petrol and fuelwood. The consumption oil products used for heat 

energy production also decreased: the consumption of heavy fuel oils dropped by 25.7% and domestic 

heating fuel by 39.3% in 2015 compared to 2013. Herewith the use of briquettes and pellets from 

wood and other types of biomass increases. 

 

Table 1.2. Consumption of fuels and oil products in Odesa oblast 11,12 

Fuels and products Unit 2013 2014 2015 

Coal and coal products kt 54.8 47.1 42.1 

Natural gas million m3 1925.7 1579.1 1788.5 

Crude oil including gas condensate kt 457.6 no data no data 

Petrol kt 38.2 35.1 30.3 

Diesel fuel kt 229.2 271.1 230.1 

Heavy fuel oil* kt 52.6 35.1 39.1 

Domestic stove fuel kt 8.4 5.0 5.1 

Fuelwood for heating 1000 solid m3 20.7 14.2 13.7 

Liquefied gas kt 2.6 2.6 2.0 

Oil bitumen kt 16.7 14.0 8.3 

Oils kt 4.1 3.3 3.7 

Briquettes and pellets from wood and 

other types of biomass6 

t 469 3484 no data 

* Details regarding the areas of consumption are not available. 

 

A number of plants for the production of solid biofuels have been launched in the oblast recently. 

They are, for instance, a plant for reed briquettes production in Kylyysky rayon and a plant for reed 

pellets production in Bilgorod-Dnistrovsky rayon. Sunflower husk pellets are produced in Izmayil 

town and Yuzhne town. Pellet production line capacity at the oil extraction plant “Bessarabia-B” in 

Izmayil town is 130 t/day13. Installed capacity of the husk granulation line at the oil extraction plant 

“Yuzhnuy” is 2×5 t/h and that of the extraction cake granulation line is 2×30 t/h. The annual seasonal 

production on “Yuzhnuy” plant is 20 kt/yr of husk pellets and 20 kt/yr of cake pellets (pelletizing 

                                                           
9 CHP privatization in Ukraine in 2015. Analytical Report “Diхi Group”, 2015 

http://ua-energy.org/upload/files/Light_Dixi_TEZ_2015_148_5x210_ukr_2014_A5_.pdf 
10 http://www.segodnya.ua/regions/odessa/odesskuyu-tec-priznali-bankrotom-i-zapustili-ee-likvidaciyu-781446.html 
11 The use of energy materials and oil products in 2014. Express-issue by Head Statistics Department in Odesa oblast № 

148 of 22.06.2015 
12 The use of energy materials and oil products in 2015. Express-issue by Head Statistics Department in Odesa oblast № 

99 of 23.06.2016 
13 http://bessarabia-v.com/about-us/ 

http://ua-energy.org/upload/files/Light_Dixi_TEZ_2015_148_5x210_ukr_2014_A5_.pdf
http://www.segodnya.ua/regions/odessa/odesskuyu-tec-priznali-bankrotom-i-zapustili-ee-likvidaciyu-781446.html
http://bessarabia-v.com/about-us/
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lines are not in operation the whole year)14. A plant for the production of briquettes from straw, wood 

and vine with annual biofuel production capacity of 6-8 kt/yr is under construction in Izmayilsky 

rayon (Kamenka village)15. It is planned to use biomass briquettes for heating objects of social sphere 

(a swimming pool, a school). There are also plans for the construction of a plant for biomass pellets 

production in this village. A pre-feasibility study for the production of biomass pellets/briquettes 

started in Shyryayvsky rayon and it is planned to be completed next year. 

 

  

a) Reed briquettes production unit in 

Kylyysky rayon16 

b) Boiler plant on biomass pellets at a school in 

Kominternivsky rayon17 

Fig.1.5. Examples of implemented bioenergy projects in Odesa oblast 

Schools of Reniysky rayon of Odesa oblast are going to use biomass pellets during 2016-2017 heating 

season18. There are further plans for converting the heating systems of institutions of the social sphere 

of the rayon into systems using willow and reed for heating. It will be realized within the mini-project 

on “Multipurpose use of resources of overflow land” coordinated by the National Ecology Center of 

Ukraine19. A number of institutions of the social sphere (kindergartens, medical institutions) in 

Artsyzky rayon use coal and fuelwood for heating. A plant for the production of briquettes from straw 

and vine was constructed in Vyshniaky village of Artsyzky rayon20,21. The planned capacity of the 

plant is 15 kt/yr of biofuel22. 

Overall, there are over 30 boiler plants on alternative fuels (wood, sunflower husk, reed and other) 

operating now in Odesa oblast including 15 boiler plants installed by “Ukrteplo” in Bilgorod-

Dnistrovsky rayon. Further introduction of biomass boiler plants is required to replace expensive 

natural gas and provide reliable heat supply based on the local fuels. 

                                                           
14 http://uabio.org/img/files/docs/kompleksnii_analiz_ukrayinskogo_rinku_pelet_z_biomasi.pdf 
15 http://agroportal.ua/news/rastenievodstvo/v-odesskoi-oblasti-stroyat-minizavod-po-proizvodstvu-biotopliva/ 
16 http://otkat.od.ua/vilkovskie-chinovniki-i-ekologi-budut-gretsya-szhigaya-kamysh/ 
17 http://oda.odessa.gov.ua/ru/oda-news/otkrytie-kotelnoj-na-alternativnom-toplive-v-pervomajskom-uvk-oosh-i-iii-st-

licej/ 
18 http://trassae95.com/kominternovskij/news/2016/10/04/shkoly-renijskogo-rajona-perehodyat-na-aljternativnoe-

toplivo-34164.html 
19 http://ecotown.com.ua/news/Na-Odeshchyni-khochut-opalyuvaty-ustanovy-sotsialnoyi-sfery-tsiloho-rayonu-verboyu-

ta-ocheretom/ 
20 http://izvestiya.odessa.ua/ru/2010/10/21/ot-dunaya-do-buga-ot-buga-do-dunaya 
21 http://tiras-ab.com.ua/news/page/6 
22 http://agroprime.com.ua/ukr/5/27/ 

http://uabio.org/img/files/docs/kompleksnii_analiz_ukrayinskogo_rinku_pelet_z_biomasi.pdf
http://agroportal.ua/news/rastenievodstvo/v-odesskoi-oblasti-stroyat-minizavod-po-proizvodstvu-biotopliva/
http://otkat.od.ua/vilkovskie-chinovniki-i-ekologi-budut-gretsya-szhigaya-kamysh/
http://oda.odessa.gov.ua/ru/oda-news/otkrytie-kotelnoj-na-alternativnom-toplive-v-pervomajskom-uvk-oosh-i-iii-st-licej/
http://oda.odessa.gov.ua/ru/oda-news/otkrytie-kotelnoj-na-alternativnom-toplive-v-pervomajskom-uvk-oosh-i-iii-st-licej/
http://trassae95.com/kominternovskij/news/2016/10/04/shkoly-renijskogo-rajona-perehodyat-na-aljternativnoe-toplivo-34164.html
http://trassae95.com/kominternovskij/news/2016/10/04/shkoly-renijskogo-rajona-perehodyat-na-aljternativnoe-toplivo-34164.html
http://ecotown.com.ua/news/Na-Odeshchyni-khochut-opalyuvaty-ustanovy-sotsialnoyi-sfery-tsiloho-rayonu-verboyu-ta-ocheretom/
http://ecotown.com.ua/news/Na-Odeshchyni-khochut-opalyuvaty-ustanovy-sotsialnoyi-sfery-tsiloho-rayonu-verboyu-ta-ocheretom/
http://izvestiya.odessa.ua/ru/2010/10/21/ot-dunaya-do-buga-ot-buga-do-dunaya
http://tiras-ab.com.ua/news/page/6
http://agroprime.com.ua/ukr/5/27/
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Kylyysky rayon 

Kylyysky rayon of Odesa oblast consists of 20 settlements: 2 cities, 2 towns and 16 villages, attached 

to Kylyysky rayon council. The administrative center of the rayon situated in the Kylya town, on the 

banks of Kylyysky influx of the Danube (Fig. 1.6). There are 2 city councils and 13 rural councils 

within the system of Kylyysky rayon’s municipal government (Table А.1 Annex А). 

 

 
Fig. 1.6. Map of Kylyysky rayon23 

 

District heating in Kylyysky rayon is not available. Decentralized heat supply is mainly based on coal 

and wood; natural gas is not available. Some sites even use stoves with solid fuels, mainly coal and 

wood. Yearly the rayon spends about 10 million UAH on purchasing coal for the budget-financed 

institutions. An available list of social sphere objects given in Table 1.3. 

 

The general trend of the last three years in the energy sector of the rayon has been a decrease in the 

use of coal and some increase in using wood for heat production (Table 1.4). Total consumption of 

fuels was 8.75 ktce in 2013, 8.33 ktce in 2014 and 7.91 ktce in 201511,12. 

 

                                                           
23 

http://atu.minregion.gov.ua/ua/karta#map=10//45.465909744214535//29.435119628906254&&layer=89065877374845

82-v:1|op:1//8894715282779406-v:1|op:1&&action=getInfo-

doc:/api/format/region_template/ato.ato_level_territory_view/atoid/600/wkb_geometry,name_fullua,district_list,parent_

list|panel:.map-obj-info-wrap 

http://atu.minregion.gov.ua/ua/karta#map=10//45.465909744214535//29.435119628906254&&layer=8906587737484582-v:1|op:1//8894715282779406-v:1|op:1&&action=getInfo-doc:/api/format/region_template/ato.ato_level_territory_view/atoid/600/wkb_geometry,name_fullua,district_list,parent_list|panel:.map
http://atu.minregion.gov.ua/ua/karta#map=10//45.465909744214535//29.435119628906254&&layer=8906587737484582-v:1|op:1//8894715282779406-v:1|op:1&&action=getInfo-doc:/api/format/region_template/ato.ato_level_territory_view/atoid/600/wkb_geometry,name_fullua,district_list,parent_list|panel:.map
http://atu.minregion.gov.ua/ua/karta#map=10//45.465909744214535//29.435119628906254&&layer=8906587737484582-v:1|op:1//8894715282779406-v:1|op:1&&action=getInfo-doc:/api/format/region_template/ato.ato_level_territory_view/atoid/600/wkb_geometry,name_fullua,district_list,parent_list|panel:.map
http://atu.minregion.gov.ua/ua/karta#map=10//45.465909744214535//29.435119628906254&&layer=8906587737484582-v:1|op:1//8894715282779406-v:1|op:1&&action=getInfo-doc:/api/format/region_template/ato.ato_level_territory_view/atoid/600/wkb_geometry,name_fullua,district_list,parent_list|panel:.map
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Table 1.3. The list of social sphere objects (education, medicine and culture) in Kylyysky rayon in 

2015-201624,25 

Education 
23 general education 

institutions 

17 preschool education institutions 

4 teaching and educational complexes26 

Medicine 

20 health care institutions 

Central hospital of Kylyysky rayon (with 240 beds) 

Clinic of Kylyysky rayon 

Vylkovska municipal hospital (with 55 beds) 

Desantnenska rural rayon hospital with outpatient 

clinic (with 20 beds) 

6 rural outpatient clinics with general practice of 

family medicine (villages Shevchenkove, 

Furmanivka, Prymorske, Pryozerne, Dmytrivka and 

Stari Troyany) 

9 medical and obstetric centers (villages Omarbia, 

Vasylivka, Pomazany, Trudove, Myrne, 

Novomykolaivka, Lisky, Chervony Yar and 

Novoselivka) 

Municipal outpatient clinic (Bile town, Zmiiny 

island) 

5 emergency departments  

Kylyysky dental clinic  

2 baby homes  

Culture 

21 club centers 
4 clubs 

17 community centers 

24 libraries  

4 museums  

Music school of Kylya  Divisions in rayon settlements 

Kylya Center of Culture and 

Arts «Skif»27 
 

 

Table 1.4. Fuels for the decentralized heat production in Kylyysky rayon28 

Fuel for heat production Unit 2013 2014 2015 

Coal (the rayon budget) t 3122.9 2798.6 2346.5 

Wood (the rayon budget) m3 187.2 204.7 203.7 

 

The main enterprises in food processing industry is the company “Titan”, LLC “Stroi” and CJSC 

“Kylya winery”. The main industrial enterprises are located in cities, namely Kylyysky Shipyard and 

Vylkovska care and maintenance fleet base. Within manufacturing processes, enterprises 

predominantly consume electricity. Although according to the information provided by rayon 

administration, LLC “Titan” consumes fuel oil. 

Two local solar plants “Pryozerne-1” and “Pryozerne-2” produce power in the rayon. Main 

consumers of power in the rayon are private legal entities (Table 1.5). Total power consumption has 

been increasing during 2013-2015. 

 

                                                           
24 http://kiliyaosvita.ucoz.org/index/informacija_pro_nas/0-5 
25 https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Кілійський_район#.D0.9A.D1.83.D0.BB.D1.8C.D1.82.D1.83.D1.80.D0.B0 
26 http://kiliyaosvita.ucoz.org/index/informacija_pro_nas/0-5 
27 https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Кілійський_район#.D0.9A.D1.83.D0.BB.D1.8C.D1.82.D1.83.D1.80.D0.B0 
28 Information obtained from the local (rayon) administration. 

http://kiliyaosvita.ucoz.org/index/informacija_pro_nas/0-5
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Кілійський_район#.D0.9A.D1.83.D0.BB.D1.8C.D1.82.D1.83.D1.80.D0.B0
http://kiliyaosvita.ucoz.org/index/informacija_pro_nas/0-5
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Кілійський_район#.D0.9A.D1.83.D0.BB.D1.8C.D1.82.D1.83.D1.80.D0.B0
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Тable 1.5. Power consumption28 

Consumers Unit 2013 2014 2015 

Institutions financed from the local budget MWh 596.7 689.0 275.7 

Institutions financed from the rayon budget MWh 1681.0 1586.2 2117.3 

Private households MWh 26095.2 26820.2 26209.1 

Private legal entities MWh 34926.2 37736.4 51853.6 

TOTAL MWh 63299.1 66831.8 80455.7 

 

Therefore, consumers of Kylyysky rayon might cross over to the local biofuels due to the absence of 

gas and heat supply systems in rayon settlements, and also due to the presence of a significant amount 

of solid fuel boilers and their widespread use by enterprises, public sector’s buildings and households. 

At the same time, it is required to conduct an additional research on special aspects of existing boilers 

to solid biofuels transferring. 

Shyryayvsky rayon 

Shyryayvsky rayon of Odesa oblast consists of 72 settlements: 1 town and 71 villages, attached to 

Shyryayvsky rayon council. The administrative center of the rayon is located in Shyryayvo town, 

situated in oblast center (Fig. 1.7). There are 1 township council and 18 rural councils within the 

system of Shyryayvsky rayon’s municipal government (Table А.2 of Annex А). 

 

 
Fig. 1.7. Map of Shyryayvsky rayon29 

                                                           
29 

http://atu.minregion.gov.ua/ua/karta#map=11//47.39044720498992//30.24673461914063&&layer=8906587737484582

-v:1|op:1//8894715282779406-v:1|op:1&&action=getInfo-

doc:/api/format/region_template/ato.ato_level_territory_view/atoid/503/wkb_geometry,name_fullua,district_list,parent_

list|panel:.map-obj-info-wrap 

http://atu.minregion.gov.ua/ua/karta#map=11//47.39044720498992//30.24673461914063&&layer=8906587737484582-v:1|op:1//8894715282779406-v:1|op:1&&action=getInfo-doc:/api/format/region_template/ato.ato_level_territory_view/atoid/503/wkb_geometry,name_fullua,district_list,parent_list|panel:.map-o
http://atu.minregion.gov.ua/ua/karta#map=11//47.39044720498992//30.24673461914063&&layer=8906587737484582-v:1|op:1//8894715282779406-v:1|op:1&&action=getInfo-doc:/api/format/region_template/ato.ato_level_territory_view/atoid/503/wkb_geometry,name_fullua,district_list,parent_list|panel:.map-o
http://atu.minregion.gov.ua/ua/karta#map=11//47.39044720498992//30.24673461914063&&layer=8906587737484582-v:1|op:1//8894715282779406-v:1|op:1&&action=getInfo-doc:/api/format/region_template/ato.ato_level_territory_view/atoid/503/wkb_geometry,name_fullua,district_list,parent_list|panel:.map-o
http://atu.minregion.gov.ua/ua/karta#map=11//47.39044720498992//30.24673461914063&&layer=8906587737484582-v:1|op:1//8894715282779406-v:1|op:1&&action=getInfo-doc:/api/format/region_template/ato.ato_level_territory_view/atoid/503/wkb_geometry,name_fullua,district_list,parent_list|panel:.map-o
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District heating in Shyryayvsky rayon is not available. Decentralized heat supply is mainly based on 

natural gas with some contribution of coal and wood. Yearly the rayon spends about 5 million UAH 

on purchasing natural gas for the budget-financed institutions. Though the local villages have supply 

of natural gas, the population is turning to the use of solid fuels. A number of state-financed 

institutions (3 hospitals and 27 educational institutions) intend to turn to using biomass 

pellets/briquettes or coal. This process will start in spring 201730. 

 

The general trend of the last three years in the energy sector of the rayon was decrease in the use of 

natural gas and some increase in using coal and wood for heat production (Table 1.6).  

 

Table 1.6. Fuels for the decentralized heat production 28 

Fuel for heat production Unit 2013 2014 2015 

Natural gas m3 10,588,167 9,910,747 8,017,325 

Coal t 6078 6115 6257 

Wood m3 1265 1641 2363 

 

In Shyryayvsky rayon, there are 26 general education schools and 9 pre-school institutions31. The 

data on the fuel consumption by institutions of education, culture and youth policy departments of 

Shyryayvsky rayon is listed in Table 1.7. There are 1 rayon hospital, 2 district hospitals, 3 outpatient 

departments, 29 FMS. Educational work is carried out by 32 clubs, 32 libraries and children’s music 

school32. The Zhovtneva boarding school owns a boiler fired with fuel briquettes, having a long-term 

contract for biofuel supply. Solid biofuel is also used in the Shyryayvsky correction center (No. 111), 

located in Armashivka village. The long-term goal of Shyryayvsky rayon is to stop using natural gas 

at all. The total consumption of fuels was 5.53 ktce in 2013, 5.25 ktce in 2014 and 4.06 ktce in 201512. 

 

Table 1.7. Information on boilers within education, culture and youth policy department of 

Shyryayvsky rayon administration28 

1. Boilers on natural gas  

Installed capacity 2.746 Gcal/h 

Connected load 2.746 Gcal/h 

Fuel consumption 282.944 TCM 

2. Boilers on coal  

Installed capacity 2.179 Gcal/h 

Connected load 2.179 Gcal/h 

Fuel consumption 326.868 t/yr 

Contact information Education, culture and youth policy department of the local 

administration: Shyryayvo town, Shklyaruka Str., 13,  

t.: (04858)-22-00-3 

                                                           
30 The information was obtained from Head of Shyryayvsky rayon administration at the project kick-off meeting in 

Odesa on 07.10.2016. 
31 https://od.isuo.org/ru/authorities/view/id/536 
32 https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ширяївський_район 

https://od.isuo.org/ru/authorities/view/id/536
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ширяївський_район
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The main consumers of power in the rayon are private households followed by private legal entities 

(Table 1.8). The total consumption of power has been more or less stable during 2013-2015, about 

30 GWh/yr. 

Таble 1.8. Power consumption28 

Consumers Unit 2013 2014 2015 

Institutions financed from the rayon budget MWh 1265 1262 1261 

Institutions financed from the oblast and state budget MWh 792 620 496 

Private households MWh 19541 20284 18071 

Private legal entities, including: MWh 4222 4061 3883 

- farms MWh 2463 2337 2215 

- other MWh 1759 1724 1668 

TOTAL MWh 30042 30288 27594 

 

The rayon`s industry is represented by enterprises, namely typography, Shyryayvsky Bakery, Private 

Enterprise “Segros”, specializing in sausages production, and a motor company. The Shyryayvsky 

Bakery uses electricity for bakery production processes. 

There are solid fuel boilers in many households, institutions and organizations of Shyryayvsky rayon 

available, thus could be transferred to biofuel. Although there are recommendations regarding the 

development of effective biofuel use in such boilers, this aspect requires additional research. 

Furthermore, in case of local cheap solid biofuels production establishment, it would be appropriate 

to install solid fuel boilers in buildings with gas-fired boilers, contributing to energy sources 

diversification. 

The energy unit cost from various sources is shown in Table 1.9. An estimated price for baled straw 

in the small bales weighing 12 kg, produced in Shyryayvsky rayon is 10 UAH/bale. Prices of other 

fuel types correspond to the market prices.  

 

Тable 1.9. Energy unit cost from various fuel types 

Fuel type 
Lower heating value Fuel cost 

UAH/t (1000 m3) 

Energy unit 

cost, UAH/MJ MJ/kg (m3) kcal/kg (m3) 

Natural gas 33.5 8003 8577.60 0.256 

Coal A19.8% 21.6 5152 2950 0.137 

Straw, W15% 14.4 3442 833 0.058 

Sunflower husk, W15% 15.4 3678 1000 0.065 

Firewood W25% 13.5 2441 1500 0.111 

Wood chips, W45% 9.2 2188 1000 0.109 

     

 

Thus, taking into account the energy unit cost and rising prices of coal and natural gas, it is reasonable 

right now to convert social sphere institutions to local solid fuels based on their heating area and work 

schedule.  

The list of social facilities, biofuel potential users, in Shyryayvsky rayon of Odesa oblast with the 

heated area over 1000 m2 is given in Annex B. 
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1.3. Relevant stakeholders 

The estimation of biomass potential will combine the use of the official statistical data and 

information obtained from the interviews with local stakeholders. Therefore, it is very important to 

determine the main groups of relevant stakeholders. 

Stakeholders, interested in more exact biomass potential assessment and possible ways of its use for 

energy are: 

 representatives of local communities; 

 local administration; 

 representatives of local heat supply companies; 

 representatives of state-financed institutions (such as schools, kindergartens, hospitals) as 

potential objects for implementing bioenergy projects; 

 farmers from local agricultural enterprises of plant growing, animal husbandry and 

horticulture sectors; 

 heads of farmer associations (if any); 

 representatives of local forestry enterprises, companies engaged in reed harvesting, processing 

enterprises; especially the members of the biomass supply chain; 

 local producers of biomass pellets and briquettes; 

 engineering offices in the field of energy. 

Analysing and summarising all the data and information obtained from the local stakeholders will 

allow to specify many details concerning the biomass resources estimation as well as to understand 

the general situation in the energy sector of the Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons of Odesa oblast.  

This will be very helpful for determining effective ways for biomass potential utilization and further 

identification of potential objects for bioenergy projects implementation. 

In order to finance such projects  own funds of economic entities and external sources of domestic 

and international financial institutions (banks and investment funds), private companies, and 

investors can be involved. To fulfil tasks of the National Action Plan on Renewable Energy for the 

period up to 2020, attraction of large investments from private investors are required33. There are 

following forms of private investments attraction institutional partnership, investment contracts and 

state private partnership. Concerning the wide implementation of bioenergy projects based on existing 

biomass stocks it is advisable to bring interested parties together. 

An important issue for investors, in order to support regional economic development and employment 

generation, is an access to the local energy sources, whose value is only slightly dependent on the 

world oil price fluctuations. In Shyryayvsky rayon, some local businessmen are considering a project 

on the construction of a greenhouse complex or a large vegetable store on condition that cheap heat 

supply is available, for instance from a biomass CHP plant. In Kylyysky rayon, given the favorable 

conditions for vegetable and fruit growing, it would be possible to open a cannery, which also requires 

heat and electricity. 

  

                                                           
33 Bioenergy projects: from idea to implementation. Practical Guide / Edited by Tormosov R.  К.: LLC “Polygraph 

plus”, 2015.  208 p. 
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2. Biomass and effective ways of its use for energy production 

2.1. Methodology for the assessment of biomass potential 

There are different types of biomass potential, and usually three main types are distinguished: 

theoretical, technical and economic. The theoretical potential is the overall maximum amount of 

terrestrial biomass which can be considered theoretically available for bioenergy production within 

fundamental bio-physical limits. In the case of residues and waste, the theoretical potentials equals 

the total amount that is produced. The technical potential is the fraction of the theoretical potential 

which is available under the regarded techno-structural framework conditions and with the current 

technological possibilities, also taking into account spatial confinements due to competition with 

other land uses (food, feed and fibre production) as well as ecological (e.g. nature reserves) and other 

non-technical constraints. The economic potential is the share of the technical potential which meets 

criteria of economic profitability within the given framework conditions34, 35. In this assessment, we 

are going to estimate the economic potential as it is the very potential that reflects the amount of 

biomass available for energy. This potential includes restricitions in the context of a sustainable 

production of bioenergy. 

The proposed methodology for estimating biomass potential in Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons of 

Odesa oblast takes into account the local conditions as much as possible. As the total population of 

the rayons is comparatively small, such types of biomass as municipal solid waste, sewage sludge 

and waste wood (demolished wood) are not included in the assessment. The strategy is to activate as 

first the “easy possibilities” and than the complicated challenges.  

Nevertheless, reed is included as there are rather big areas under reed in Kylyysky rayon. According 

to information obtained from Mr. Grygorii Kozlov (Head of Agro-Industrial Department of Kylyysky 

rayon state administration) at the meeting in Odessa oblast administration on 07.10.2016, the area 

under reed in Kylyysky rayon is about 35,000 ha, of which up to 3,500 ha are harvested each year. In 

addition, while estimating the biomass potential, special attention will be paid to rice husk and 

pruning, as there are several big rice processing enterprises and vineyards in the rayons in question. 

The estimation is mainly focused on the following types of biomass: 

 primary agricultural residues (crop residues like straw, corn stalks etc. and pruning); 

 residues of food processing industry (rice husk, sunflower husk etc.); 

 wood biomass (felling residues, wood waste, firewood); 

 biogas from manure; 

 energy crops (for solid biofuels and for biogas) that can be cultivated on the unused agricultural 

land. 

 reed (at least for Kylyysky rayon of Odesa oblast). 

 

The methodology allows to estimate the economic potential of biomass that is the most important for 

making decisions and implementing further practical steps. The general approach will combine the 

use of the official statistical data and information obtained from the interviews with local stakeholders 

                                                           
34 WP 4.1. General base line and principles. Report by Edward Smeets (Copernicus Institute, Utrecht University, the 

Netherlands) within FP7 Project “Biomass Energy Europe – BEE”, 2008   http://www.eu-bee.eu/ 
35 Geletukha G.G., Zheliezna T.A., Zhovmir M.M., Matveev Yu.B., Drozdova O.I. Assessment of energy potential of 

biomass in Ukraine. Part 1. Agricultural residues and wood biomass [in Ukrainian] // Industrial Heat Engineering. – 

2010, v. 32, N 6, с. 58-65. 

http://www.eu-bee.eu/
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(see Road Map in Annex I  and Report No.1 “Estimation of local biomass potential in Odesa oblast. 

Methodology for estimating and calculating the local biomass potential”). The detailed description of 

the methodology for estimating and calculating the local biomass potential in Odesa oblast, confirmed 

by experts of IZES (Institut für ZukunftsEnergieSysteme, Germany), shown in Annex D. 

 

2.2. Energy potential of biomass in Odesa oblast and in Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons 

2.2.1. Evaluation of the biomass potential for energy use in the Odesa oblast 

The Odesa oblast is an agro-industrial one, producing large amounts of by-products and wastage 

suitable for energy use. For low forest cover of about 6.1%36 (average woodlands percentage in 

Ukraine of about 16%), agricultural biomass predominates among other biomass types in the oblast. 

The reed, an untypical biomass type for the most regions of Ukraine, mainly dense in the southern 

part of the oblast. Large areas of unutilized agricultural lands provide significant potential for energy 

crops cultivation. The evaluation of the biomass potential is available for energy use, based on the 

best EU practices, by reference to the methodology of the biomass potential evaluation and 

calculation, established at the first stage of the project (Evaluation of the biomass potential in the 

Odesa oblast. Report # 1). 

Primary agricultural residues 

Primary agricultural residues (such stubble remains as straw, corn stalk etc., as well as fruit trees 

and vineyard trimming) are the main biomass source in the Odesa oblast. 

Stubble remains 

Over the period from 2012 to 2015 the main crops production slightly grew between 2013 and 2014 

and then, in response to unfavorable weather conditions, decreased steadily in 2015, while remaining 

above the level of 2012. The gross collection in Odesa oblast in 2012 was very low because of adverse 

weather: autumn drought, severe winter frosts and abnormally warm spring. Thus, in the fall of 2011 

in Odesa oblast there was no rain for three months for the last 50 years37. Overall, the major crops 

production shows an upward trend, ensuring large amounts of waste formation, suitable for use as a 

fuel (Table 2.1). 

A record harvest of cereal crops was received in 2014 (Fig. 2.1), when the average wheat yield in 

oblast composed 34.1 dt/ha. The highest sunflower yield within the last four years was in 2015. 

Furthermore, the last year was characterized by a high yield of the rapeseed – 21.1 dt/ha. 

 

Straw is a remainder of cereal, leguminous and other crops. On the harvesting, the cereal part of the 

crop separates from the stalk, while the straw, using harvesters, cutters and rakes stacked in swaths. 

Some straw remains as stubble on the fields with further plowing in. The straw put up in the bales in 

case of specific sales plans on straw bales by agricultural enterprise. The straw is used for livestock 

needs (bedding and rough feed), as an organic fertilizer for mushrooms indoors cultivation, for energy 

needs (pellets/briquettes production, straw bales firing in boilers) (Fig. 2.2). The plant residues, 

intended to energy use, should count the agriculture needs, primarily to meet the requirements of the 

                                                           
36 General characteristics of forests in Ukraine 

http://dklg.kmu.gov.ua/forest/control/uk/publish/article?art_id=62921&cat_id=32867 
37 http://news.finance.ua/ua/news/-/260679/osinnya-posuha-zagrozhuye-ukrayini-vtratoyu-tretyny-vrozhayu-ozymyh 

http://dklg.kmu.gov.ua/forest/control/uk/publish/article?art_id=62921&cat_id=32867
http://news.finance.ua/ua/news/-/260679/osinnya-posuha-zagrozhuye-ukrayini-vtratoyu-tretyny-vrozhayu-ozymyh
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soil fertility maintaining, considering that the plant residues, mainly cereal straw, used as an organic 

fertilizer. The straw used as an organic fertilizer for organic matter formation in the soil’ upper layer. 

Maintaining the proper organic matter balance contributes to the soil’s biological activation and 

erosion protection. A large amount of unutilized remainder is actually burnt in the fields (despite the 

fact that it is officially illegal in Ukraine). 

 

Тable 2.1. Selected indicators of agricultural production in the Odesa oblast over the period from 

2012 to 201538 

Crop production indicators 2012 2013 2014 2015 

 Production, kt:     

 Cereal and leguminous crops, including: 1880.4 3670.8 3677.2 3489.0 

- wheat 855.8 1634.3 1848.1 1828.3 

- barley 597.6 1091.1 1150.9 1080.7 

- corn 300.1 806.3 546.0 457.0 

 Sunflower 480.9 777.2 673.6 755.3 

 Rapeseed 34.9 196.0 251.7 137.7 

 Soybean 5.3 10.1 18.6 10.2 

 Harvested area, th. ha:     

 Cereal and leguminous crops, including: 1096.6 1176.2 1175.1 1193.1 

- wheat 440.6 505.7 541.8 569.7 

- barley 369.0 427.1 408.9 397.1 

- corn 177.4 169.7 162.1 161.3 

 Sunflower 393.7 380.5 371.8 418.0 

 Rapeseed 26.6 95.5 120.5 65.3 

 Soybean 8.6 6.4 10.7 7.3 

 Yield capacity, dt/ha:     

 Cereal and leguminous crops, including: 17.1* 31.2 31.3 29.2 

- wheat 19.4 32.3 34.1 32.1 

- barley 16.2 25.5 28.1 27.2 

- corn 16.9 47.5 33.7 28.3 

 Sunflower 12.2 20.4 18.1 18.1 

 Rapeseed 13.1 20.5 20.9 21.1 

 Soybean 6.1 15.7 17.3 14.0 

* the lean year due to bad weather conditions. 

 

                                                           
38 Source: State Statistics Service of Ukraine http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua/ 

http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua/
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Fig. 2.1. Dynamics of cereal and sunflower production in the Odesa oblast 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.2. Production and utilization of straw in Ukraine39 

Corn and sunflower stalks are wastage of appropriate crops. The majority of agricultural enterprises 

use harvesting technology providing corn stalks and cobs shredding and further spreading on the field, 

making it inaccessible for gathering. Cornstalks gathering requires harvester attachment replacement. 

Corncobs gathering requires harvesting technology, providing cobs threshing in stationary conditions 

                                                           
39 http://uabio.org/img/files/docs/Position-paper-UABIO-7-EN.pdf 
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instead of the field one. At the moment, only a limited number of agricultural enterprises gather 

corncobs40 with a stationary threshing. These are seed producers, growing corn and other crops to 

gain (hybrid) seed material. 

Energy use of corn stalks requires baling. Up to date, there is no such equipment in Ukraine, but there 

are examples of corn stalks baling equipment and its successful use abroad. Furthermore, the 

cornstalks have a sufficiently high water content (> 30%); however, a certain drying allows further 

use as a fuel. Cornstalks and stems are not currently used as a fuel in Ukraine (with few exceptions), 

although they can be regarded as a promising energy source. 

Sunflower stems are too wet (> 50%) and it is negatively influencing their use as a fuel. According 

to the harvesting technology used in the country, stems remain on the field with further shredding and 

plowing in. There is no developed technology for the sunflower stems gathering in Ukraine, making 

it a potential biofuel for future. There are no examples for the sunflower stalks baling with further 

energy use in the world. 

The special local biomass source from the crop residues in Odesa oblast is rice straw, hindering 

agricultural producers on the fields, and not used for animal husbandry and other areas, thus now it 

is burned in the open flame41. Therefore, rice straw is suitable for energy needs. The rice production 

volume in Odesa oblast is listed in Table 2.2. 

Тable 2.2. Gathered area, gross yield and crops yield in Odesa oblast in the period of 2012-201542 

Characteristics 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Harvested area, th. ha 3.2 3.2 3.4 4.2 

Gross yield, kt 13.65 17.14 16.57 23.01 

Crop yield, dt/ha 43.1 53.7 48.7 54.5 

The results of crop residues energy potential evaluation in Odesa oblast are shown in Table 2.3. The 

potential of corn and sunflower residuals is presented in terms of their main components, namely 

stalks and stems for corn, stalk and threshed baskets for sunflower. 

 

Тable 2.3. Economic energy potential of crop residues in Odesa oblast, ktoe. 

Biomass type 2013 2014 2015 

Wheat straw 169.64 191.83 189.78 

Barley straw 90.60 95.57 89.74 

Rice straw 1.60 1.55 2.15 

Other grains straw (excluding corn) 7.88 6.11 4.66 

Soybean straw 0.94 1.74 0.95 

Rapeseed straw 50.52 64.88 35.49 

Residues of corn production for grain 80.08 54.23 45.39 

Residues of sunflower production 84.47 73.21 82.09 

TOTAL 485.74 489.11 450.25 

 

                                                           
40 Corncobs – threshed maize cob. 
41 http://lib.chdu.edu.ua/pdf/naukpraci/ecology/2012/179-167-24.pdf 
42 State Statistics Service of Ukraine. Statistical bulletin. Harvesting of crops, fruits, berries and grapes in the regions of 

Ukraine within 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 

http://lib.chdu.edu.ua/pdf/naukpraci/ecology/2012/179-167-24.pdf
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The obtained data analysis shows that the economic energy potential of crop residues considerably 

depends on agricultural crops yield. In contrast to the oil equivalent, the wheat straw had the biggest 

energy potential in 2015 to 189.78 ktoe and barley straw – 89.74 ktoe, followed by sunflower 

production residues – 82.09 ktoe, corn production residues – 45.39 ktoe and rapeseed straw – 35.49 

ktoe. The volume ratio of these crops varies within the last 3 years. 

In 2014 after the annexation of Crimea, concentrating more than a half of the Ukrainian rice 

production, considering the existing demand, agricultural producers of the Odesa oblast began 

increasing the area under rice. In 2015, the rice straw energy potential was 2.15 ktoe, concentrating 

in the South of oblast. Soybean straw had moderate energy potential in 2015 to 0.95 ktoe, but the high 

price of soybeans in recent years contributes to an increase in its acreage. 

 

Pruning of gardens and vineyards 

Viticulture and agriculture are traditional agro-industrial sectors of the Odesa oblast. Residues, 

formed during chopping or perennial crops stubbing, can be used for own energy needs (natural gas 

and coal substitution) and/or be implemented in form of wood chips or pellets. Current national 

handling practice with such residues indicates their accumulation and burning in an open flame, and 

sometimes crushing and plowing into the soil for fertility improvement. Energy use of such wooden 

residues requires involvement of farmers, service companies, manufacturers of technological and 

energy equipment, consumers. 

The vineyards planted area, according to the State Statistics Service of Ukraine, in fertile age in 2015 

was 25.5 th. ha (Table 2.4), which gave more than 61% of Ukrainian grapes. Fruit and berry plantings 

in fertile age occupied 8 th. ha in 2015, with predomination of large fruits ( 6.8 th. ha in total). 

There are no data available on perennial crops acreage, required stubbing, and old gardens and 

vineyards are often being gradually cut down by the locals for own needs, whereas chippings on 

plantations in the fertile age are produced annually. The biomass volume that a unit area of the garden 

or vineyard could give depend on many factors: on the breed, variety and placement, chipping 

systems, climatic parameters and agro-technological factors. Proper organization of the harvesting, 

pre-processing, storage, transportation and use of such biomass is a key success factor, making 

derived biofuel competitive on the market. 

Тable 2.4. Planted areas of perennial crops in fertile age in Odesa oblast within the period of 2012-

2015, th. ha 38 

Planting type 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Vineyards 29.1 28.5 27.5 25.5 

Pomaceous 2.8 2.8 2.6 2.3 

Drupaceous 4.6 4.8 4.9 4.5 

The results of energy potential evaluation of fruit trees and vineyards wood chippings in Odesa oblast 

in 2012-2015 are shown in Table 2.5. In recent years, there has been a tendency of perennial crops 

acreage reduction, thus in 2015 wood chippings energy potential was 19.07 ktoe. 

In 2015, the total primary energy potential of agricultural residues in the Odessa oblast was 469.27 

ktoe, including 40% (189.78 ktoe) on wheat straw, 19% (89.74 ktoe) – on barley straw and 17% 

(82.09 ktoe) – on sunflower production residues (Figure 2.3.). 
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Тable 2.5. Economic energy potential of wood chippings of fruit trees and vineyards in Odesa oblast, 

ktoe 

Planting type 2013 2014 2015 

Vineyards 20.06 19.12 17.33 

Pomaceous 1.01 0.94 0.70 

Drupaceous 1.23 1.23 1.04 

TOTAL 22.31 21.29 19.07 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.3. Structure of primary agricultural residues potential in Odesa oblast, 2015 

(total of 469.27 ktoe) 

 

Residues of the processing industry 

Another type of agricultural biomass residues are secondary residues, generated by processing 

industry enterprises. Sunflower and rice husk are typical of the Odesa oblast residues. 

Sunflower husk forms on the oil-extracting plants and other enterprises, producing sunflower oil. 

Rice husk accumulates at the raw rice processing enterprises, located near the crop cultivation places. 

Therefore, the processed rice volume is assumed as equal to the gross yield. To the energy potential 

of a certain oblast, in this case, the Odesa oblast yields husk, formed on enterprises of the oblast. Data 

on sunflower seeds volume are presented in Table 2.6. The volume of the processed rice is assumed 

to be equal to the gross collection, and the ration of rice husk energy use is 0.8. 

 

The calculation results of processing industry residues energy potential is shown in Table 2.7. In 

2015, the sunflower husk energy potential composed 53.65 ktoe, rice husk – 1.98 ktoe. A significant 

fluctuation of economic energy potential of processing industry residues was observed from 43.00 

ktoe in 2013 to 78.23 ktoe in 2014, due to sunflower seeds volume changes. 
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Тable 2.6. Volume of processed raw material in Odesa oblast, kt43 

Type of raw material 2013 2014 2015 

Sunflower seeds 773.18 1430.13 999.14 

 

Тable 2.7. Economic energy potential of processing industry residues in Odesa oblast, ktoe  

Residues type 2013 2014 2015 

Sunflower husk 41,52 76,80 53,65 

Rice husk 1.48 1.43 1.98 

TOTAL 43.00 78.23 55.64 

 

Wood biomass  

Over logging operations, consisting of principal felling and cleaning/sanitary cutting, there are several 

“streams” of wood biomass formed, which could be treated as a fuel (Fig. 2.4). These are fuel chips, 

fuel wood, logging residues (crown, stumps, brushwood, branches, etc.), primary and secondary 

residues of wood processing (sawdust, shreds, strips and so on). 

The wood biomass potential available for energy production, divides into the following main 

components: logging residues, industrial wood, firewood. Logging residues (crowns, stumps, 

branches, brushwood) forming over felling, cutting and improvement of forests and other mirror 

arrangements. According to expert evaluations, residues volume compose about 10%44 of the total 

harvested material volume. Industrial wood (sawdust, bark, chips etc.) consists of primary (wood 

processing directly in forestry enterprise) and secondary (cabinetry residues etc.). Firewood converts 

by forestry enterprises for sale to public and enterprises to use as a fuel. 

 

The results of wood biomass’ economic potential calculation presented in Table 2.8, showing that 

comparing with energy potential of agricultural residues energy potential of wood biomass is low. 

The main potential component is firewood, whose volume depends on the total harvesting of 

merchantable wood. The total energy resource of wood biomass within the last 3 years has ranged 

from 18.33-21.77 ktoe/yr. 

Mostly, the following types of wood biomass are available for energy production: firewood, logging 

residues as crown, brushwood, branches, and wood processing residues (sawdust, bark, chips etc.). 

Population and various enterprises/organizations consume most of the harvested wood on energy 

needs, a large part of it goes on export, and some part of wood biomass residues goes for 

pellets/briquettes and wood chips production, and the rest is used in industrial and agricultural 

production. A significant part of wood residues consumed for energy, pellets/briquettes and wood 

products of non-energy purposes (slab production) production. Logging residues are hard for 

utilization and are practically free biomass. 

 

                                                           
43 State Statistics Service of Ukraine. http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua 
44 “Ukrainian market for solid biofuel”. Research and information report of IBCentre, 2013. 

http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua/
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Fig. 2.4. Formation and use of the wood biomass45 

 

Table 2.8. Economic energy potential of wood biomass in Odesa oblast 

Characteristics 2013 2014 2015 

Merchantable wood logging, th. solid m3 92.8 90 106.2 

Wood biomass types:       

Felling residues, ktoe 0.53 0.51 0.61 

Wood processing residues, ktoe 0.67 0.31 0.25 

Firewood, th. solid m3 77.9 77.3 92.4 

                 ktoe 17.63 17.49 20.91 

Total, wood biomass, ktoe 18.83 18.33 21.77 

 

                                                           
45 Report “Market analysis of phytogenic biofuels in Ukraine and Kyiv oblast”, SEC “Biomass”, 2013. 
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Biogas from the manure 

Odesa oblast is characterized by an average level of animal husbandry development. Regarding the 

results of 2015, Odesa oblast took 8th place in the number of cattle and pigs, 1 place in the number 

of sheep and goats and 16-17 - at the poultry stock among other regions of Ukraine. In recent years, 

there has been a tendency of reducing livestock and poultry number in the oblast (Table 2.9). It should 

be noted that in recent years in Ukraine the disease of African swine fever (ASF) became a very 

serious problem. In 2016 in Odesa oblast there were recorded 21 incidents of ASF, including the 

Kylyysky rayon46. 

 

Table 2.9. Livestock and poultry in Odesa oblast 38 

Type of livestock/poultry 2013 2014 2015 

Cattle, th. animal units 206.6 191.7 179.4 

Including in agricultural enterprises  174 162.9 151.5 

In households 32.6 28.8 27.9 

Livestock on cattle enterprises > 2000 animal units – – – 

Pigs, th. animal units 404.1 371.6 350.3 

Including in agricultural enterprises 279.2 250.9 233.2 

In households 124.9 120.7 117.1 

Livestock on pig farms > 9400 animal units 30* 40* 40* 

Sheep and goats, th. animal units 409.3 381.3 359.8 

Including in agricultural enterprises 351.7 328.8 314.9 

In households 57.6 52.5 44.9 

Poultry, th. animal units 5238.4 5139.1 4932.9 

Including in agricultural enterprises 125.3 135.1 122.9 

In households 5113.1 5004 4810 

Livestock on poultry enterprises > 420000 animal units – – – 

* data, obtained from enterprises 

The manure of livestock and poultry is appropriate for biogas production, but requires establishment 

of raw materials collection and delivery to biogas plant. Due to a lack of centralized manure collection 

from the population, the economic energy potential of livestock wastes will be based on the 

assumption that the feasibility of priority construction of biogas plants with further cogeneration 

viable with a capacity of at least 200 kWe. Sheep and goats are mainly spending time on the pasture 

and managed by private households, their manure will not be taken into account within economic 

potential of biogas energy assessment. Thus, the biogas reactor of required size can be installed on 

farms with following estimated livestock number: cattle > 2000 animal units, pigs > 9400 animal 

units, and poultry > 420000 animal units. 

 

According to the Main Department of Statistics in Odesa oblast, there are no agricultural enterprises 

with a total cattle livestock of more than 2.000 animal units and a total poultry livestock of more than 

420.000 animal unites. Over the minimum limit of pigs’ livestock to 9400 animal units, manage Ltd. 

                                                           
46 http://dumskaya.net/news/novaya-vspyshka-achs-v-odesskoy-oblasti-pogibli-065144/ 

http://dumskaya.net/news/novaya-vspyshka-achs-v-odesskoy-oblasti-pogibli-065144/
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“Agroprai Holding”, Ltd. “Tarutynska agricultural company” and Joint Ukrainian-French enterprise 

“Dnistro-Hybrid”. Ltd. “Agroprai Holding” builds biogas plant on the pig farm near Bolhrad city. 

The economic potential of biogas from pigs manure composed over 1.71 ktoe in 2013 and over 2.28 

ktoe in 2012 and 2015. 

Energy crops for solid biomass and biogas production 

Energy crops for solid biomass production 

Energy crops is an important component of biomass potential as they can grow on unused agricultural 

lands and poor soils. The northern part of the Odesa oblast is located - , central and southern - in the 

steppe zone of Ukraine. The soil covering contains ordinary and southern black soils. The climate, 

especially in the southern part of oblast, is dry. Natural and climatic conditions of the Odesa oblast 

are favorable for the cultivation of energy crops such as miscanthus, poplar, acacia, and switchgrass, 

appropriate as raw material for solid biomass production. Among these crops, miscanthus is the most 

attractive one for the oblast conditions, according to the innovative project “Agrarian Valley”, 

presented on July 14, 2015 within the US-Ukrainian investment forum in Washington. As on this 

project, it is planned to use 30,000 ha of lands for miscanthus cultivation and the construction of five 

plants with a total capacity of 500 kt for pellets production in Odesa oblast47. 

Miscanthus is a radiciform perennial grass, which originates from Asia. After a single bedding the 

crop yields yearly for 15 or more years with an average yield of 10 dry tones/ha. Miscanthus has a 

well-developed root system (up to 2.5 m deep), characterized by rapid growth and good resistance to 

low temperatures. The culture has a relatively small need for water that corresponds an annual 

precipitation level of 600-700 mm. Medium density soils with low levels of groundwater are suitable 

for crop cultivation48. 

 

Free agricultural land in the Odesa oblast determined by results of statistical data49 analysis: 50% of 

them are usable for energy crops cultivation (Table 2.10): half for solid biomass production, and the 

other half – on energy crops for biogas production. 

Тable 2.10. Areas of free agricultural lands in Odesa oblast 

Land use category 2013 2014 2015 

Tilled area, th. ha 1435.6 14265.2 1399.9 

Acreage, th. ha 1333.0 1327.7 1314.0 

Out of crop area, th. ha 31.7 29.1 27.3 

Area of unused agricultural lands, th. ha 70.9 69.7 58.6 

 

Energy crops for biogas production 

Corn for silage as a traditional crop in Odesa oblast is usable for biogas production. According to 

statistics of 2015 the average corn for silage yield in Odesa oblast is 10 t/(ha ∙ a). 

The calculation results of economic potential of energy crops for solid biomass and biogas production 

presented in Table 2.11. Economic energy potential of energy crops in Odesa oblast in 2015 

                                                           
47 http://www.silskivisti.kiev.ua/19277/print.php?n=28165 
48 Position paper of UABio No. 10 http://uabio.org/img/files/docs/position-paper-uabio-10-ua.pdf 
49 Letter of the Main Department of Statistics in Odesa oblast No. 13.1-11/97пі of 26.10.2016 

http://www.silskivisti.kiev.ua/19277/print.php?n=28165
http://uabio.org/img/files/docs/position-paper-uabio-10-ua.pdf
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composed to 53.53 ktoe of Miscanthus for solid biomass production and 9.07 ktoe of corn for silage 

for biogas production. Over the past three years, energy crop potential steadily declines from 75.74 

to 62.60 ktoe in terms of the reduction in available agricultural lands area. Although energy crops 

grow on unsuitable for agricultural production lands, but an objective assessment of these 

opportunities requires a comprehensive research. 

Тable 2.11. Economic energy potential of energy crops for solid biomass and biogas production in 

Odesa oblast, ktoe  

Type of energy crop 2013 2014 2015 

Miscanthus for solid biomass 64.77 63.67 53.53 

Corn for silage for biogas production 10.97 10.79 9.07 

TOTAL 75.74 74.46 62.60 

 

Reed 

Reed is an herbaceous bluish-green perennial plant of the grass family (0.8-5 meters high), with a 

long creeping root stalk. It grows in alder, forest and lowland swamps and floodlands. It often forms 

dense thickets. Industrial harvesting is possible in the river deltas of the Dnipro and the Danube50. 

The Odesa oblast is one of the regions in Ukraine which are characterized by large reed resources. 

They are mainly located in the Danube and the Dniester deltas. From January, 1 to December, 31, 

2015 on the territory of National Natural Park “Tuzlovski Lymany” reed was mowed according to 

the approved by the Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources limit No.1031/0/3-2015 of February 

26, 2015 in amount of 443.2 tons of dry matter on area of 2522.45 ha51. 

 

According to the Main Department of Statistics in Odesa oblast, in 2013 2291.9 tons of reed were 

harvested, in 2014 – 2096 tons and in 2015 – 4371.9 tons, including 2153.6 tons in 2013, 2096 tons 

in 2014 and 4357.9 tons in 2015 from Kylyysky rayon. 

It is necessary to mention that the reed harvested has much more potential. The economic energy 

potential of the reed in the Danube delta (Reniysky, Izmailsky, Kylyysky rayons) is estimated round 

95 kt/yr or 42 ktoe/yr52,53 (research of SEC “Biomass”, performed in 2013). The reed resources in the 

Dniester delta require further study. 

Biogas from solid waste landfills 

The total biogas amount that can be generated from solid waste landfills, exported during the year, is 

determined by waste amount, transported to the landfills from oblast during a year, and biogas amount 

that can be formed by decomposition of one ton of solid wastes (depends on morphological 

composition of solid waste landfills). Basically, at solid waste landfills are collected wastes, produced 

by urban population (the population of Odesa oblast at the beginning of 2016 composed 2390.3 th. 

                                                           
50 

https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9E%D1%87%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%82_%D0%B7%D0%B2%D0%B

8%D1%87%D0%B0%D0%B9%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B9 
51 Department of Ecology and Natural Resources of Odesa regional state administration. Regional report on the state of 

environment in Odesa oblast in 2015. – Odesa, 2016. – 180 p. 
52 Report “Biomass resources assessment in the Danube delta, Odesa oblast” (WWF Hungary, 2013) 
53 Based on the reed calorific value of 18.5 MJ/kg (dry weight). 

https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9E%D1%87%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%82_%D0%B7%D0%B2%D0%B8%D1%87%D0%B0%D0%B9%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B9
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9E%D1%87%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%82_%D0%B7%D0%B2%D0%B8%D1%87%D0%B0%D0%B9%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B9
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people, including 1597.4 thou. people – in cities, 792.9 thou. people – in villages54, during 2013-2015 

the number of population did not changed significantly). 

According to the economic feasibility assessment method of biogas from solid waste landfills 

potential55, Odesa oblast has one of the highest indexes among Ukrainian regions, composing about 

13 mln. m3/yr (Table 2.11a):  

Тable 2.11a. Economic potential of landfill gas in Odesa oblast 

Region 

Total urban 

population, thous. 

people 

Volume of solid 

waste landfills, 

(fresh) t 

Economic potential of biogas 

from solid waste landfills 

mln. m3 ktoe 

Odesa oblast 1597.4 601619 13.02 11.17 

 

Total energy potential of biomass in Odesa oblast 

The overall economic energy potential of biomass in the Odesa oblast composes 665-737 ktoe/yr 

(according to the data of 2013-2015) (Table 2.12). The main components of the potential in 2015 

were agricultural residues (71%), energy crops (9.5%), processing industry residues (8.3%) and reed 

(6.4%) (Fig. 2.5). Fluctuations of the energy potential in oblast mainly depend on the volume of main 

agricultural crops production. 

 

Тable 2.12. Economic energy potential of biomass in Odesa oblast 

Type of biomass 

Biomass energy potential 

ktoe mln. kWh 

2013 2014 2015 2013 2014 2015 

1.1 Primary agricultural 

residues 

508.05 510.40 469.32 5907.65 5934.93 5457.28 

Crop residues 485.74 489.11 450.25 5648.23 5687.36 5235.50 

Pruning of fruit trees 22.31 21.29 19.07 259.43 247.57 221.77 

1.2 Processing industry residues 43.00 78.23 55.64 499.98 909.62 646.96 

1.3 Wood biomass 18.82 18.32 21.76 218.88 212.98 253.07 

- Felling residues 0.53 0.51 0.61 6.15 5.96 7.04 

Logging residues 0.67 0.31 0.25 7.75 3.60 2.88 

Firewood 17.63 17.49 20.91 204.99 203.41 243.14 

1.4 Biogas from the manure 1.71 2.28 2.28 19.87 26.49 26.49 

1.5 Energy crops 75.74 74.46 62.60 880.69 865.79 727.91 

Miscanthus for solid biomass 64.77 63.67 53.53 753.11 740.37 622.46 

Maize silage for biogas 

production 

10.97 10.79 9.07 127.58 125.42 105.45 

1.6 Reed 42.00 42.00 42.00 488.38 488.38 488.38 

1.7. Biogas from the landfills 11.17 11.17 11.17 129.88 129.88 129.88 

TOTAL 700.49 736.86 664.77 8145.33 8568.07 7729.97 

 

                                                           
54 Statistical yearbook of Odesa oblast in 2015 // The Main Department of Statistics in Odesa region, 2016. 
55 Atlas of the RES energy potential. Chapter “Energy from biomass” // National academy of science of Ukraine, 

Institute of engineering Thermophysics, 2008. 81 p. 
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Fig. 2.5. Structure of economic energy potential of biomass in Odesa oblast in 2015 

2.2.2. Potential assessment of biomass for energy needs in Kylyysky rayon 

Agriculture is one of the main material production sectors in Kylyysky rayon in terms of production 

and labour supply. It employs about 35% of the population and concentrates more than a half of 

production facilities56. Rayon refers to the grain-livestock zone with well-developed viticulture57. 

In general, agricultural lands area compose 76611.6 ha, representing 56.4% of all land in oblast, 

including undistributed lands area of 1940.9 ha, 903.3 ha – reserve lands and 2120.6 ha – public lands. 

Lands area of natural preserved fund and other nature protection purposes compose 19134 ha58. In 

Kylyysky rayon, there are Danube Biosphere Reserve, which is of national importance and occupies 

the main area of the protected areas in the rayon, a botanical reserve of local importance Lisky and 

19 parks56. By the decision of UNESCO on 2 February 1999, Danube biosphere reserve is included 

in the world network of biosphere reserves as a part of bilateral Romanian-Ukrainian biosphere 

reserve “Danube delta”59. 

Table 2.13 shows the structure of agricultural lands in Kylyysky rayon. From 2013 to 2015 there is 

a decrease in arable lands, cultivated areas and areas under perennial plants. Plough-disturbance 

degree is 52.7%. Over the salinity, the part of the lands are unsuitable for agricultural production. 

Thus, according to information received in Kylyysky rayon state administration, near Kylya city there 

are 400 ha of saline soils28, which are usable for energy crops cultivation, but additional researches 

required to determine soil characteristics and crop list, suitable for growing in the local conditions. 

                                                           
56 https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Кілійський_район 
57 http://dair.odessa.gov.ua/files/ved/pasport.pdf 
58 The main protected area belongs to Dunaysky biosphere preserve that is located on the territory of Kylyysky rayon 

and Tatarbunarsky rayon of Odesa oblast. 
59 http://www.dbr.org.ua/search/label/history_ua 
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https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Кілійський_район
http://dair.odessa.gov.ua/files/ved/pasport.pdf
http://www.dbr.org.ua/search/label/history_ua
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Тable 2.13. Structure of agricultural lands of Kylyysky rayon, ha 

Types of agricultural lands 2013 2014 2015 

Tilled area 41097 40418 39609 

       - acreage 40103 39516 38689 

            • cereal and leguminous crops 26940 28624 28775 

            • industrial crops 9047 8022 7308 

            • potatoes and vegetables and cucurbits crops 92 70 92 

            • fodder corn 2492 2570 2273 

       - out of crops area 994 902 920 

       - forcing frames and hothouses - - - 

Pastures 1264 1264 1265 

Hayfields 258 258 258 

Lea land - - - 

Perennial plantings 985 864 814,4 

 

Soil mainly consists of the black soil, and of the common for the region southern chernozems and 

dark chestnut soils. On the coastal spits and sprinklings sod-sandy soils are forming, in the Danube 

delta - a sod-gley, silt-gley and peat-gley soils. Average thickness of humus horizon is 53 cm, with 

an average fertility (soil-agrochemical index) of 53 points. For soil protection from the weathering, 

for winterkill and soil erosion prevention, the northern part of Kylyysky rayon is covered by forest 

belts56. 

Precipitations are light. Thus, the average annual amount of precipitation during the growing season 

in Kylya city is 281 mm. Reclamation is widely used in oblast, irrigated lands area is 19 631 ha, 8476 

ha of which were irrigated in 201560. In spite of the difficult conditions, the yield of all crops except 

sunflower and rapeseed in 2015 here was higher than the average yield in Odesa oblast, while for 

barley and soybeans higher than the average yield in Ukraine. Data on crop production in Kylyysky 

rayon presented in Table 2.14. 

There are 51 agricultural formations in Kylyysky rayon, which mainly cultivating barley, wheat, 

sunflower and corn for grain. Rayon is leading in rice growing, collecting about 90% of the crop in 

Odesa oblast. Some enterprises do not use crop rotation. By-products, along with crop residues mainly 

used as fertilizer, partially used for livestock and partially given to the locals for units. Some biomass, 

particularly rice straw, burned at the fields41. The largest economic energy potential in 2015 was by 

the wheat straw of 6055.5 toe, followed by the barley straw of 4209.9 toe and rice straw of 1942.1 

toe (Table 2.15). 

 

In 2015 in Kylyysky rayon there were applied 17855 dt of fertilizers in conversion to 100% nutrients, 

including 15872 dt of nitrogen fertilizers, 901 dt of phosphorus fertilizers, 1082 dt potassium 

fertilizers and 170 tons of organic fertilizers. Fertilized by mineral fertilizers area composed 22 979 

ha and by organic ones – 311 ha60. Considering insufficient fertilizers treatment, especially by crop 

residues subtraction, it is required to ensure fertilizer standards, providing a balance of nutrients and 

humus. 

 

                                                           
60 Agricultural crops, fruits, berries and grapes harvesting in Odesa oblast in 2015 / The Main Department of Statistics 

in Odesa oblast, 2016. – 131 p. 
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Тable 2.14. Key indicators of crop production in Kylyysky rayon28 

Indicators 2013 2014 2015 

Production, kt:    
cereal and leguminous crops, including 128.92 138.69 154.77 

- wheat 46.66 56.88 58.34 
- barley 43.54 48.22 50.70 

- corn 14.39 10.24 15.65 

Sunflower 14.15 14.02 14.83 
Rapeseed 2.77 3.89 0.94 

Soybean 1.2 1.2 1.9 
Rice 16.2 15.2 20.8 

Harvested area, th. ha:    

cereal and leguminous crops, including 38.66 41.35 41.55 
- wheat 14.08 14.87 15.40 

- barley 15.55 16.97 16.18 
- corn 2.72 2.78 3.19 

Sunflower 6.96 7.42 7.55 

Rapeseed 2.37 2.15 0.86 
Soybean 0.49 0.50 0.79 

Rice 2.99 3.10 3.76 

Yield, dt/ha:    
cereal and leguminous crops, including 33.3 33.5 37.3 

- wheat 33.1 38.3 37.9 
- barley 28.0 28.4 31.3 

- corn 53.0 36.9 49.0 
Sunflower 20.3 18.9 19.6 
Rapeseed 11.7 18.0 10.8 

Soybean 24.3 23.8 24.0 
Rice 54.2 48.8 55.3 

 

Тable 2.15. Economic energy potential of crop residues in Kylyysky rayon, toe 

Biomass type 2013 2014 2015 

Wheat straw 4842.9 5904.6 6055.5 

Barley straw 3615.2 4003.9 4209.9 

Rice straw 1513.8 1415.7 1942.1 

Other grains straw (excluding corn) 361.7 263.2 363.6 

Soybean straw 111.1 110.4 176.0 

Rapeseed straw 713.7 1001.4 241.5 

Residues of corn for grain 1429.0 1017.3 1554.3 

Residues of sunflower production 1538.0 1523.8 1611.7 

TOTAL 14125.3 15240.3 16154.5 

 

An important local resource for organic fertilizer is manure and litter, which also contains nutrients 

(N, P, K), which helps to reduce amount of mineral fertilizers in plant growing (Table 2.16). Along 

with this, the use of fresh manure or litter is unacceptable, and its decomposition while keeping in the 

open air leads to the emission of greenhouse gases. Manure is disinfected during fermentation in 

biogas units, it contains essential for plant nutrients and they are in more suitable form that provides 

increased biological activity of slurry as organic fertilizer. In addition, biogas, which is an important 

energy source and contains up to 70% of methane, is produced61. 

 

                                                           
61 Kravchuk V. The use of biomass for energy purposes in agriculture. Biogas technology. – 2008. – 71 p. 
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Table 2.16. The composition of manure and litter, %62 

Type of manure (litter) Water Nitrogen (N) 
Phosphorus 

(P2O5) 

Potassium 

(K2O) 

Fresh manure:     

cattle 83.6 0.29 0.17 0.10 

pig 82.0 0.60 0.41 0.26 

Fresh litter:     

poultry 53 0.7-1.9 1.6-2.0 0.8-1.0 

duck 53 0.8-1.0 1.3-1.5 0.4-0.6 

 

Livestock and poultry in Kylyysky rayon are presented in Table 2.17. There are 15 enterprises 

engaged in livestock. The largest enterprise, keeping  about 2.000 heads of pigs is Ltd. “Rosya” which 

were slaughted during October and November 2016 because of African swine fever outbreak. The 

total annual amount of manure and litter in agricultural enterprises of the rayon was 24.3 kt (with 

manure waste in households – 131.5 kt) in 2015. At present, this useful kind of fertilizers almost is 

not used on farm lands. 

 

Тable 2.17. Livestock and poultry in Kylyysky rayon 

Type of livestock/poultry 2013 2014 2015 

Cattle, animal units 6520 5346 5357 

Including in agricultural enterprises 1117 1089 1107 

In households 5403 4257 4250 

Pigs, animal units 19934 19082 19055 

Including in agricultural enterprises 5492 5549 5805 

In households 14442 13533 13250 

Poultry, animal units 237394 234491 234369 

Including in agricultural enterprises 19100 19909 18369 

In households 218294 214582 216000 

 

Kylyysky rayon has developed horticulture and viticulture. Data on plantations in the fertile age areas 

in the agricultural enterprises and evaluation results of chopping energy potential presented in 

Table 2.18. The largest area of fruit plantations owns Ltd. “Dunaysky Agro” (424 ha of vineyards, 

75 ha of apple and 54 ha of peach orchards) and the Ltd. “Lad Agro” (393 ha of vineyard). Such 

plantations area is sufficient for establishment of efficient chopping collection for further energy use. 

The economic energy potential of fruit trees and vineyards chopping in 2015 was 912.92 ktoe, 

795.95 ktoe of which is the vineyards potential. 

Almost all grown sunflower seeds are exported from the Kylyysky rayon. Only small amount of 

processed sunflower is processed on small oil farms, which do not previously shell out sunflower 

seeds, making it impossible to collect the husk. Therefore, the processing industry in the region 

produces in the large amount only rice husk by companies that process raw rice. Nearly 100% of 

grown rice is processed directly in the rayon28. 

                                                           
62 Dmytrenko P., Kolobova B., Nosko B. Guide to fertilize crops. – 1987. – 208 p. 
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Тable 2.18. Economic energy potential of fruit trees and vineyards chopping in Kylyysky rayon, toe 

Plantation type 

Plantation area in fertile age, ha Energy potential, toe 

2013 2014 2015 2013 2014 2015 

Vineyards 760.7 888 845 716.52 836.42 795.92 

Pomaceous 121.8 78.5 78.5 94.95 61.19 61.19 

Drupaceous 101.8 85.9 85.9 66.13 55.80 55.80 

TOTAL 984.3 1052.4 1009.4 877.59 953.42 912.92 

 

The economic energy potential of rice husk in 2015 composed 1793.05 toe (Table 2.19). 

 

Тable 2.19. Economic energy potential of processing industry residues in Kylyysky rayon, toe 

Type of residues 

Energy potential, toe 

2013 2014 2015 

Rice husk 1397.60 1307.03 1793.05 

 

Also, the small amount of residues generates the plant for processing and storage of grain, bread and 

bakery products of Ltd. “Lad” and the enterprise for meat and dairy products productions, “Titan”. 

The state enterprise “Izmailske lisove hospodarstvo” performs forestry and logging in Kylyysky 

rayon. There are no data available in Kylyysky rayon administration for the period of 2013-2015 on 

the volume of merchantable wood harvesting and wood residues. Due to the lack of natural gas and 

fuel shortages, the locals are willfully cutting down plantations for firewood. SE “Izmail forestry” 

serves 6 rayons in Odesa oblast, including Kylyysky rayon. According to the information received 

during the telephone conversation with the director of the company, about 2 th. solid m3 of wood is 

harvested annually at controlled by the Izmail forestry area. According to the limitations of forest 

resources, wood energy potential assessment is not provided. 

Agricultural enterprises with livestock (cattle > 2000 animal units, pigs > 9400 animal units, poultry 

> 420.000 animal units) are missing in rayon, so it is inappropriate to build a biogas plant, that could 

be operated on animal wastes only. At the same time, manure animal waste can be efficiently 

fermented together with the energy crops. The list of the agricultural companies with their livestock 

farms which could be involved in biogas production by co-digestion of manure and silage in the 

Kylyysky rayon is given in Table 2.20. The total energy potential of biogas from manure of these 

enterprises is 461 toe. But for the use of all manure for biogas units at farms with 50 cows and more 

they need up to 223 ha of land for growing maize for silage, at farms with 300 pigs – up to 216 ha (it 

is enough for the cogeneration unit operation of 200 kWe capacity). Taking into account the lack of 

free agricultural lands, some area for energy crops for biogas production should be taken from 

agricultural land, which is mainly used for the food crops growing (Table 2.13). It is also needed to 

conduct more research for the opportunities to grow energy plants on lands unsuitable for agricultural 

production in the Kylyysky rayon. 

 

Energy plantations in Kylyysky rayon can grow only on unsuitable for agricultural production lands 

and requires additional research. On the territory of the Danube Biosphere Reserve reed is harvested, 

about 25% of it is not used for industrial purposes, and therefore can be used for energy. The limits 
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on the reed mowing in 2016 are 13725 tons on the area of 3489 ha63. The economic energy potential 

of reed residues composes 1434 toe. We set this potential for the period of 2013-2015. 

 

Table 2.20. List of agricultural companies in the Kylyysky rayon, on which it is possible implement 

biogas units for combined fermentation of manure and silage 

Company name Number of cattle >50 Number of pigs >300 

Agricultural production cooperative “Maiak” + + 

Agricultural production cooperative “Enikioi” + + 

Agricultural production cooperative “Druzhba” + + 

Agricultural production cooperative “Rodyna” + – 

Ltd. “Lad Agro” – + 

Ltd. “Dunaysky Agro” – + 

 

The total biomass potential in Kylyysky rayon from 2013 to 2015 composed 17834.7-20297.8 toe/yr 

(Table 2.21). The energy potential of biomass in the area has grown over the past 3 years  in line with 

the increase in gross yield of major agricultural crops. The main components of the potential in 2015 

are the primary agricultural residues (84%), reed residues (7.1%) and processing industry residues 

(8.8%) (Fig. 2.6). 

 

Тable 2.21. Economic energy potential of biomass in Kylyysky rayon 

Type of biomass 
Energy potential 

toe million kWh 

 2013 2014 2015 2013 2014 2015 

1.1 Primary agricultural residues 15002.9 16193.7 17067.5 174.45 188.30 198.46 

Crop residues 14125.3 15240.3 16154.5 164.25 177.21 187.84 

Fruit trees chopping 877.6 953.4 912.9 10.20 11.09 10.62 

1.2 Processing industry residues 1397.6 1307.0 1793.1 16.25 15.20 20.85 

1.3 Reed 1434.3 1434.3 1434,3 16.68 16.68 16.68 

TOTAL 17834.7 18935.0 20294.8 207.4 220.2 236.0 

 

The primary agricultural residues of the plant industry volume is almost at 94.7% formed due to crop 

residues, among which wheat straw owns the most economical energy potential (6055.5 toe in 2015). 

Wood chopping of grapes and fruit trees, according to the presence of several enterprises,and the 

concentration of  hundreds of orchards and vineyards could also provide low-cost biofuel production. 

Furthermore, rice husk and reed residues can provide significant amounts of raw material for 

bioenergy, especially given that the biomass accumulates in processing plants, and therefore does not 

require significant additional costs for its procurement. 

A list of agricultural enterprises, producing primary agricultural residues, which intended to sell 

biomass for energy purposes, is given in Table B.1, Annex B. Data on procurement and processing 

enterprises, potential biomass suppliers is shown in Table B.2. In Kylyysky rayon, there is an 

                                                           
63 http://kiliya.od.ua/articles/details/7703 

http://kiliya.od.ua/articles/details/7703
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enterprise already producing fuel briquettes from reed. The contact details of it are given in Table 

B.3.  

 

 

Fig. 2.6. Structure of energy potential of biomass in Kylyysky rayon in 2015 

 

For the average annual energy consumption in the rayon during the 2013-2015 period, which 

composed about 8.33 ktoe, it is required to use crop residues in addition to reed residues, rice husk, 

and wood chopping of grapes and fruit trees. First, it is necessary to establish the rice straw use. 

2.2.3. Assessment of biomass potential for energy purposes in Shyryayvsky rayon 

Agriculture in Shyryayvsky rayon of Odesa oblast has priority significance: 98% of the gross area 

production are of agricultural origin64. The area belongs to the grain-cattle zone with developed 

production of sunflower57. In total, agricultural land area is 137785 ha, which is 91.7% of all land in 

the rayon. Stock lands occupy 3985 ha, reserve lands – 34036 ha, lands of general use – 2532 ha. 

There is no land of natural preserves and other conservation purposes in the rayon according to the 

data obtained from regional administration. The structure of agricultural land of Shyryayvsky rayon 

is shown in Table 2.22. There is a constant area of arable land, pastures, hayfields, lay land and 

perennial crops over 2013-2015. While the sown area decreased, the fallow land area increased. The 

level of tilled soil is 71.9%. There is no free land which is determined as a difference between arable 

land, sown area and fallow land. Ukrainian companies have experience of energy crops growing on 

the lay lands. Therefore, lay lands will be used to assess the potential of biomass from energy crops. 

 

There are mainly deep basic black soils with low and medium humus content; basic black soils with 

medium humus content; meadow black soils65. The level of fertility is above average: 40-50 points. 

 

The yield of crops is less than the average value in the Odessa oblast due to insufficient rainfall during 

the growing season (about 324 mm in Shyryayevo town). High yields are obtained once in three or 

                                                           
64 http://shiryaivo-rada.odessa.gov.ua/index.php 
65 Comprehensive Atlas of Ukraine / К.: DNVP Cartography, 2005. – 96 p. 
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four years, when more rain falls. Information on main crops-growing characteristics is shown in 

Table 2.23. 

 

Table 2.22. Structure of agricultural land in Shyryayvsky rayon, ha 

Type of agricultural land  2013 2014 2015 

Arable land 98187 98187 98187 

       - sown area 90271 87011 85331 

            • grain and leguminous crops  59229 56566 56030 

            • industrial crops 24811 24799 23782 

            • potatoes, vegetables and cucurbits crops  2733 2697 2286 

            • fodder crops 3498 2949 3233 

       - fallow land 7916 11176 12856 

       - greenhouses and hothouses - - - 

Pastures 30857 30857 30857 

Hayfields 3131 3131 3131 

Lay land 1868 1868 1868 

Perennial crops 922 922 922 

 

Table 2.23. Main crops-growing indexes of Shyryayvsky rayon28 

Indexes 2013 2014 2015 

Production, kt:    

Grain and leguminous crops, including: 159.9 152.3 126.6 

- wheat 69.4 83.5 62.6 

- barley 47.2 48.9 43.9 

- maize 42.3 18.2 18.5 

Sunflower 51.2 40.9 40.2 

Rape 1.3 - - 

Soya - 0.1 0.09 

Harvested area , th. ha:    

Grain and leguminous crops, including: 55.7 53.6 54.7 

- wheat 23.8 25.5 24.7 

- barley 21.2 19.6 20.5 

- maize 10.2 8.0 8.5 

Sunflower 21.9 21.4 22.9 

Rape 1,2 - - 

Soya - 0.09 0.15 

Yield, dt/ha:    

Grain and leguminous crops, including: 28.7 28.4 23.1 

- wheat 29.1 32.7 25.4 

- barley 22.2 24.9 21.4 

- maize 41.3 22.7 21.8 

Sunflower 23.4 19.1 17.5 

Rape 10.8 - - 

Soya - 11.5 6.1 
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There are 204 agricultural enterprises in Shyryayvsky rayon. They grow mainly wheat, barley, 

sunflower and maize for grain. Not all farms apply crop rotation. By-products and crop residues are 

mainly used as a fertilizer. Some part is used for livestock, especially barley straw, and is provided 

as a fee for shares rental (share is a land owned by population). In recent years, straw has been issued 

mainly in a form of large bales with weight 360 kg, or with the total same weight in small 12 kg bales. 

On average share size is about 5 ha. Therefore, given the volume of arable land, straw for population 

is issued in the amount of 7 kt. Barley straw is produced in the amount of 15.7-17 kt, based on the 

gross barley production. Thus, the assumptions that have been taken during the calculation of biomass 

potential are confirmed: 40% of rape, maize and sunflower by-products, and 30% of other crops 

residues can be used for energy. The results of evaluation of the energy potential of crop residues in 

Shyryayvsky Rayon presented in Table 2.24. 

Table 2.24. Economic energy potential of crop residues in Shyryayvsky rayon, toe 

Type of biomass 2013 2014 2015 

Wheat straw 7203.7 8667.3 6497.9 

Barley straw 3919.5 4060.7 3645.5 

Straw of other grain crops (w/o maize) 17.6 2.1 12.1 

Soya straw 0.0 9.8 8.7 

Rape straw 335.1 0.0 0.0 

Maize for grain residues 4201.2 1807.6 1837.4 

Sunflower residues 5564.4 4445.0 4368.9 

TOTAL 21241.6 18992.4 16370.4 

 

The use of fertilizer for agricultural crops in Shyryayvsky Rayon presented in Table 2.25. In 2015 

the sown area was fertilized by 4.5 kg/ha of mineral fertilizer and 44 kg/ha by organic fertilizer (in 

average). This amount is very small compared to scientific-based standards. It is important to use 

additional fertilizer to ensure a deficit-free balance of nutrients and humus when agricultural residues 

are collected. It is advisable to use existing potential of livestock and poultry manure. In case of co-

fermentation of manure and vegetable raw materials, volumes of local organic fertilizers will rise. 

 

Table 2.25. Use of fertilizer for agricultural crops in Shyryayvsky rayon in 2013-2015 

Type of fertilizer  2013 2014 2015 

Mineral fertilizer (in active substance), dt 4025 3880 3805 

Organic fertilizer, t 9220 6018 3715 

 

Horticulture and viticulture are not very well developed in Shyryayvsky rayon. In 2015 plantation 

area of pome fruit in fruitful age in agricultural enterprises was 15.23 ha. Stone fruit and grapes 

plantations are absent. Buying specialized equipment for collection of orchards and vineyards 

residues is inappropriate. Harvesting this biomass could be done with standard wood chippers. In 

2015 the economic energy potential of agrarian pruning residues was 11.87 toe. 

Processing industry wastes can be produced in very small quantities at two existing plants: 

Shyryayvsky bakery and PE “Segros”. Thus, the bakery uses purchased flour in the manufacturing 

process and PE “Segros” produces meat products from purchased meat. 

 

State Enterprise “Shyryayvsky forestry” performs forest husbandry and logging in the area. Only 

firewood is harvested due to the low percentage of forest land in the area and the fact that shelterbelt 
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forests were established in the late 80s of last century. The results of wood biomass potential 

assessment are presented in the Table 2.26. As we can see from the data, economic potential of wood 

biomass is low, in comparison with agricultural residues. Firewood is a main component of the 

potential which is used currently. Total energy potential of wood biomass during the last three years 

varies within 162.40-239.80 toe/yr. 

 

Table 2.26. Economic energy potential of wood biomass in Shyryayvsky rayon 

Indexes 2013 2014 2015 

Liquid timber harvesting, solid m3 700 700 900 

Type of wood biomass:       

Felling residues, toe 3.99 3.99 5.13 

Wood-processing residues, toe 0 0 31 

Firewood, solid. m3 700 700 900 

toе 158.41 158.41 203.67 

Total, wood biomass, toе 162.40 162.40 239.80 

 

The total amount of livestock and poultry in Shyryayvsky rayon is presented in Table 2.27. Twelve 

farms are involved into a stock-breeding, including the 3 largest that hold 61% of cattle, 53% of pigs 

and 26% of poultry. There are no farms in the area with the number of: cattle >2000 heads, pigs 

>9400 heads, poultry >420,000 heads. So the construction of the biogas plant, which will be operating 

on animal wastes only, is inappropriate in oblast. The available livestock and poultry population in 

2015 formed 242.1 kt of manure wastes,  suitable to use as fertilizers, 34.6 kt of which formed in 

agricultural enterprises. 

 

Table 2.27. Livestock and poultry in Shyryayvsky rayon 

Type of livestock/poultry  2013 2014 2015 

Cattle, heads 14790 14552 13156 

Including agricultural enterprises  3061 2722 2358 

Households 11729 11830 10798 

Pigs, heads 20379 19016 15489 

Including agricultural enterprises  4961 4175 4691 

Households 15418 14841 10798 

Poultry, heads 172483 178099 152608 

Including agricultural enterprises  11093 10651 2254 

Households 161390 167448 150354 

 

The half of the lay lands could be used for energy crops, in particular, miscanthus for the solid biofuel 

production (467 ha) and maize for silage (467 ha) for biogas production. It is appropriate to construct 

a biogas plant on the basis of existing agricultural enterprises, involved in animal husbandry (Тable 

2.28). In this case, take place co-fermentation of manure and silage. 

 

In Shyryayvsky rayon, the economic energy potential of energy crops (miscanthus) for the solid 

biofuels production is 1706 toe, and 289 toe of the maize for silage for biogas production. Co-

fermentation of silage and available volumes of cattle and pig manure from agricultural enterprises, 

shown in Тable 2.28, will provide a biogas equivalent of 971 toe. For an effective use of manure, 

however, it is necessary to increase the area for energy crops cultivation for biogas production. Thus, 
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for the complete utilization of manure from the farm with 50 cows in biogas plant, up to 223 ha for 

corn for silage cultivation are required, while a farm with 300 pigs – up to 216 ha, providing 

cogeneration plant with the capacity of 200 kWe. Reed is not harvested in Shyryayvsky rayon. 

 

Table 2.28. List of agricultural enterprises of Shyryayvsky rayon, suitable for biogas plants 

construction for manure and silage co-fermentation 

Name of the enterprise 
Cattle stock of more 

than 50 animal units 

Pig stock of more than 

300 animal units 

Private agricultural enterprise “Mayak” + + 

Private enterprise “GSP” – + 

LLC “Farming enterprise Maryanivka” + – 

LLC “Farming enterprise Novoandriivka” + – 

LLC “Batkivshyna” + + 

 

The total potential of biomass in Shyryayvsky rayon between 2013-2015 was 19588.4-24383.4 toe/yr 

(Table 2.29). In 2015, the main components of the potential were the primary agricultural residues 

(83.63%), energy crops (10.19%), biogas from the manure fermented with silage (4.96%) and wood 

biomass (1.22%).(Fig. 2.7). The volume of primary agricultural residues are almost completely 

formed by crop residues (the highest economic energy potential was wheat straw – 6498 toe in 2015). 

Last year the energy potential of biomass in the area decreased according to the decrease of gross 

harvest of major agricultural crops. 

Table 2.29. Economic energy potential of biomass in Shyryayvsky rayon 

Types of biomass 

Biomass energy potential, toe 

toe mln. kWh 

2013 2014 2015 2013 2014 2015 

1.1 Primary agricultural residues 21254.8 19005.1 16382.3 247.15 220.99 190.49 

Crop residues 21241.6 18992.4 16370.4 247.00 220.84 190.36 

Fruit trees pruning 13.2 12.7 11.9 0.15 0.15 0.14 

1.2 Wood biomass 162.4 162.4 239.8 1.89 1.89 2.79 

- Felling residues 4.0 4.0 5.1 0.05 0.05 0.06 

Wood-processing residues 0.0 0.0 31.0 0.00 0.00 0.36 

Firewood 158.4 158.4 203.7 1.84 1.84 2.37 

1.3 Biogas from manure 970.8 970.8 970.8 11.29 11.29 11.29 

1.4 Energy crops 1995.5 1995.5 1995.5 23.20 23.20 23.20 

Miscanthus for solid biofuel 

production 1706.4 1706.4 1706.4 19.84 19.84 19.84 

Maize for silage for biogas 

production 289.1 289.1 289.1 3.36 3.36 3.36 

TOTAL 24383.50 22133.80 19588.40 283.53 257.37 227.77 
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Fig. 2.7. Structure of biomass energy potential in Shyryayvsky rayon, 2015 

Taking into account the small forest areas, small livestock and poultry and pre-defined small volumes 

of secondary residues at processing plants in Shyryayvsky rayon, the main biomass appropriate for 

energy production is primary agricultural residues – crop remains, including wheat straw. The 

technology of harvesting of such kind of biomass is well developed, and the technology is already 

available in farms. 

 

In order to store biomass in the urban village Shiryayvo, existing free production sites and premises 

where it is possible to place equipment for pelleting or briquetting can be used. At the same time, it 

is reasonable to use wood chippers, which will provide areas cleaning, and chop various types of 

wood residues and gardens pruning into wood chips. A list of agricultural enterprises that produce 

the most of crop residues is given in Table B4 Annex B. Data on production and processing 

enterprises of potential biomass suppliers is given in Table B5. Information on the volumes and terms 

of biomass supply by the companies should be specified. According to the previous experience, the 

best way to do it is to hold a series of meetings with directors of the enterprises accompanied by 

representatives of the district administrations. To meet the average annual consumption of energy in 

the rayon over 2013-2015 (5 ktoe),  annually  only 14.5 kt of straw should be used, while 62.6-83.5 

kt of wheat straw were formed over the years. 

Thus, the economic biomass potential in Shyryayvsky rayon in 2015 was 19588.4 toe, which was less 

than in 2013 – 24383.4 toe. The biomass potential in Kylyysky rayon increased from 17834.7 toe in 

2013 to 20294.8 toe in 2015. In both rayons, the basis for energy production from biomass is crop 

residues: 16154.5 toe in Kylyysky rayon, 16370 toe in Shyryayvsky rayon (2015).  

 

In Kylyysky rayon, wood biomass for energy can be obtained only from pruning of fruit trees and 

vineyards (the potential is 912.9 toe, 2015 data), mainly at two agro-companies. In Shyryayvsky 

rayon, forest wood and wood processing waste for energy make up 239.8 toe (2015), the potential of 

pruning from fruit trees is only 11.9 toe. There are some lea lands in this rayon, theoretically they can 

83,6%
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be used for growing energy crops for solid biofuels (the potential is 1706.4 toe, 2015) and for biogas 

(289.1 toe). It should be noted that the issue of actual availability of unused agro-lands and possibility 

of their use under energy crops requires further study. On conditions that co-digestion with vegetable 

biomass can be arranged, the cattle and pig manure (970,8 toe/yr) can be utilized for biogas 

production.  

 

Kylyysky rayon has big resources of rice husk (1793.1 toe/yr) and residues of reed harvesting (about 

1434 toe/yr). 

2.3. Characteristics of biomass for energy use 

The main types of biomass, which are available and sufficient in the Odessa oblast – particularly in 

Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons – for heat generating equipment, are primary agricultural and 

processing industry residues, reed and biomass from energy plantations. Liquid manure to be 

effectively used for biogas production (without adding other substrates) is not available in sufficient 

amount. At that the production of maize silage is low in the rayons and the available silage is mainly 

used by animal husbandry for feed. 

 

The main characteristics of biomass (water content, density, bulk density, ash content and related 

lower calorific value) are very important in terms of the efficient use of biomass as fuel. For example, 

the bulk density determines the cost reasonable distance for transportation. Water content has an 

effect on storage requirements, the need for biomass preliminary drying, the choice of technology 

and energy conversion efficiency. Ash and ash characteristics have crucial influence on the burning 

process. The ash melting temperature makes its ability for slagging of the elements of the power 

generating equipment. Plants, cultivated on contaminated areas, accumulate heavy metals, in 

particularly, cadmium, remaining in the ash by biomass combustion, causing utilization difficulties 

66. In addition, biomass can contain varying amount of substances that can turn into chemicals during 

combustion that cause equipment corrosion. For reliable and long-term operation of the heat 

generating equipment it is very important to use biofuels with suitable fuel characteristics. 

Quality of biofuel (compliance with standards or specifications for fuel, water content, size of 

particles, ash content, the presence of impurities, density), which is supplied to the power facility, 

mast be a mandatory clause in contract, because it is the key for the effective use of energy equipment 

and technological processes for harvesting, transportation, and storage67. 

Raw materials for biogas production through anaerobic fermentation can be energy crops, as corn, 

grass, cereals, as well as almost all organic wastes of agricultural production and processing 

enterprises, producing liquid, semiliquid brought to that consistency products. These include animal 

excrements, plant residues (straw, leaves, grass, etc.), municipal wastewater, wastewater of sugar and 

alcohol plants and etc.68 Given the content of micronutrients, the most suitable raw material for 

anaerobic digestion are animal remains: manure of different consistency, as well as industrial and 

domestic wastewater of livestock enterprises. To increase the efficiency of biogas production, co-

                                                           
66 Norbert Wildbacher. Ash utilization of boilers, operated on wood fuel. - МINSK, 2007. – 28 p. 
67 Preparation and implementation of projects for substitution of natural gas by biomass when producing heat energy in 

Ukraine. Practical guide / Under the editorship of G.Geletukha. – К.: “Poligraf plus” Llc., 2015. – 72 p. [in Ukrainian] 
68 Use of biomass for energy needs in agriculture. Biogas technologies / Edited by Kravchuk V. – Doslidnytske, 2008. – 

71 p. 
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fermentation of manure and vegetable feedstock is often used. Now the renewable vegetable raw 

material that is often used for biogas plants is a corn silage due to the high energy yield per area unit. 
The composition and features of raw materials are strongly influencing the progress of anaerobic 

fermentation and biogas output. Such features include organic substances content, nutrients presence 

and freshness. 

2.3.1. Primary agricultural residues 

Primary agricultural residues are formed during harvesting of crops. First of all, this is wheat straw, 

the general view of which is shown in Fig. 2.8. As shown in the figure, there is freshly harvested 

straw (“yellow”) and straw washed by rain in a field (“grey”). 

  

  

Fig. 2.8. General view of “yellow” and “grey” straw 

 

Straw of grain crops usually has a relatively low moisture content (20%) and can be granulated/baled 

or burned without preliminary drying. It should be noted that the best figure for relative water content 

for straw is 11-15%. Straw with water content above 22% is not appropriate as fuel because it affects 

on the combustion quality69. 

 

Undensified straw should be used near the site of its formation, baled straw – within a rayon and 

neighbor rayons, and granulated straw can be transported over long distances, including abroad 

countries. 

 

Plant residues as fuel have a number of negative features that requires a careful approach to their use. 

Thus, straw can contain chlorine and alkali metals (Table 2.30), so in the process of combustion such 

chemicals as sodium chloride and potassium chloride are formed. These compounds cause corrosion 

of steel elements of energy equipment, especially at high temperatures. Another feature of the straw 

is relatively low ash melting temperature – 800-950 °C (as a comparison for wood ~1200 °C), which 

can lead to slagging of elements of power equipment. 

 

At present, there are design and technological solutions which minimize these negative impacts and 

allow to use straw successfully as fuel. Examples of such solutions are co-firing with coal, wood and 

other fuels, the use not “yellow” (fresh) straw, but “gray”, i.e. straw stored under the open sky for a 

long time. Such straw contains much less chlorine and potassium compared to “yellow” straw due to 

“washing” by rains. 

                                                           
69 Bioenergy projects: from idea to implementation. Practical guide / Under the editorship of R. Tormosov.  К.: 

“Poligraf plus” Llc., 2015.  208 p. [in Ukrainian] 
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Table 2.30. The main characteristics of some types of primary agricultural residues and wood chips39 

Parameter 

Freshly 

harvested 

straw 

(“yellow”) 

Semifresh  

straw 

(“grey”) 

Straw of 

winter 

wheat 

Maize stalks* 
Sunflower 

stalks* 

Wood 

chips 

Water content, 

% 
10-20 10-20 11.2 

45-60 (after 

harvesting) 

15-18 (air dry) 

60-70% (after 

harvesting) 

~20 (air dry) 

40 

Lower calorific 

value, MJ/kg 
14.4 15 14.96 

16.7 (dry) 

5-8 (W 45-60%) 

15-17 (W 15-18%) 

16 

(W<16%) 
10.4 

Volatile matter, 

% 
>70 >70 80.2 67 73 >70 

Ash content, % 4 3 6.59 6-9 10-12 0.6-1.570 

Ultimate 

analyses, %: 
      

С 42 43 45.64 45.5 44.1 50 

Н 5 5.2 5.97 5.5 5.0 6 

О 37 38 41.36 41.5 39.4 43 

Cl 0.75 0.2 0.392 0.2 0.7-0.8 0.02 

K 1.18 0.22 – 
cobs: 

6.1 mg/kg dry 
5.0 

0.13-

0.35 

N 0.35 0.41 0.37 0.69 0.7 0.3 

S 0.16 0.13 0.08 0.04 0.1 0.05 

Ash melting 

temperature, °С 
800-1000 950-1100 1150 1050-1200 800-1270 

1000-

1400 

dry – on a dry basis; W – moisture content. 

* Volatile matter, ash content, and ultimate analysis – %wt on a dry basis. 

 

Maize stalks also contain chlorine and alkali metals. The content of chlorine is 0,2%wt on dry basis, 

which is close to “gray” straw. The content of potassium, based on data available for maize stalks, is 

the same as for straw (6.1 mg/kg dry). The melting temperature of ash of maize stalks is higher than 

for straw – 1050-1200 °C. This is a positive factor in terms of their use as fuel. In addition, the maize 

stalks have much lower sulfur content than straw. 

 

At present, there is a little information on the sunflower stalks as fuel, especially in Ukrainian 

technical publications and practice. Their elemental composition is close to the composition of straw 

and maize stalks, but the ash content is higher – about 10%wt on a dry basis. Potassium content is 

also significantly higher – up to 5%wt on a dry basis. Examples of energy production from sunflower 

stalks have not been found. 

 

                                                           
70 Straw for Energy production. Technology – Environmrnt – Economy. The Centre for Biomass technology, 1998. 
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Rice straw is formed when harvesting rice. Considering the significant content of silica compounds 

(up to 20% by weight) rice straw is not suitable for being used as a feed and hardly decomposing in 

the soil, releasing toxic substances, dangerous for further sowings71. It should be noted that due to the 

high silica content, rice straw is a very abrasive material, causing excessive equipment deterioration. 

Therefore, these features are important to consider when selecting equipment for biomass crushing 

and pressing. The general view of the rice straw is shown in Fig. 2.9. 

 

          

Fig.2.9. Rice straw 

 

The use of rice straw as fuel is not a widespread practice in the world, that is why there is a lack of 

reliable information on its proven characteristics in sufficient quantity. One of the most 

comprehensive sources of such information is a database72 in which the results of investigations of 

many types of biomass characteristics have been collected. 

 

The average results of 17 different analysis of rice straw are given in Tables 2.31-2.33. As can be 

seen from Table 2.31, the rice straw is dry enough, the average value of water content is 8,5%. At 

the same time, this biofuel has a high ash content value (17% on as received basis) that can be an 

obstacle for the organization of the effective combustion process. Also, another problem will 

definitely arise – the issue of large amounts of ash forming. Another element – chlorine – shows the 

possible difficulty of the use of rice straw as fuel. Its average value is 0.67% on as received basis 

which is close to the value of “yellow” wheat straw (not washed by rains). The presence of increased 

amounts of this element can cause slagging of heating surfaces that can require additional measures 

to avoid such situations. The average net calorific value (NCV) of rice straw is slightly higher than 

for wood and lower than for cereal straw and equals 12 MJ/kg (ar). 

 

The rice straw ash composition is given in Table 2.32. A high proportion of silica in the ash makes 

it difficult to use it as a fertilizer, but it can be used instead of sand in construction activities. 

 

Table 2.31. Main characteristics and ultimate analysis of rice straw 

Parameter Minimum Maximum Median73 Mean Std. Dev. 

Water content, %wt (ar) 7.01 11.73 7.93 8.52 1.61 19% 

Ash content, %wt (dry) 12.4 22.1 18.67 18.53 2.58 14% 

Volatile matter, %wt (daf) 80.09 82.18 80.5 80.92 1.11 1% 

                                                           
71 http://bellona.ru/2013/07/09/risovyj-tupik-ne-zhech-solomu-nikak-ne-p/ 
72 Database of characteristics of biomass and residues https://www.ecn.nl/phyllis2/ 
73 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Median 

http://bellona.ru/2013/07/09/risovyj-tupik-ne-zhech-solomu-nikak-ne-p/
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Fixed carbon, %wt (daf) 17.82 19.91 19.5 19.08 1.11 6% 

Ultimate analysis, %wt (daf)       

С  47.02 60.05 48.81 50.43 4.35 9% 

Н 4.62 7.01 5.89 5.83 0.77 13% 

N 0.76 1.69 1.1 1.13 0.35 31% 

S 0.08 0.23 0.14 0.16 0.05 33% 

O 30.84 50.38 44.48 43.18 5.53 13% 

Cl, mg/kg (ar) 3182.4 8049.1 7481.3 6737 1731.9 26% 

Low calorific value, MJ/kg (daf) 16.38 18.44 17.19 17.26 0.66 4% 

High calorific value, MJ/kg (daf) 17.67 19.72 18.52 18.61 0.66 4% 

ar – as received basis; dry – on a dry basis; daf – on a dry ash free basis 

 

Table 2.32. Rice straw ash composition 

Ash composition, wt% Minimum Maximum Median Mean Std. Dev. 

SO3 0.7 1.83 1.38 1.33 0.43 32% 

P2O5 0.66 8.87 1.1 1.94 2.62 135% 

SiO2 72.2 90 78.3 78.36 5.2 7% 

Fe2O3 0.11 0.88 0.47 0.49 0.28 57% 

Al2O3 0.1 1.49 0.57 0.7 0.68 96% 

CaO 0.7 3.01 1.74 1.53 0.75 49% 

MgO 0.83 2.5 1.8 1.83 0.44 24% 

Na2O 0.15 0.96 0.42 0.45 0.25 56% 

K2O 5.72 16.6 13.02 12.94 2.95 23% 

TiO2 0.01 0.09 0.01 0.04 0.05 126% 

 

As noted above, the rice straw contains chlorine in relatively large amounts, which causes a low initial 

deformation temperature (Table 2.33), which in turn can cause slagging of heating surfaces when 

combusting of such straw. 

 

Table 2.33. Temperature characteristics of the ash of rice straw, oxidizing conditions 

Parameter Minimum Maximum Median Mean Std. Dev. 

IDT (initial deformation temperature), C 823 1240 985 992 169 17% 

SOT (softening or spherical temperature), C 1378 1378 1378 1378 0 0% 

HT (hemispherical temperature), C 1429 1429 1429 1429 0 0% 

FT (fluid temperature), C 1190 1470 1250 1278 113 9% 

 

2.3.2. Processing industry residues 

Rice husk is produced during the processing of raw rice (Fig. 2.10). The increased abrasive properties 

of rice husks that are associated with a high content of silicon compounds should be taken into account 

during the selection of the equipment for the production of fuel pellets or briquettes. The general 

approach for determining the rice husk fuel characteristics is similar to rice straw. For their averaging, 

the results of 9 analyzes were used. As can be seen in Table 2.34, the main characteristics of rice 

husk are almost equal to the ones of rice straw. The main difference is the lower level of chlorine, 

which is a positive point. 
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Fig. 2.10. Rice husk 

 

Table 2.34. Main characteristics and ultimate analysis of rice husk 

Parameter Minimum Maximum Median Mean Std. Dev. 

Water content, %wt (ar) 10.0 11.2 10.60 10.60 0.85 8% 

Ash content, %wt (dry) 10.91 22.2 18.75 18.03 3.52 20% 

Volatile matter, %wt (daf) 68.51 82.30 78.49 76.95 6.46 8% 

Fixed carbon, %wt (daf) 17.70 31.49 21.51 23.05 6.46 28% 

Ultimate analysis, %wt (daf)       

С 39.6 49.81 46.81 46.14 3.53 8% 

Н 5.68 7.49 6.31 6.37 0.59 9% 

N 0.37 2.58 0.63 0.9 0.84 93% 

S 0.02 0.57 0.10 0.20 0.26 130% 

O 42.7 53.7 46.12 46.65 3.40 7% 

Cl, mg/kg 834.1 1086.0 960.1 960.1 178.1 19% 

Low calorific value, MJ/kg (daf) 14.99 17.85 16.42 16.42 1.12 7% 

High calorific value, MJ/kg (daf) 16.62 19.31 17.68 17.79 1.01 6% 

ar – as received basis; dry – on a dry basis; daf – on a dry ash free basis 

 

Rice husk ash composition do not differ much from rice straw ash composition (Table  2.35) 

 

Table 2.35. Rice husk ash composition 

Ash composition, wt% Minimum Maximum Median Mean Std. Dev. 

SO3 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0 0% 

P2O5 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0 0% 

SiO2 89.39 89.39 89.39 89.39 0 0% 

Fe2O3 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0 0% 

Al2O3 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0 0% 

CaO 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 0 0% 

MgO 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57 0 0% 

Na2O 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0 0% 

K2O 5.04 5.04 5.04 5.04 0 0% 

TiO2 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0 0% 

Cl 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0 0% 

Mg (mg/kg) 1859.0 1859.0 1859.0 1859.0 0 0% 

Cr (mg/kg) 342.0 342.0 342.0 342.0 0 0% 
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A positive feature of rice husk ash are its quite high temperature characteristics that characterize its 

melting (Table 2.36). 

 

Table 2.36. Temperature characteristics of the ash of rice husk, oxidizing conditions 

Parameter Minimum Maximum Median Mean Std. Dev. 

IDT (initial deformation temperature), C 1269 1460 1365 1365 135 10% 

SOT (softening or spherical temperature), C 1370 1370 1370 1370 0 0% 

FT (fluid temperature), C 1650 1650 1650 1650 0 0% 

 

Sunflower husk is a by-product of sunflower seeds processing. Its general view is shown in Fig. 2.11. 

 

           

Fig.  2.11. Sunflower husk 

 

The average main characteristics of sunflower husk are similar to those of rice husk – a low water 

content (10,5%), increased ash content (,4% ar) and LCV close to “yellow” straw (14,4 MJ/kg 

ar). 

 

Table 2.37. Main characteristics and ultimate analysis of sunflower husk 

Parameter Minimum Maximum Median Mean Std. Dev. 

Water content, %wt (ar) 9.10 11.85 10.50 10.58 1.01 10% 

Ash content, %wt (dry) 1.62 22.2 7.58 10.55 8.12 77% 

Volatile matter, %wt (daf) 68.51 82.30 75.45 75.83 4.83 6% 

Fixed carbon, %wt (daf) 17.70 31.49 24.55 24.17 4.83 20% 

Ultimate analysis, %wt (daf)       

С 39.60 54.54 49.81 49.07 3.84 8% 

Н 5.00 7.49 6.19 6.22 0.57 9% 

N 0.34 2.58 0.73 0.90 0.59 66% 

S 0.02 0.57 0.14 0.17 0.15 93% 

O 37.03 53.70 43.13 43.80 3.89 9% 

Cl, mg/kg  1086.0 817.2 702.5 411.2 59% 

Low calorific value, MJ/kg (daf) 14.99 21.74 17.64 17.99 2.03 11% 

High calorific value, MJ/kg (daf) 16.62 23.20 18.75 19.25 2.01 10% 

ar – as received basis; dry – on a dry basis; daf – on a dry ash free basis 
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Table 2.38. Sunflower stalks ash composition 

 

Sunflower husk ash is hard-melting (as wood ash), so it can be used (and already is used in Ukraine) 

as fuel in boilers (Table 2.39). 

 

Table 2.39. Temperature characteristics of the ash of sunflower husk, oxidizing conditions 

Parameter Minimum Maximum Median Mean Std. Dev. 

IDT (initial deformation temperature) 940 1460 1125 1162 247 21% 

SOT (softening or spherical temperature), C 1180 1370 1275 1275 134 11% 

HT (hemispherical temperature), C 980 1240 1100 1100 184 17% 

FT (fluid temperature), C 1020 1650 1240 1303 320 25% 

 

2.3.3. Biomass of energy crops 

Taking into account the local features, the best energy crop for growing in Odessa oblast is 

miscanthus (Fig. 2.12). This is a herbaceous perennial energy crop, which is used for the production 

of solid biofuel and biogas. The feature of this crop is that it improves soil quality on which it grows 

by the accumulation of organic matter in it (up to 10 t d.m./ha over 4 years)74. This makes it possible 

to use lands not used for agriculture due to poor soils for its cultivation. 

 

Miscanthus grows very fast and is resistant to hot and dry climate. However, it should be noted that 

to obtain optimum biomass yield this crop also needs care, especially in the first two years. Under the 

optimal conditions of care, miscanthus has a significant annual increase in biomass from the third 

year on the average 15-20 t d.m./ha75. This annual increase of biomass makes miscanthus be an 

alternative for such energy sources as natural gas, coal, firewood, wood chips. 

 

 

                                                           
74 http://agroportal.ua/publishing/analitika/a-u-nas-vmesto-uglya-gaza-i-drov-energeticheskie-kultury/  
75 The prospects of alternative energy development in Polissya of Ukraine / V. Dubrovin at al. – K. : Center of 

educational literature, 2014, p. 83. http://www.znau.edu.ua/m-nauka/service-research-and-innovation/types-of-nauka-

innovation/m-alternative-energy/perspektivi-rozvitku-alternativnoji-energetiki-na-polissi-ukrajini [in Ukrainian] 

Ash composition, wt% Minimum Maximum Median Mean Std. Dev. 

SO3 0.77 11.70 4.05 5.14 5.15 100% 

P2O5 0.87 19.40 7.40 8.33 6.38 77% 

SiO2 1.1 89.39 10.00 18.78 29.23 156% 

Fe2O3 0.40 15.70 2.10 4.19 5.49 131% 

Al2O3 0.10 14.50 1.61 3.03 4.79 158% 

CaO 1.30 21.00 15.20 13.89 6.19 49% 

MgO 0.57 13.36 9.75 9.00 4.36 48% 

Na2O 0.10 1.50 0.38 0.55 0.48 87% 

K2O 5.04 45.10 32.70 30.27 13.08 43% 

TiO2 0.02 0.20 0.06 0.09 0.09 101% 

Cl 0.73 1.20 0.97 0.97 0.33 34% 

Mn (mg/kg) 1859.0 1859.0 1859.0 1859.0 0 0% 

Cr (mg/kg) 63.0 342.0 202.5 202.5 197.3 97% 

http://agroportal.ua/publishing/analitika/a-u-nas-vmesto-uglya-gaza-i-drov-energeticheskie-kultury/
http://www.znau.edu.ua/m-nauka/service-research-and-innovation/types-of-nauka-innovation/m-alternative-energy/perspektivi-rozvitku-alternativnoji-energetiki-na-polissi-ukrajini
http://www.znau.edu.ua/m-nauka/service-research-and-innovation/types-of-nauka-innovation/m-alternative-energy/perspektivi-rozvitku-alternativnoji-energetiki-na-polissi-ukrajini
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Fig.  2.12. General view of miscanthus 

 

An important characteristic of any type of biomass is the water content. The feature of miscanthus is 

that the water content varies over a wide range (depending on the season of harvesting; water content 

in winter is minimal). The value of ash content is 2,4% (ar), which is a good parameter. The average 

NCV is 11,5 MJ/kg (ar), but this value will be much higher when harvesting in winter (Table 2.40). 

 

Table 2.40. Main characteristics and ultimate analysis of miscanthus 

Parameter Minimum Maximum Median Mean Std. Dev. 

Water content, %wt (ar) 7.30 49.00 42.00 35.76 12.27 34% 

Ash content, %wt (dry) 1.50 7.46 3.25 3.76 1.40 37% 

Volatile matter, %wt (daf) 73.87 94.27 94.27 85.90 10.68 12% 

Fixed carbon, %wt (daf) 5.73 26.13 10.45 14.10 10.68 76% 

Ultimate analysis, %wt (daf)       

С 46.73 51.97 49.80 49.63 1.1 2% 

Н 5.00 6.48 5.76 5.63 0.33 6% 

N 0.10 1.83 0.49 0.54 0.29 54% 

S 0.02 0.21 0.06 0.06 0.04 63% 

O 40.06 46.78 43.64 43.81 1.48 3% 

Cl, mg/kg 200.0 3955.9 2000.0 2149.1 1070.5 45% 

Low calorific value, MJ/kg (daf) 15.59 20.97 18.53 18.55 0.64 3% 

High calorific value, MJ/kg (daf) 17.00 22.20 19.77 19.77 0.63 3% 

ar – as received basis; dry – on a dry basis; daf – on a dry ash free basis 

 

A characteristic feature of miscanthus ash is high content of silicon oxide and the presence of chlorine 

(Table 2.41). Due to quite a big amount of slag that is produced during combustion, it is necessary 

to use special burning facilities. 

As it is given in Table 2.42, miscanthus ash is low-melting which should be taken into account at the 

stage of appropriate technology choosing. 
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Table 2.41. Miscanthus ash composition 

Ash composition, wt% Minimum Maximum Median Mean Std. Dev. 

SO3 1.20 4.72 2.72 2.94 1.02 35% 

P2O5 1.48 4.56 2.48 2.54 0.76 30% 

SiO2 33.70 85.70 65.65 61.87 16.04 26% 

Fe2O3 0.08 0.87 0.24 0.33 0.23 69% 

Al2O3 0.10 1.38 0.24 0.37 0.33 90% 

CaO 3.00 10.10 5.15 5.63 1.91 34% 

MgO 0.88 4.86 2.78 2.83 0.83 29% 

Na2O 0.07 0.48 0.18 0.20 0.11 56% 

K2O 2.40 34.70 10.85 15.32 10.39 68% 

Cl 0.03 7.40 1.47 2.07 1.98 96% 

 

Table 2.42. Temperature characteristics of the ash of miscanthus, oxidizing conditions 

Parameter Minimum Maximum Median Mean Std. Dev. 

IDT (initial deformation temperature), C 650 980 855 854 85 10% 

SOT (softening or spherical temperature), C 760 1160 1005 973 98 10% 

HT (hemispherical temperature), C 960 1290 1115 1105 82 7% 

FT (fluid temperature), C 1010 1480 1195 1179 100 9% 

2.3.4. Common reed 

Another source of biomass which can be used for energy purpose is common reed. Since this plant is 

not widely used as a fuel, there are no wide studies of its properties. Average main characteristics and 

ultimate analyses are given in Table 2.43. It is notable that the water content of reed is quite low 

(9.2%), ash content is low (4.2% ar), high level of volatile matter (72%) and NCV (17 MJ/kg ar). 

 

Table 2.43. Main characteristics and ultimate analysis of common reed 

Parameter Minimum Maximum Median Mean Std. Dev. 

Water content, %wt (ar) 9.20 9.20 9.20 9.20 0.00 0% 

Ash content, %wt (dry) 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 0.00 0% 

Volatile matter, %wt (daf) 79.98 86.63 82.73 83.05 2.49 3% 

Fixed carbon, %wt (daf) 13.37 20.02 17.27 16.95 2.49 15% 

Ultimate analysis, %wt (daf)       

С 48.11 50.62 49.09 49.18 0.56 1% 

Н 5.98 9.13 7.83 7.89 0.82 10% 

N 0.25 1.66 0.73 0.89 0.61 69% 

S 0.01 0.22 0.09 0.10 0.08 83% 

       

High calorific value, MJ/kg (daf) 18.94 20.23 19.50 19.55 0.51 3% 

ar – as received basis; dry – on a dry basis; daf – on a dry ash free basis 

 

As it is given in Table 2.44, reed ash is low-melting which should be taken into account at the stage 

of appropriate technology choosing. 
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The production of reed pellets and briquettes is possible with the use of different kinds of equipment. 

The raw material should have the optimal moisture content and particle size for the production of 

good quality biofuels. It is also important to reach temperatures that during compaction ensure 

mobilization of lignin for obtaining of the hard briquettes or pellets76. 

 

Table 2.44. Temperature characteristics of the ash of reed, oxidizing conditions 

Parameter Minimum Maximum Median Mean Std. Dev. 

IDT (initial deformation temperature), C 620 1380 750 921 278 30% 

SOT (softening or spherical temperature), C 800 1445 893 954 190 20% 

HT (hemispherical temperature), C 950 1300 1015 1037 96 9% 

FT (fluid temperature), C 1045 1330 1080 1113 83 7% 

 

Wood biomass, including pruning of gardens and vineyards, is characterized by better fuel properties 

as compared to the crop residues, rice husk, miscanthus, and reed. For Shyryayvsky rayon, the main 

biomass source is harvesting residues that, taking into account the absence of district heating, could 

be processed into pellets or briquettes and used in specially designated boilers. Kylyysky rayon also 

has enough types of biomass (crop residues, rice husk, reed) that can be processed into pellets or 

briquettes. Depending on the characteristics of the biomass type, these briquettes can be used with 

higher or lower efficiency in conventional ovens as well as in the existing solid fuel boilers. 

2.3.5. Biomass for biogas production 

The efficiency of biogas installation is mainly determined by the amount of produced biogas, which 

is used for heat and power production. Biogas yield depends on the composition of the substrate for 

the fermentation, its preliminary preparation, compliance with optimum parameters and modes of the 

anaerobic digestion process (Tables 2.45, 2.46). 

 

Table 2.45. Yield of biogas collected after anaerobic digestion of different types of initial substrates68 

Type of the initial substrate Dry matter content, % Biogas yield, m3/t 

Cattle manure 8 22 

Pig manure 6 25 

Poultry manure (solid) 22 76 

Straw of cereals  86 280-300 

Grass silage 40 200 

Maize silage 35 208 

Corn grain-cob mix (5% fiber content) 65 415 

Grass (meadow) 18 95 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
76 Humberhead Levels Nature Improvement Area, Biofuels Project Final Report Part 1 

http://www.ywt.org.uk/sites/default/files/report_part_1_background_and_research_final_0.pdf 

http://www.ywt.org.uk/sites/default/files/report_part_1_background_and_research_final_0.pdf
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Table 2.46. Biogas yield from plant raw material 68 

Feedstock 
Dry matter 

content, % 

The content of 

organic matter 

in dry matter, 

% 

Biogas yield The 

content of 

methane 

in the 

biogas, % 

m3/t of 

introduced 

matter 

m3/t of 

organic dry 

matter 

Maize silage 20-35 85-95 170-200 450-700 50-55 

Rye (fresh mass) 30-35 92-98 170-220 550-680 55 

Sugar beet 23 90-95 170-180 800-860 53-54 

Root plants with low 

content of dry matter 
12 75-85 75-100 620-850 53-54 

Beet tops 16 70-95 70 550-600 54-55 

Grass silage 25-50 70-95 170-200 550-620 54-55 

 

The use of plant residues after desired crop (grain) maturing and harvesting for biogas production has 

certain limitations77. Such crop mass is largely composed of lignocellulosic complexes that are 

difficult to biodegrade. The destruction of such complexes requires the use of special measures such 

as heat or thermophysical treatment, fine mechanical grinding, chemical processing, application of 

special enzyme products, and so on. However, these methods are often too costly in comparison with 

the resulting effect that limits their application in practice. Therefore, plant biomass (stems, leaves 

and cobs of maize, sorghum, miscanthus, grain crops before grain maturation when a plant is still 

unripe) that does not require additional pre-treatment, except for silage, is traditionally used for biogas 

production. In addition, studies show the poor efficiency of mono-digestion of plant material after its 

maturing due to very high ratio C:N and the lack of some micronutrients. Plant biomass is usually 

digested with animal manure. 

 

2.4. Preferred technologies for energy production from biomass 

2.4.1. Prioritizing of biomass feedstock types 

Information on the existing economic energy potential of biomass in Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky 

rayons of Odesa oblast allow determining the priority of biomass feedstock types, form their main 

supply chains and identify suitable technologies for energy production. The data on the types and 

approximate amounts of biomass supply by local enterprises is given in Annex E. 

Taking into account the fact that wood fuel characteristics are better than crop biomass (straw, stalks, 

husks, reed and miscanthus), the first step should be the use of the wood biomass potential and 

pruning of gardens and vineyards. In Shyryayvsky rayon, wood biomass is available from the state 

enterprise “Shyryayvsky forestry”, which stocked up 900 solid m3 of wood in 2015, and the economic 

potential of wood was 203.67 toe, cutting residues – 5.13 toe. Along with this, wood is used and there 

are its regular customers. The energy potential of wood residues is not high, and in 2015 it was 31 

toe, and pruning of fruit trees – 11.9 toe. In Kylyysky rayon, wood biomass is limited, logging is 

                                                           
77 UABio’s Position Paper N7 on “Prospects for the use of agricultural residues for energy production in 

Ukraine” (in English)  http://uabio.org/img/files/docs/Position-paper-UABIO-7-EN.pdf 

http://uabio.org/img/files/docs/Position-paper-UABIO-7-EN.pdf
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performed by the state enterprise “Izmailske forestry”, which serves 6 rayons of oblast. The two 

agricultural enterprises Ltd. “Dunaysky Agro” and Ltd. “Lad Agro” have areas of perennial plants 

that allow organizing logging of pruning of gardens and vineyards whose energy potential  is 912.9 

toe. 

In addition to this, crop biomass can be used for heat production. Such biomass is characterized by 

high ash content which can lead to slagging due to the low ash melting temperature, the presence of 

chlorine and other compounds that can cause corrosion of metal parts. These properties require the 

use of special approaches to burning. Crop biomass can be partly used in co-combustion process (up 

to 10%) with wood biomass or coal in conventional solid fuel boilers. In Shyryayvsky rayon, crop 

residues, whose energy potential is 8072.0 toe and which will be supplied by agricultural 

enterprises,listed in Annex E Table E.4, could be used for this purpose. To grow energy crops, lay 

lands could be used but their allocation over the rayon must be further defined. The energy potential 

of miscanthus that could be grown on 25% of lay lands is 1706.4 toe. To start growing of miscanthus 

specialized equipment and agricultural technologies are required. 

Crop residues are also available in significant amounts in Kylyysky rayon. Agricultural enterprises 

that can supply such biomass are given in Table E.1 Annex E. Among crop residues, the use of straw 

(in particular wheat straw) for energy production, whose economic energy potential in 2015 was 

6055.5 toe, is the most mature technology. Taking into account that rice straw is burned in fields, this 

type of biomass can be considered as a significant resource with an energy economic potential of 

1942.1 toe. During the rice processing, the significant amount of rice husk are also produced. Now, 

it is considered as waste. The energy potential of rice husk is 1793.1 toe. In Kylyysky rayon, reed 

residues, whose energy potential is 1434.3 toe, are also produced. The list of processing plants that 

produce biomass for energy purpose are given in Table E.2 Annex E. There are no free lands and 

lay lands in Kylyysky rayon for the energy crops growing, but there are lands not suitable for 

agriculture. Their area, allocation over the rayon and the list of the crops, which can be cultivated 

effectively, require additional investigation. 

In Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons, there are no large livestock complexes and poultry plants that 

is why maize silage can be considered as the main feedstock for the biogas production. When growing 

maize for silage on 25% of the area of lay lands in Shyryayvsky rayon, the energy potential of maize 

silage for biogas production is 289.1 toe. Growing of maize for silage can be implemented on the 

basis of existing agricultural technologies on farms. Along with the silage, manure from livestock 

farms can be used for biogas production (Table 2.20). The energy potential of biogas from manure 

is 970.8 toe. 

Consider in more detail the features of logistics and the use of the available local biomass in Kylyysky 

and Shyryayvsky rayons. 

2.4.2. Review of logistics and selection of effective biomass supply chains 

Logistics details and effective biomass supply chains depend on the fact whether the biomass is 

distributed over a large area or concentrated in some places. In fact, biomass can be distributed over 

a large area (for instance, primary agricultural residues, felling residues and firewood, energy crops 

and reed) or biomass can be concentrated nearby enterprises (for instance, processing industry 

residues, manure). The distributed biomass requires labour- and energy-consuming operations for its 

collection and accumulation at storage sites. To ensure effective operations, one should use special-

purpose equipment. The concentrated biomass does not need collection operations as it is 
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accumulated at enterprises; utilisation of this biomass sometimes is a problem for the producer. 

However, in most cases biomass handling includes loading/unloading, transportation and storage 

operations. For the logistic operations one can use tractors, loaders, trucks, and also water/railway 

transport if some big amounts of biomass are located nearby railway stations and ports. 

To determine effective kinds of transport for biomass transportation in the raynos it is necessary to 

analyse the existing transport modes in Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons. Auto-road Rostov-Odesa-

Reni E87 М15 crosses Kylyysky rayon. The length of the auto-roads of general use is 244.1 km, and 

they all have a hard surface. A railway station of Odesa-Izmail-Dzynilor branch line is located in the 

northwest of Kylyysky rayon. The nearest railway station of Dzynilor is located 29 km away from 

the rayon center. The rayon has water transport service via the Danube port of Ust-Dunaisk and port 

points of Kiliya and Vilkove. There is no railway in Shyryayvsky rayon; the nearest railway station 

of Zatyshshia is located 32 km away from the urban village of Shyryayvo. International highway 

E95 (Odesa-Kyiv-Gomel-St. Petersburg) crosses the rayon.  

 

Thus, the main means for the transportation of local biomass and supply of biofuels can be motor 

transport. It is necessary to take notice of the low quality and absence of surface on many sections of 

auto-roads in Kylyysky rayon. However, right now the auto-roads are under repair which will 

improve transport connection in oblast. In Shyryayvsky rayon, the auto-roads are of higher quality, 

but due to the negative impact of overloaded grain carriers the surface of local auto-roads has 

worsened lately.  

 

Raw materials for solid biomass, which is then processed into solid biofuel, and energy crops for 

biogas are in the solid state, while manure can be in liquid and solid form. Liquid substrate is 

fermented in the biogas reactor. Thus, we can highlight the logistical operations with solid and liquid 

biomass. Currently liquid biomass in volumes that can be cost-efficiently used for energy purposes 

(without adding other substrates) is absent in the study area within Odesa oblast. 

 

Volume (bulk) density is an important parameter for the supply chain. It determines the possible 

(economically justified) distance of biomass transportation. Untighten biomass, such as straw-chaff 

(bulk density 50 kg/m3) or logging residues (bulk density 150 kg/m3) should be used in place of origin 

or may be carried on a very short distances (several kilometres). For example, logging residues can 

be delivered to the nearest forest road, where chipping takes place (bulk density of chips is 300 

kg/m3). 

 

Shredded biomass in the form of wood chips, compacted biomass in the form of pellets (bulk density 

650-700 kg/m3) or straw bales (density over 100 kg/m3) can be economically transported on more 

than 200-250 kilometres (under certain conditions). The weight and size of the bale is an important 

parameter of the energy use of straw and other agro-residues. While the straw bales have a relatively 

low bulk density, the full capacity of a truck could be used because of their size and shape (carrying 

capacity of truck with trailer is 20 tons). Large bales with width of 1.2 meters and height of 0.9 or 1.3 

meters and weight of 350-600 kg are used for combustion in powerful power plants. This makes their 

transportation, warehousing and storage economically feasible. In particular, the truck capacity is 

used better because of the through dense of bales stacking. Specialized equipment is  needed for such 

large bales. 

 

https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%90%D0%B2%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%88%D0%BB%D1%8F%D1%85_E87
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%90%D0%B2%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%88%D0%BB%D1%8F%D1%85_%D0%9C_15
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%90%D0%B2%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%88%D0%BB%D1%8F%D1%85_E95
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Typical biomass supply chains that can be used in Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons are considered 

below: the supply of stalk raw material (bales of straw and stalks, chopped Miscanthus) and wood 

raw material (chips from orchards and vineyards pruning). The husk of rice and reed will accumulate 

at processing plants. Some logistical operations for wood chips supplying can be used for their 

transportation. The production of biofuels from stalk material can be divided into the 3 different 

forms: chopped materials, bales or pellets (Fig. 2.13)78. 

 

 
Fig. 2.13. Simplified exemplary representation of harvesting process chain to provide stalk type 

biofuels78 

 

Chopped material 

Self-propelled machines are mostly used for producing chopped biomass from stalk material. An 

ejection channel transports the chopped material to a transport vehicle moving along with the 

machine. In order to avoid blockages in the feeding of biomass heating systems, the chop length 

should be 2-3 cm. Because of its low bulk density, chopped materials are unworthy of transport - long 

transport routes lead to high costs and should be avoided. The closer potential areas on the farm are 

the more attractive they are. The chop quality is significantly influenced by the sharpness of chopper 

blades. Dull blades significantly increase dust generation.  

 

 

                                                           
78 Brochure «Supply of solid biofuels for mid-scale heat plants”/ Bioenergy for business projects (B4B), 2016.-23 p. 
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Bales 

One-step or step-by-step harvesting processes can be actuated to produce bales from stalk biomass. 

Bales can be divided into small and large ones (Fig. 3.2). Square or round bale presses are normally 

used. 
 

 

Fig. 2.14. Typical bale presses and sizes of bales78 

 

Pellets 

Due to the low energy density of the stalk material, the desire to establish uniform biofuel 

characteristics and a better transportability, stalk biomass can be pelletized. Self-propelled 

compacting machines which produce pourable pellets on the field still do not exist, so the pelletization 

of stalk material is only practiced in fixed facilities. 

 

Different scenarios for the production of wood chips exist. Figure 2.15 exemplifies the different 

processing steps and locations for wood chip production from forest wood. If the production of wood 

chips happens immediately before the delivery date, it’s called a direct supply chain. In this case the 

water content of the fuel can only be regulated by choosing the best timing for harvesting (weather 

and season). The raw wood chips are instead stored in the case of an indirect supply chain. In this 

case the water content can be influenced by natural or artificial drying processes. Above all, the 

logistical chain of wood chips is determined by the chosen harvesting method. 

For the production of wood chips from gardens and vineyards pruning both traditional harvesting 

chains (for forest wood chips), and specialized chains for this type of biomass can be used 

(Table  2.47). The first three options are focused on residues received after hand-pruning of gardens 

and vineyards (pruning and collection of residues on the middle row), and the fourth – on the wood 

from uprooting and removing of fruit trees (including stumps and roots). 
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Fig. 2.15. Procedure chain for the provision of wood chips with different water content78 

 

Table 2.47. Options for logistical supply chain of biomass from orchards and vineyards 

№ Option  Technological operations Equipment 

1 Disc chipper hinged to the 

tractor 

1.1 removal of residues on the 

edge of the garden; 

tractor with a garden drag 

harrow; 

1.2 chipping of pruning residues 

with manual loading; 

tractor with hinged disc 

wood chipper (Fig. 2.16а); 

1.3 transportation of biofuel to 

the warehouse. 

tractor with a trailer (or 

flatbed lorry). 

2 Picker-shredder with 

bunker hinged to the tractor 

2.1 collection and chipping of 

pruning residues; 

tractor with hinged chipper 

and bunker (Fig. 2.16b); 

2.2 transportation of biofuel to 

the warehouse. 

tractor with a trailer (or 

flatbed lorry). 

3 Mobile high-performance 

chipper on the automobile 

chassis 

3.1 removal of residues on the 

edge of the garden; 

tractor with a garden drag 

harrow; 

3.2 chipping of pruning 

residues; 

mobile drum chipper on the 

truck chassis (Fig. 2.16c); 

3.3 loading of chips; telescope loader; 
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№ Option  Technological operations Equipment 

3.4 transportation of biofuel to 

the warehouse. 

flatbed lorry. 

4 Crushing unit for wood 

waste 

4.1 uprooting of trees and the 

ground shaking; 

excavator; 

4.2 collection and movement of 

wood; 

front loader; 

4.3 loading of wood; front loader; 

4.4 chipping with the crushing 

unit; 

crushing unit for wood 

waste hinged with self-

contained diesel engine 

(Fig. 2.16d); 

4.5 loading of chipped biofuel; front loader; 

4.6 transportation of biofuel to 

the boiler house. 

flatbed lorry. 

Chipping that makes biofuels from biomass is the basic technological operation of these supply 

chains. When choosing equipment, it is important to consider the parameters of incoming raw 

materials, in particular, the size, the presence of mineral impurities and soil that can damage elements 

of chipper. Depending on the equipment design biofuels of different fractions can be obtained: from 

shredded wood (50-150 mm) to chips (5-50 mm). 

Disc chipper hinged to the tractor - widespread versatile equipment used for wood chips production 

from logging waste, wood processing residues, gardens, etc. (Fig. 2.16a). Picker-shredder with 

bunker hinged to the tractor (Fig. 2.16b) combines the functions of residues collection, chipping and 

accumulation. These specialized machines for orchards and vineyards have not yet been produced in 

Ukraine. Mobile drum chipper (Fig. 2.16c) will be used inefficiently over a short period of time and 

will result in low bulk density of pruning residues. For chipping of wood from trees uprooting and 

plantation removal special garden shredders and crushers (Fig. 2.16d) should be used due to the 

volume of soil and mineral inclusions in the underground tree part. 

 

  

а) b) 
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c) d) 

Fig. 2.16. General view of wood biomass chippers: 
а) –hinged chipper DP660T; б) – chipper of pruning residues with bunker Peruzzo Cobra Collina 1400; в) – 

mobile drum chipper JENZ 540R -Truck; г) – crusher unit Doppstadt AK 235. 

 

Loaders with bucket for loose material and fork for bales are used for biomass loading. An analysis 

of options for straw bales loading is presented in Table 2.48. 

 

Table 2.48. Analysis of options for cargo operations with large bales80 

Index 
Fork 

loader 

Tractor with 

hinged front loader 
Front loader 

Telescope 

loader  

Maximum load capacity, kg 2000-5000 800-1600 2500-5000 3000-4200 

Maximum lift height, m 3-5 3.2-3.5 2.8-3.7 6-7 

Maximum outreach, m - not less than 0.75 1-1.2 4 

Load capacity at maximum 

outreach, kg 
- 600 2500-5000 1000-1500 

Maximum speed, km/hr 19-23 10-16 35-40 35-40 

Turning radius, m 2.2 4.1 4.8 3.7 

Mass, t 3.5-4.7 4.8 10-16 5.6-7 

Engine power, h.p. 

                        kW 

55-57 

40-42 

80-120 

59-88 

100-250 

74-184 

85-140 

63-103 

Clearance, mm 110-310 465 530 440 

Cost, 1000 USD 17-28 19-23 30-60 78-127 

Duration of boom lifting to max. 

height, sec 
7 11 10 8 

Productivity in the field, t/hr* 5.5 6.9 14 17 

Fuel consumption per tonne of 

straw, l/t* 
1.1 1.4 0.8 0.6 

Specific costs of loading, UAH/t 21.2 25.2 14.2 10.8 

Productivity in a warehouse, 

t/hr** 
33.1 11 37.7 41.4 

Fuel consumption per tonne of 

straw, l/т** 
0.18 0.87 0.29 0.24 

Specific costs of unloading, 

UAH/t 
3.5 14.42 5.17 4.3 

* expert assessment for bales with size 1.2×0.9×2.5 m, weight 460 kg, movement distance 100 meters, capturing and 

lifting of the bale, the movement to the trailer – 50 m.  

** expert assessment for bales with size 1.2×0.9×2.5 m, weight 460 kg: fork, front and telescopic loader puts down three 

bales, carries them 30 meters to the warehouse, stows them, and turns back to 30 m empty. Tractor with front loader 

captures one bale, moves 30 meters in depth of warehouse, stows it, returns 30 meters to the starting position. 
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A tractor with front loader might be a cheap and versatile option, but requires more fuel and at least 

twice as much time compared to a telescopic loader. More time is required   because of driving 

difficulties, slow bale lifting, limiting of the maximum height of 3.5 m, the inability to load few bales 

with weight more than 400 kg. Telescopic loaders are used most widely for loading/unloading of 

bales. Those loaders can raise several bales (loading capacity 2.5 tons) to a height of 6-7 m, in 

addition, they are characterized by high manoeuvrability, good driving characteristics, movement 

speed of 40 km/h. Some models are also equipped with features that allow them to transport trailers. 

The use of fork loaders is limited in the field due to low ground clearance and the speed up to 20 

km/h. They have many advantages during their usage within warehouses. Front loaders have special 

equipments, which is mainly used for bulk cargo. It can also carry bales at the height of 2.5-4 meters. 

Trucks with trailers and semitrailers of various sizes are used for the transportation of biomass 

(Fig. 2.17). 

 
Fig. 2.17. Specifications of automobile semitrailers and trailers for transportation of biomass and 

biofuels79 

                                                           
79 Preparation and implementation of projects on natural gas substitution with biomass by heat production in Ukraine. 

Practical Guide/ Ed. Geletukha G. – К.: LLC “Poligraph plus”, 2015. – 72 p. 
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Trucks with lengthy semitrailers are good when transporting bales. With a  length of more than 13.6 

m, they can provide transportation of 36 large-bales width of 1.2 m, a height of 0.9 m and a length of 

2.25 m and a total weight of over 13 tons. Layout of cargo in semitrailer is an important factor to 

determine the required bales length. For MAZ 938660-026 trailer (Fig. 2.18) rational bale length is 

2.45 m. Bale length could increase due to the expansion. 

 

 

Fig.  2.18. Layout of bales placement with dimensions of 1.2 x 0.9 x 2.45m in MAZ 938660-026 

semitrailer 

 

Bales should have a length that will allow to transport them both in the main and backup transport.  

The permitted vehicle height of 4.0 m should be abided. Transportation of cargo with a height of 4.35 

meters (inclusive) from the road surface is permitted in case of approval of the route in accordance 

with the legislation of Ukraine. The analysis of three transport operation options: truck, tractor with 

a trailer and a tractor with a self-loading trailer, are shown in Table 2.49. 

 

Thus, trucks should be used for transportation over long distances. Their characteristics to move on 

the field should be taken into account. At the same time, several trucks must be used to increase 

productivity of transportation to a central warehouses, and better use of the loader. Optimal routes to 

transport biomass from the storage facility to operative warehouse of the boiler house should be 

selected before transportation. The condition of the roads should be verified. Primary and backup 

routes should be developed to ensure uninterrupted supply of bioenergy facility, including under 

adverse weather conditions. Online maps: Google Maps, Yandex, etc. could be used to build routes 

and determine distances and duration of transportation. 

 

Biomass intended for processing and incineration of biofuels must be kept in conditions which ensure 

its protection from getting wet, rotting, fire. It is the best to store biomass indoors or under the shed.  

Indoor storage of the feedstock allows to keep humidity  at a constant level and prevent it from rotting. 

Specific load of the big straw warehouse is 1.5-2.5 t/m2. The shed should have a big abat-jour to 

prevent soakage of biofuel. It is important to ensure free access to biomass, in order to simplify its 

storage and loading and unloading. In addition, the room should have enough space for 

unloaders/loaders maneuvering. 
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Table 2.49. Analysis of the transportation options with the big bales80 

Index Truck 
Tractor with a 

trailer 

Tractor with a self-

loading trailer 

Platform area, m2 24-43 16,4-24 7,5-17,8 

Engine power, h.p. 220-425 82-150 100-140 

Load capacity, kg 14750-27900 7360-20000 4082-9250 

Load capacity, bales* 30-40 16-30 8-20 

Maximum speed, km/hr 85-95 25-40 40 

Clearance, mm 260-300 465 340 

Time of bale loading, min. 2(1)** 2(1)** 1 

Time of trailer unloading, min. 30-40*** 16-30*** 2 

Cost, th. USD 70-122 31-124 30-184 

Fuel consumption*, l/(t∙km) 0.018-0.022 0.057-0.066 0.08-0.128 

Specific cost of transportation, 

UAH/(t∙km) 
0.3-0.36 0.94-1.16 1.3-2.17 

Field – Local warehouse (5 km) 

Fuel consumption, l/t 0.18-0.22 0.57-1.16 0.8-1.28 

Spending time, min./t 7.6-8 8.3-9.8 3.3-4.6 

Specific cost, UAH/t 5.54-6.05 11.8-21.80 13.89-22.00 

Productivity, t/hr 7.5-7.9 6.1-7.2 13-18.2 

Local warehouse  – Central warehouse (30 km) 

Fuel consumption, l/t 1.08-1.32 3.42-3.96 – 

Spending time, min./t 7.6-8.7 10.9-16.7 – 

Specific cost, UAH/t 20.15-24.00 58.02-68.87 – 

Productivity, t/hr 6.9-7.9 3.6-5.5 – 

Central warehouse– Operative warehouse (1.5 km) 

Fuel consumption, l/t 0.054-0.066 0.171-0.198 – 

Spending time, min./t 4.9-5.1 5.3-6.3 – 

Specific cost, UAH/t 2.64-2.67 4.49-5.25 – 

Productivity, t/hr 11.7-12.2 9.5-11.3 – 
* Expert estimation for bales  1.2×0.9×2.5 m, weight 460 kg; 

** Expert estimation when telescopic loader is used (the several bales load time on the central and operational 

warehouse is shown in brackets); 

*** Expert estimation when fork loader is used. 

 

The following biomass supply chains that could be performed with the use of existing equipment can 

be suggested for the Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons’ conditions: 

1. for baled straw and stalks: a combine harvester forms swaths from straw or stalks – a baler 

makes bales – a telescopic handler equipped with fork collects the bales and loads them onto 

a truck – telescopic handler unloads the bales at a storage; 

2. for comminuted miscanthus: miscanthus is collected and comminuted by an ensilage 

harvester after that it is loaded into a tractor or truck trailer – the comminuted miscanthus is 

transported to a storage place – loading operations are performed by a telescopic handler or 

front loader equipped with shovel; 

3. for chips produced from residues of orchard and vineyard pruning: a tractor equipped with 

a chipper and bin collects the pruning residues and makes chips – the bin is unloaded into a 

tractor or truck trailer – the chips is transported to storage sites. 

                                                           
80 Bioenergy projects: from idea to implementation. Practical Guide/Ed. Tormosov R.  К.: LLC “Poligraph Plus”, 2015.  

208 p. 
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Available chipping equipment could be attracted or rented from service companies for the 

establishment of wood chips supply chain at early stages. The use of specialized equipment will 

improve the efficiency of the chain and reduce the cost of procurement and logistics. The same 

equipment as for the supply chain of Miscanthus is used for collection and transportation of  maize 

silage. 

2.4.3. The choice of biomass to energy technologies 

 

Taking into account the available energy potential of biomass in Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons, 

it is possible to use effectively the following technological processes for the energy production: 

- combustion of biomass in heat generating equipment with or without preliminary preparation 

before its use (baling, briquetting, granulating, drying, etc.); 

- anaerobic fermentation of liquid animal waste and specially grown energy crops. 

Biomass combustion technologies 

Technological solutions for heat energy production from biomass depend on the scale and the 

intended purpose of heat-generating units, as well as the type of biomass used as fuel79. Before 

burning biomass is processed into biofuel by companies given in Table 2.50. Along with the 

decreasing of size and increasing of the compaction degree the cost of biofuels increases, but logistic 

becomes cheaper. Thus for the use of big square and round bales a loader must be used at a boiler 

house, while more compacted biofuels (pellets or briquettes) loading operations can be performed 

manually. 

Table 2.50. Major traded forms of solid biofuel81 

Fuel name 
Typical 

particle size 
Common preparation methods 

Whole tree > 500 mm No preparation or delimbed 

Wood cheeps 

Hog fuel 

5...100 mm 

Varying 

Cutting with sharp tools 

Crushing with blunt tools 

Log wood/firewood 

Bark 

100...1000 mm 

Varying 

Cutting with sharp tools 

Debarking residue from trees (shredded or 

unshredded) 

Bundle 

Fuel powder 

Varying  

< 1 mm 

Lengthwise oriented & bound 

Milling 

Sawdust 

Shavings 

1...5 mm 

1...30 mm 

Cutting with sharp tools 

Planing with sharp tools 

Briquettes 

Pellets 
 ≥ 25 mm 

 < 25 mm 

Mechanical compression 

Mechanical compression 

Bales: 

- small square 

- big square 

- round 

 

0.1 m3 

3.7 m3 

2.1 m3 

 

Compressed and bound to squares 

Compressed and bound to squares 

Compressed and bound to squares 

                                                           
81 EN 14961-1:2010 “Solid biofuels - Fuel specifications and classes - Part 1: General requirements” 
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Chopped straw or 

energy grass 

10...200 mm Chopped during harvesting or before combustion 

Grain, seed Varying No preparation or drying 

Fruit stones or kernel 

Fibre cake 

5...15 mm 

Varying 

No preparation or pressing and extraction by 

chemicals 

Prepared from fibrous waste by dewatering 

 

Schemes for biomass processing into briquettes and pellets show significant differences depending 

on the type and characteristics of raw materials. The main characteristics affecting the production 

process are the initial state of biomass (size of particles, preliminary compaction, the presence of 

foreign matter) and water content. Pressing process of the feedstock into pellets or briquettes occurs 

through its compaction and heating-up, which activates the bounding matter (lignin), which leads to 

the formation of dense homogeneous form of biofuels. It is considered that agricultural biomass 

contains less lignin than wood (14-17% vs. 25-30%) and therefore agricultural biomass is granulated 

worse14. Getting the best results of biomass compaction is possible through the choice of the right 

technical approaches in accordance with the initial feedstock parameters which determines the need 

to conduct relevant research by equipment manufacturers. 

To process herbaceous types of biomass (crop residues, sunflower husks, reed) it is possible to use 

the typical scheme of straw pellets production (Fig. 2.19). However, different types of shredders are 

used depending on the size of initial feedstock particles. In addition, in the case of the use of feedstock 

with the water content greater than the limited one by granulating line manufacturers, there is a need 

to use the dryer. 

 

Fig. 2.19. Technological scheme of pellets production from baled straw14 
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Average capital costs of the implementation of the straw pellet production are shown in Fig. 2.20. A 

detailed overview of the pellets production features under Ukrainian conditions are given in the 

publication “Comprehensive analysis of the Ukrainian biomass pellets market” 14. According to this 

study, the minimum price of straw pellets which provides investment attractiveness is 75 €/t. Specific 

electricity consumption for the straw pellets production for dry cereal straw is 94 kWh/t with the 

granulating line’s productivity of 15 t/h and 174 kWh/t with the productivity of 1 t/h. 

Production of fuel briquettes from biomass is easier and requires less initial investment in comparison 

with the pellets production. The feedstock also needs to be shredded before briquetting. There are a 

few types of briquetting machines: hydraulic and mechanical (ram press and screw press) that can 

use all available types of biomass in the rayons. The market offers a wide range of equipment with 

the productivity from 50 kg/h and the price of 2,5-6,5 th. Euro82. The choice of a particular model 

depends on the characteristics of the feedstock recommended by a manufacturer. 

 

Fig. 2.20. Estimated average capital cost of the implementation of the straw pellet production (excl. 

vehicles for harvesting operations and transportation) 14 

The equipment for biofuels burning, as any other fuel, is designed for a specific type of a fuel specified 

by physical and chemical characteristics. The choice of the technology of the use of biomass is 

determined by many factors, among which the main ones are the physical characteristics (water 

content, degree of grinding) that are defined mainly by methods of biomass collection and the type 

of applied technology, the availability of proven combustion technologies (Table 2.51), and the 

convenience and efficiency of the fuel preliminary preparation methods. 

 

 

 

                                                           
82 http://trivad.com.ua/catalog/oborudovanie-dlya-proizvodstva-toplivnykh-briketov/press-1briketirovshchik-biomasser-

dlya-proizvodstva-toplivnykh-briketov-iz-solomy/ 
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http://trivad.com.ua/catalog/oborudovanie-dlya-proizvodstva-toplivnykh-briketov/press-1briketirovshchik-biomasser-dlya-proizvodstva-toplivnykh-briketov-iz-solomy/
http://trivad.com.ua/catalog/oborudovanie-dlya-proizvodstva-toplivnykh-briketov/press-1briketirovshchik-biomasser-dlya-proizvodstva-toplivnykh-briketov-iz-solomy/
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Table 2.51. Technologies and equipment for biomass burning79 

Combustion 

technology 
Description 

Types of combustion 

chambers, burners 

Grate In grate furnaces, fuel is burned in a layer 

with overfeed or underfeed burning 

Grates (moving and fix) 

Stoker 

Retort 

Squeezed layer 

Cyclone With the help of air nozzles in the furnace 

(burner) a powerful vortex is created, and 

suspended biomass particles are burnt in it. 

Swirling-type furnaces 

Dust chamber and cyclone 

furnaces 

Pulverized Very small and dry wood residues (moisture 

content up to 20%), such as sawdust and 

powder, and husks can be burnt in the swirl 

burner. This system is similar to a pulverized 

coal combustion system. 

Swirl burner 

Fluidized Fuel with high moisture and ash content, 

mixes of different fuels are burned in the 

turbulent zone above the fluidized bed of 

inert high-silica sand 

Bubbling fluidized bed 

Circulating fluidized bed 

Rotary In the process of burning, feedstock is shaken 

and mixed in continuously rotating 

cylindrical furnaces. As the rule, they are 

used for wet, high-ash and inhomogeneous 

fuel, in particular MSW. 

Cylindrical rotary furnaces 

 

The high quality of combustion in terms of maximum burning of combustible gases mainly depends 

on the temperature in the combustion chamber, their mixing, residence time of fuel particles in the 

furnace and excess oxygen necessary for complete combustion in a boiler. These parameters depend 

on a number of technical details: 

- burning technology (combustion chamber design, process control method); 

- combustion parameters (number of primary and secondary air distribution of the air nozzles); 

- the level of load (partial or full); 

- fuel properties (shape, fractional composition, water content, ash content, ash fusibility level). 

The equipment used for direct burning of biomass is quite different – from small household furnaces 

to large boilers used for heat and power plants (over 5 MW). Intermediate-sized installations include 

small boilers (10 to 50 kW) used for individual buildings heating; boilers of 50-150 kW capacity are 

used for buildings heating where several families live; boilers with the capacity over 150 kW and 

more than 1 MW are used in central heating systems79. Common types of equipment for straw burning 

are given in Table 2.52. 

A detailed overview of the domestic market of boilers is provided in the publication “Comprehensive 

analysis of the Ukrainian biomass boilers market”83. According to the system of public procurement 

                                                           
83 http://bioenergy.in.ua/uk/library/korisni-materiali/a-comprehensive-study-of-the-market-of-boilers-of-biomass-in-

ukraine/ 

http://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=2411688_1_2&s1=%E2%E8%F5%F0%E5%E2%E0%FF%20%F2%EE%EF%EA%E0
http://bioenergy.in.ua/uk/library/korisni-materiali/a-comprehensive-study-of-the-market-of-boilers-of-biomass-in-ukraine/
http://bioenergy.in.ua/uk/library/korisni-materiali/a-comprehensive-study-of-the-market-of-boilers-of-biomass-in-ukraine/
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Prozorro, unit cost of biomass boilers up to 500 kW for the municipal sector ranges 16-30 $/kWh 

(incl. VAT). 

Industrial CHPs based on biomass direct combustion mainly use steam technologies, whose 

efficiency of power generation depends on their capacity. Thus, when the electrical capacity is 500-

5000 kW the efficiency is in the range 10...20%; 5-20 MW – 20...25%, 20-50 MW – more than 30%79. 

In addition, taking into account the difficulty of the direct burning of straw due to its fuel 

characteristics, such biomass CHP of up to 6 MW capacity is an expensive and inefficient solution 

and its payback period exceeds 10 years. 

Table 2.52. The most common types of equipment for straw combustion79  

Type 

Typical range 

of capacity, 

kW 

Used fuels 

Ash 

content, 

% 

Water 

content, 

% 

Straw butch-fired boilers 150-3000 Straw bales <5% 20% 

Furnaces with moving grates (step 

grates, vibrating grates) 
150-15000 

Most types of 

biomass 
<50% 5%-60% 

Combustion in cigar burners 3000-5000 Straw bales <5% 20% 

Furnaces for whole bales 

combustion 
3000-5000 Straw bales <5% 20% 

Straw furnaces 100-5000 
Straw bales with 

shredding 
<5% 20% 

Bubbling bed 5000-15000 
Various types of 

biomass, d<10 мм 
<50% 5%-60% 

Circulating fluidized bed 15000-100000 
Various types of 

biomass, d<10 мм 
<50% 5%-60% 

Powdered combustion 5000-10000 
Various types of 

biomass, d<5 мм 
<5% <20% 

 

Biogas production technologies 

Efficiency of a biogas plant is determined mainly by the specific biogas production (that is per cubic 

meter of the digester). The specific biogas production depends on the substrate composition, 

pretreatment of the substrate, keeping optimal parameters and modes of anaerobic digestion. Small 

and large biogas plants operating now are characterized by a variety of production, design and 

engineering features which are used to meet requirements of a certain feedstock. Generally speaking, 

a biogas plant is a complex engineering system which includes bunkers for collection and storage of 

biomass, digesters, biogas cleaning systems and biogas conversion units (Fig. 2.21). 

Regarding Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons of Odesa oblast, co-digestion of manure and maize 

silage with biogas production may be a good project in the future. To create preconditions for the 

construction and feasible operation of the biogas plant on existing stock-farms, a detailed study is 

required on the possibility of land allocation for growing maize silage as an additional feedstock for 

digestion. 
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Fig. 2.21. Flowchart of biogas plant of «Вiogaz PlanET»61 

1 – bunker for collection and storage of biomass; 2 – bunker for the loading of biomass; 3 – main 

reactor; 4 – reactor for the finalizing of digestion; 5 – tank for digested substance; 6 – consumers of 

heat; 7 – power plant; 8 – consumers of power; 9 – consumers of heat and producer of manure 

 

Selection of priority technology 

Taking into account the available resources of biomass and existing energy consumers in Kylyysky 

and Shyryayvsky rayons, we can recommend the manufacture of solid biofuel and direct combustion 

of solid biofuel for heat production as a priority technology for biomass conversion. 

3. Preliminary recommendations for the implementation of several most effective types of 

bioenergy projects in Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons of Odesa oblast 

 

The selection of bioenergy project types that are recommended for priority implementation in two 

rayons is based on a number of key factors such as: 

- structure of the available potential of biomass for energy; 

- types and characteristics of the potential consumers of biomass as fuel; 

- features of fuel characteristics of different biomass types; 

- current state of energy sector in the rayons; 

- features of the current state of agriculture, other sectors of economy and also transport 

infrastructure of the rayons and some other factors. 

 

The implementation strategy should focused as first on a small amount of projects which are easy to 

realize. After this introduction, the region has got successful examples (best practices). This will give 

an opportunity to establish more advanced projects. 

 

Taking into consideration all the above factors, we can preliminary recommend implementation of 

the following bioenergy projects: 

1. Kylyysky rayon: 

1.1. Collection of pruning from orchards and vineyards, production of chips from them and the 

use of wood chips for heating medical establishments. For that, it is necessary to install 
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retort biomass boilers which can burn wood chips of up to 40% moisture. If it is necessary 

(due to lack of the wood fuel) the wood chips can be supplemented (up to 10% mass) with 

comminuted reed/ straw/ maize stalks. The approximate capacity of a biomass boiler is 

150-500 кВт depending on the volume of the available biomass and heat demand of the 

object. 

 

(!) According to collected data, pruning from orchards and vineyards can be effectively 

collected at ТОВ «Дунайський Агро» (“Dunaysky Agro” Ltd) та СВК «Лад Агро» 

(agricultural production cooperative “Lad Agro”). 

 

1.2. Production of straw briquettes for the use in the existing hand loading coal boilers in 

educational establishments (schools). This way of utilization of the straw briquettes is quite 

possible from the technical point of view. More often cleaning of fire grate from slag may 

be required due to peculiarities of fuel characteristics of the straw briquettes. Surplus 

briquettes can be sold to population. 

 

(!) A list of agricultural enterprises of Kylyysky rayon that are potential suppliers of 

biomass is presented in Table E1 (Annex E) (the list has been coordinated with the local 

administration). To obtain conditions of the supply (actual volumes, prices etc.) it is 

necessary to contact companies from the list directly. 

(!) A list of the social sphere objects of Kylyysky rayon that are potential consumers of 

biomass is presented in Table B1 (Annex B) (the list has been coordinated with the local 

administration). To specify the consumers’ needs it is necessary to contact establishments 

from the list directly. 

 

1.3. “Tytan” Ltd (ТОВ «Титан») is the major enterprise of food industry in Kylyysky rayon 

and a big consumer of energy resources, including heavy fuel oil. The fossil fuel consumed 

by the enterprise can be partially or completely replaced by agro-biomass.  

To make the project more concrete (in fact, to identify the project) we need a number of 

data from the enterprise. We prepared a questionnaire for the enterprise and sent it on 

25.01.2017 (as the local administration provided us with the contact details of the enterprise 

on 25.01.2017). 

 

2. Shyryayvsky rayon: 

2.1. (similar to 1.2) Production of straw briquettes for the use in the existing hand loading coal 

boilers in educational establishments (schools). This way of utilization of the straw 

briquettes is quite possible from the technical point of view. More often cleaning of fire 

grate from slag may be required due to peculiarities of fuel characteristics of the straw 

briquettes. Surplus briquettes can be sold to population. 

2.2. Replacement of gas boilers by modern biomass boilers running on straw briquettes at 

social sphere institutions (educational and medical establishments). 
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(!) Agricultural enterprises of Shyryayvsky rayon that agreed to supply biomass are marked 

in the whole list of companies in Table E4 (Annex E) (according to data obtained from 

local administration). 

(!) Social sphere institutions of Shyryayvsky rayon that are willing to switch to local 

biofuels are marked in the whole list of establishments in Table B2 (Annex B) (according 

to data obtained from local administration). 

 

2.3. Introduction of a biogas plant on manure (presumably collected from several farms) or on 

manure mixed with some vegetable biomass (for instance, maize silage). The list of farms 

which may be potential sites for the biogas project Shyryayvsky rayon is presented in 

Table 2.28. 

 

Suggested timetable for the implementation of the recommended bioenergy projects 

Period Action* Result 

Projects 1.2 (Kylyysky rayon), 2.1 (Shyryayvsky rayon)** 

March-May 2017 Performing of feasibility studies of 

straw briquettes production projects 

Completed feasibility studies 

of the projects 

June-September 2017 Development of a business plan, 

which includes the identification of 

boilers and demand for briquettes. 

Detection of possible investors. 

Completed business plan. 

Possible investors found. 

September –  

December 2017 

Construction of the two briquetting 

lines (one in Kylyysky rayon and 

one in Shyryayvsky rayon) 

Two briquetting lines in 

operating conditions (one in 

Kylyysky rayon and one in 

Shyryayvsky rayon) 

September 2017 –  

January 2018 

Identification of objects for the 

biomass briquettes purchasing. 

Switching of coal-fired boilers for 

the use of briquettes. 

A few objects switched from 

coal to biomass (their number 

depends on the productivity of 

the briquetting lines). 

Project 2.2 (Shyryayvsky rayon) 

March - May 2017 Identification of the object. 

Performing of feasibility study of 

replacing a gas boiler by a biomass 

boiler (fuel straw briquettes). 

Completed feasibility study of 

the project. 

June-September 2017 Development of a business plan, 

which includes the identification of 

the actual heat demand and the 

biomass boiler. Detection of 

possible investors. 

Completed business plan. 

Possible investors found. 

September –  

December 2017 

Replacement of a gas boiler by a 

biomass boiler at a social sphere 

institution. 

The object switched from the 

use of natural gas to the use of 

biomass. 

January 2018 –  

March 2018 

Assessment of the efficiency of the 

implemented project. Preparation 

Strengths and weaknesses of 

the project are identified. 
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for the project replication at other 

social sphere institutions. 

Preconditions for the 

successful project replication 

are created. 

Project 1.1 (Kylyysky rayon) 

June 2017-August 2017 Selection of the objects of the 

supply and consumption chain of 

biomass. Performing of the 

feasibility study of the project of 

fuel wood chips production from 

pruning from orchards and 

vineyards. 

Completed feasibility studies 

of the project 

September - December 

2017 

Development of a business plan, 

which includes the identification of 

boilers and demand for wood chips. 

Detection of possible investors. 

Completed business plan. 

Possible investors found. 

December 2017 – 

March 2018 

Arranging collection of pruning 

from orchards and vineyards and 

production of chips from them (if 

necessary, arranging supply of 

additional biomass fuel). 

1-2 operating store and supply 

chains for pruning (if 

necessary, for additional 

biomass fuel) 

April - September 2018 Installation of biomass boilers with 

retort on the selected objects. 

Several objects switched from 

fossil fuel to biomass 

(depending on the volume of 

available biomass) 

Project 1.3 (Kylyysky rayon) 

March 2017 Collection of required data about the 

enterprise. Identification of the 

project.  

The project identified 

April - June 2017 Performing of feasibility study for 

replacing fossil fuels by a biomass 

boiler. 

Completed feasibility study of 

the project. 

July-October 2017 Development of a business plan, 

which includes the identification of 

the actual amount of fossil fuel to be 

replaced and the biomass boiler. 

Detection of possible investors. 

Completed business plan. 

Possible investors found. 

November 2017 –  

March 2018 

Partial or complete replacement of 

fossil fuels by a biomass boiler 

(boilers) at the enterprise 

The enterprise partially or 

completely switched from the 

use of fossil fuels to the use of 

biomass. 

Project 2.3 (Shyryayvsky rayon) 
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March-April 2017 Collection of additional required 

information about the farms. 

Identification of the project.  

The project identified 

May - July 2017 Performing of feasibility study for 

biogas production from manure or 

manure mixed with vegetable 

biomass. 

Completed feasibility study of 

the project. 

August-December 2017 Development of a business plan, 

which includes the identification of 

farms-suppliers of the feedstock and 

the place and size of the biogas 

plant. Detection of possible 

investors. 

Completed business plan. 

Possible investors found. 

January-July 2018 Construction and the putting into 

operation of the biogas plan 

Started production of biogas  

* the project numbers correspond to the recommendations above. 

** More details regarding successive practical steps for implementing bioenergy projects and estimation of 

the steps duration can be found in «Guidelines for developers», USELF, 2014   

http://www.uself.com.ua/fileadmin/documents/USELF_EN_13_06_2014.pdf 

 

It should be mentioned that the issue of the construction of a CHP plant running on straw was brought 

up in Shyryayvsky rayon. Having analyzed all the local conditions we have concluded that it is not 

reasonable, at least in the nearest future. The problem is that straw is a rather difficult fuel for 

combustion causing corrosion and slagging of equipment, especially under generation of superheated 

steam. Generally speaking, these technical problems can be resolved, but it may be very expensive, 

and it is reasonable to invest in a large-scale CHP plant of > 10 MWe. Now, there are no preconditions 

for the construction of a CHP plant of such capacity in Shyryayvsky rayon while the construction of 

a CHP plant running on straw of about 2 MWe is not feasible. 

 

Typical ToR for carrying out techno-economic assessment of the recommended bioenergy projects 

Typical ToR for «Techno-economic assessment of launching production of biomass briquettes» 

(the structure can be used as a basis for projects 1.1*, 1.2 and 2.1): 

Introduction: 

Project preconditions, initial data. 

Objective and tasks. 

Expected results. 

1. Preconditions for launching the project on biomass pellets production 

1.1. State of the art of Ukrainian market of solid biofuels 

1.2. Legal issues in the sector of solid biofuels 

1.3. Standards and certification of solid biofuels 

1.4. Stakeholder management 

2. Organization of pellets production 

2.1. Selection of units of equipment for the production line 

2.2. Demand for material and labor resources 

2.4. Main manufacturers of equipment for the production of biomass pellets 

http://www.uself.com.ua/fileadmin/documents/USELF_EN_13_06_2014.pdf
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2.5. Optimization of the technology scale and flowchart. 

3. Techno-economic assessment of biomass pellets production 

3.1. Production line options depending on the feedstock type 

3.2. Production line options depending on production capacity 

3.3. Assessment of financial and economic indexes of the project (CF, NPV, IRR, DPB). 

4. Conclusions and recommendations 

* For project 1.2 the name and respective sections should be reformulated for wood chips. 

 

Typical ToR for «Replacement of natural gas by introduction of modern biomass boilers”, (the 

structure can be used as a basis for project 2.2): 

Introduction: 

Project preconditions, initial data. 

Objective and tasks. 

Expected results. 

1. Collection and analysis of initial data 

1.1. Description and characteristics of the heating system of a town. 

1.2. Description and characteristics of the heat supply company. 

1.3. Analysis of the town-planning situation (territory, pipelines and networks, buildings and 

constructions). 

1.4. Description of heat consumers. 

1.5. Analysis of heat load and consumption of fuels. 

1.6. Techno-economic indexes of heat production for previous periods of time. 

1.7. Elaboration of preliminary technical solutions and options for the project implementation. 

2. Elaboration of organizational, technical and engineering solutions for the production and supply 

of heat. 

2.1. Technical description of the project (supply and heating station) 

2.2. Assessment of the production plan. 

2.3. Selection and analysis of suppliers for the main and auxiliary equipment. 

2.4. Engineering solutions. 

2.4.1. Storage and supply of the fuel.  

2.4.2. Heat production.  

2.4.3. Removal of ash and cleaning of flue gas. 

2.4.4. Supply and account of heat. 

2.4.5. Connection to pipelines and networks. 

2.5. Technical parameters, quality and quantity indexes, production efficiency (reduction of gas 

consumption, reduction of greenhouse gases emission). 

2.6. Assessment of providing with feedstock, materials, fuel, electricity, water, labor resources. 

3. Fuel 

3.1. Features and characteristics of fuel. 

3.2. Forecast for the consumption of fuel. 

3.3. Logistics and supply conditions. 

3.4. Biomass supply details. 

3.4.1. Transportation. 

3.4.2. Supply timetable. 

4. Implementation plan, implementation control. 
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4.1. Organizational structure for the project management. 

4.2. Stages and timetable for the project implementation. 

4.3. Monitoring and verification plan. 

5. Techno-economic assessment 

5.1. Capital cost (CAPEX). 

5.2. Operating cost (OPEX). 

5.3. Initial data and assumptions of the financial model (3 options for equipment). 

5.4. Sources and scheme of financing. 

5.5. Need for investment . 

5.6. Assessment of financial and economic indexes of the project (CF, NPV, IRR, DPB). 

 

The main findings of the project were reviewed at a workshop, which took place at Odesa’s oblast 

administration on 31.01.2017. Representatives of the stakeholders from the rayons were present at 

the workshop and participated in reviewing.  
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Conclusions 

The total consumption of fuel and energy in Odesa oblast is 2377 ktoe while the biomass energy 

potential is 664 ktoe (2015 data). Round about 25% of the whole energy consumption could be 

provided by own biogene resources instead of fossil fuels! That would have a huge impact on both 

the regional added value in the region and the reduction of climate change emissions. There has been 

quite strong tendency of replacing fossil fuels by biomass in Odesa oblast lately, but the share of 

biofuels in the total consumption of energy resources remains rather low, about 0.7%. Evidently, the 

process of replacement of fossil fuels should be continued, and it is necessary to enlarge the 

introduction of new bioenergy projects.  

 

Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons of Odesa oblast have quite big resources of biomass. At present 

the potential of biomass available for energy in the rayons is 20.3 ktoe and 19.6 ktoe respectively 

(2015, Tables C1, C2). The potentials even exceed the total energy consumption Kylyysky and 

Shyryayvsky rayons (7.9 ktoe. and 4.1 ktoe respectively, 2015). Current utilization of the potential is 

rather low. The main part of the biomass potential in both rayons is primary agricultural residues. 

 

Table C1. Bioenergy potential in Kylyysky rayon 

Biomass type 

Economic biomass energy potential 

toe GWh 

2013 2014 2015 2013 2014 2015 

1.1 Primary residues of agriculture 

(plant growing, horticulture) 

15002.9 

 
16193.7 17067.5 174.45 188.30 198.46 

   Harvesting residues 14125.3 15240.3 16154.5 164.25 177.21 187.84 

   Pruning of fruit trees 877.6 953.4 912.9 10.20 11.09 10.62 

1.2 Processing industry residues 1397.6 1307.0 1793.1 16.25 15.20 20.85 

1.3 Reed 1434.3 1434.3 1434.3 16.68 16.68 16.68 

TOTAL 17834.7 18935.0 20294.8 207.4 220.2 236.0 

 

Table C2. Bioenergy potential in Shyryayvsky rayon 

Biomass type 

Economic biomass energy potential 

toe GWh 

2013 2014 2015 2013 2014 2015 

1.1 Primary residues of agriculture 

(plant growing, horticulture) 21254.8 19005.1 16382.3 247.15 220.99 190.49 

   Harvesting residues 21241.6 18992.4 16370.4 247.00 220.84 190.36 

   Pruning of fruit trees 13.2 12.7 11.9 0.15 0.15 0.14 

1.2 Wood biomass 162.4 162.4 239.8 1.89 1.89 2.79 

-    Felling residues 4.0 4.0 5.1 0.05 0.05 0.06 

   Wood processing waste 0.0 0.0 31.0 0.00 0.00 0.36 

   Firewood 158.4 158.4 203.7 1.84 1.84 2.37 

1.3 Biogas from manure 970.8 970.8 970.8 11.29 11.29 11.29 

1.4 Energy crops 1995.5 1995.5 1995.5 23.20 23.20 23.20 

   Miscanthus (for solid biofuel) 1706.4 1706.4 1706.4 19.84 19.84 19.84 

   Maize silage (for biogas) 289.1 289.1 289.1 3.36 3.36 3.36 

TOTAL 24383.4 22133.8 19588.4 283.5 257.4 227.8 
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Generally speaking, several typical biomass supply chains can be suggested for the conditions of 

Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons, and the operations can be performed mainly by the available 

machinery. Some of the supply chains can be used for the recommended priority bioenergy projects, 

the others will be useful for future perspective projects: 

1. for baled straw and stalks: a combine harvester forms swaths from straw or stalks – a baler 

makes bales – a telescopic handler equipped with fork collects the bales and loads them onto a 

truck – a telescopic handler unloads the bales at a storage; 

2. for comminuted miscanthus: miscanthus is collected and comminuted by an ensilage harvester 

after that it is loaded into a tractor or truck trailer – the comminuted miscanthus is transported to 

a storage place – loading operations are performed by a telescopic handler or front loader 

equipped with shovel; 

3. for chips produced from residues of orchard and vineyard pruning: a tractor equipped with 

a chipper and bin collects the pruning residues and makes chips – the bin is unloaded into a tractor 

or truck trailer – the chips is transported to storage sites. 

 

Motor transport is the main means for the transportation of local biomass and supply of biofuels in 

Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons. Storage and treatment of the biomass can be arranged at industrial 

areas that are not in use now.  

 

Wood biomass is not considered as fuel now because its resources for energy are very limited. Of the 

two state forestry enterprises operating on the rayons territory, one (Izmailsky SFE) has not expressed 

its interest to supply wood for potential new bioenergy projects; the other (Shyryayvsky SFE) can 

sell very limited amount of firewood, which is not sufficient for providing a bioenergy project.  

 

The use of energy crops now is not considered either as there are some discrepancy in the assessment 

of currently unused agricultural land between the official statistics and Divisions of Agriculture of 

the local administrations. The issue requires an additional study. 

 

The feature of both rayons is absence of a district heating system. Besides, there is no gas supply 

system in Kylyysky rayon. At that a lot of institutions of the social sphere in the rayons (educational 

and medical establishments) use coal boilers for heating, and the institutions in Shyryayvsky rayon 

also use gas boilers.  

 

Taking into account local conditions and situation in the rayons, we can suggest the following priority 

bioenergy projects: 

 To launch the production of not expensive solid biofuel (straw briquettes) and use it: 

- in the existing hand loading coal boilers at educational establishments (both rayons); 

- in new biomass boilers that should be installed to replace the existing gas boilers at the institutions 

of social sphere (Shyryayvsky rayon). 

 To arrange the manufacture of wood chips from pruning of orchards and vineyards. The wood 

chips are to be used in biomass boilers of report type which could be installed at local hospitals 

(Kylyysky rayon). According to the collected data, pruning residues can be effectively collected 

at agricultural enterprises “Dunaysky Agro” Ltd (ТОВ «Дунайський Агро») and agricultural 

production cooperative “Lad Agro” (СВК «Лад Агро»). 

 Partially or completely, to replace fossil fuels at “Tytan” Ltd by agro-biomass. To make the project 

more concrete (in fact, to identify the project) we need a number of data from the enterprise. We 
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prepared a questionnaire for the enterprise and sent it on 25.01.2017 (as the local administration 

provided us with the contact details of the enterprise on 25.01.2017). 

 Introduction of a biogas plant on manure (presumably collected from several farms) or on manure 

mixed with some vegetable biomass (for instance, maize silage). The list of farms which may be 

potential sites for the biogas project Shyryayvsky rayon is presented in Table 2.28. The first 

analyse in this project will be the prove of cooperations between farmers. 

 

Table E1 (Annex E) presents the list of agricultural companies of Kylyysky rayon, which are potential 

suppliers of biomass. Table B1 (Annex B) includes the list of social sphere institutions of  Kylyysky 

rayon, which are potential consumers of local biofuel (the lists have been coordinated with the local 

administration). To obtain conditions of the supply (actual volumes, prices etc.) and specify the 

consumers’ needs it is necessary to contact companies/institutions from the lists directly. 

 

Agricultural companies of Shyryayvsky rayon which agreed to be suppliers of biomass are marked 

in Table E4 (Annex E) in the whole list of agro-enterprises of the rayon. Institutions of the social 

sphere of Shyryayvsky rayon which are willing to switch to local biofuel are marked in Table B2 

(Annex B) in the total list of the social sphere establishments of the rayon. Both pieces of information 

were obtained from the local administration. 

 

Key stakeholders for the implementation of the recommended bioenergy projects seem to be the 

following (related to both rayons unless a concrete rayon is indicated in the brackets): 

 local state administration; 

 local institutions of the social sphere (educational and medical establishments);  

 local agro-companies engaged in crop production; 

 local livestock farms (Shyryayvsky rayon); 

 local agro-companies engaged in horticulture and viticulture (Kylyysky rayon); 

 local companies engaged in reed harvesting (Kylyysky rayon); 

 engineering companies working in the energy sector. 

 

These are the main next steps to initiate the recommended bioenergy projects: 

- To select the object for a project implementation. 

- To carry out techno-economic assessment of the project. 

- To do preparatory work (contacts with stakeholders, getting permissions, design work etc.). 

- To purchase and install bioenergy equipment. 

- To analyze advantages and disadvantages of the implemented project. 

- To elaborate a business plan 

- To find objects for a successful replication of the project. 
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Abbreviations 

ДНЗ – infant school 

ЗОШ І-ІIІ ст. – comprehensive secondary school of I-III degree 

ЗОШ І-ІІ ст. – comprehensive secondary school of I-II degree 

ПП – private company 

ПСП – private agricultural company 

СВК – agricultural production cooperative 

СП – joint enterprise 

СТОВ – agricultural Ltd 

СФГ – agricultural farm 

ТОВ – Ltd 

ФАП – feldsher-midwife station 

ФГ – farm 

ФОП – individual entrepreneur 

ШВЦ – Shyryayvsky correction center 

 

A – ash content 

ar – as received basis 

CF – cash flow 

CHP – combined heat and power 

DPB – discounted payback period 

daf – on a dry ash free basis 

dev. – deviation 

d.m. – dry matter 

dry – on a dry basis 

dt – centner, 1 dt = 100 kg 

EU – European Union 

h.p. – horse power 

HCV – high calorific value 

ILUC – indirect land use change 

IRR – internal rate of return 

LCV – low calorific value 

NPV – net present value 

SFE – state forestry enterprise 

std. - standard 

tce – tons of coal equivalent, 1 tce = 29.3 GJ 

toe – tons of oil equivalent, 1 toe = 41.868 GJ 

UAH – Ukrainian hryvnia 

W – moisture content 

 

Lower index 

е – electrical 
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Annex А. Administrative and territorial structure of rayons 

Table А.1. Administrative and territorial structure of Kylyysky rayon84 

Council No. Entitling  Attachment Territory, hа Population 

   Kylyysky rayon    135850 59837 

1 1.1 Vylkove city Kylyysky rayon 34979 9426 

 1.2 Bile town  Kylyysky rayon, Vylkove 

town  

no data no data 

2 2.1 Kylya city Kylyysky rayon 19456 22884 

3   Vasylkivska rural 

council  

Kylyysky rayon 3571 1220 

 3.1 Vasylivka village  Kylyysky rayon, Vasylivska 

rural council 

226 1220 

4   Desantnenska 

rural council  

Kylyysky rayon 7890 2403 

 4.1 Desantne village  Kylyysky rayon, 

Desantnenska rural council 

333 1816 

 4.2 Novomykolaivka 

village  

59 587 

5   Dmytrivska rural 

council  

Kylyysky rayon 6155 3144 

 5.1 Dmytrivka 

village  

Kylyysky rayon, Dmytrivska 

rural council 

256 3144 

6   Liskyvska rural 

council  

Kylyysky rayon 8319 1931 

 6.1 Lisky village  Kylyysky rayon, Liskyvska 

rural council 

271 1931 

7   Myrnivska rural 

council  

Кylyysky rayon 5081 1548 

 7.1 Myrne village  Kylyysky rayon, Myrnivska 

rural council  

192 1548 

8   Novoselivska 

rural council  

Kylyysky rayon 6713 1647 

 8.1 Novoselivka 

village  

Kylyysky rayon, 

Novoselivska rural council 

272 1647 

9   Prymorska rural 

council  

Kylyysky rayon 4448 1895 

 9.1 Prymorske 

village  

Kylyysky rayon, Prymorska 

rural council 

195 1895 

10   Pryozernenska 

rural council  

Кylyysky rayon 3793 1778 

 10.1 Pryozerne village  Kylyysky rayon, 

Pryozernenska rural council 

209 1778 

11   Starotroyanivska 

rural council  

Kylyysky rayon 6565 2379 

 11.1 Stari Troyany 

village  

Kylyysky rayon, 

Starotroyanivska rural 

council 

300 2225 

 11.2 Dzynilor town  10 154 

                                                           
84 http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A008?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24189 

http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24189
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24190
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=42441
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24191
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24192
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24192
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24193
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24194
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24194
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24195
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24196
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24196
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24197
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24197
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24198
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24198
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24199
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24199
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24200
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24201
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24201
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24202
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24203
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24203
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24204
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24204
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24205
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24205
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24206
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24206
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24207
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24207
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24208
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24209
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24209
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24210
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24210
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24211
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A008?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24189
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Council No. Entitling  Attachment Territory, hа Population 

12   Trudivska rural 

council  

Kylyysky rayon 5606 1576 

 12.1 Trudove village  Kylyysky rayon, Trudivska 

rural council 

264 1487 

 12.2 Mykolaivka 

village  

38 89 

13   Furmanivska 

rural council  

Kylyysky rayon 10893 1468 

 13.1 Furmanivka 

village  

Kylyysky rayon, 

Furmanivska rural council 

190 1468 

14   Chervonoyarska 

rural council  

Kylyysky rayon 2474 805 

 14.1 Chervony Yar 

village  

Kylyysky rayon, 

Chervonoyarska rural council 

108 805 

15   Shevchenkivska 

rural council  

Kylyysky rayon 9907 5733 

 15.1 Shevchenkove 

village  

Kylyysky rayon, 

Shevchenkivska council 

637 5625 

 15.2 Pomazany village  18 108 

 

  

http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24212
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24212
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24213
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24214
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24214
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24215
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24215
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24216
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24216
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24217
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24217
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24218
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24218
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24219
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24219
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24220
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24220
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=20.02.2013&rf7571=24221
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Table А.2. Administrative and territorial structure of Shyryayvsky rayon85 

Council No. Entitling Attachment Territory, hа Population 

  Shyryayvsky 

rayon 

  150200 29809 

1  Shyryayvsky 

township council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 19914.3 7774  

 1.1 Shyryayvo town Shyryayvsky rayon 

Shyryayvsky township 

council 

914 7238 

 1.2 Yosypivka 

village  

39 

105 

 1.3 Odai village 47 100 

 1.4 Podiltsi village  107 331 

2  Brankovanivska 

rural council  

Shyryayvsky rayon 3414.5 

480 

 2.1 Brankovanove 

village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Brankovanivska rural 

council  

113 

367 

 2.2 Samiylivka 

village  

47 

113 

3  Viktorivska rural 

council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 5189.7 

864 

 3.1 Viktorivka 

village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Viktorivska rural council 

274 

798 

 3.2 Marjivka village  68 66 

4  Zhovtneva rural 

council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 10318 

3479 

 4.1 Kostyantyniv 

village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Zhovtneva rural council 

20 

35 

 4.2 Polyove village  58 117 

 4.3 Revova village  58 368 

 4.4 Petrovirivka 

village 

664 

2954 

5  Kateryno-

Platonivska rural 

council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 13100.4 

1798 

 5.1 Kateryno-

Platonivka village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Kateryno-Platonivska rural 

council 

100 

195 

 5.2 Hanno-Pokrovka 

village  

178 

747 

 5.3 Kryzhanivka 

village  

33 

165 

 5.4 Markevycheve 

village  

75 

677 

 5.5 Novoukrainka 

village  

17 

14 

6  Makarivska rural 

council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 6179.4 

963 

 6.1 Makarove village Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Makarivska rural council 

238 

963 

7  Malihonivska 

rural council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 6953.3 

796 

                                                           
85 http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A008?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23406 

http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23406
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23406
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23407
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23407
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23408
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23409
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23409
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23410
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23411
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23412
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23412
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23413
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23413
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23414
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23414
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23415
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23415
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23416
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23416
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23417
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23418
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23418
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23420
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23420
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23422
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23423
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=50049
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=50049
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23424
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23424
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23424
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23425
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23425
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23426
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23426
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23427
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23427
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23428
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23428
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23429
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23429
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23430
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23430
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23431
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23432
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23432
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A008?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23406
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Council No. Entitling Attachment Territory, hа Population 

 7.1 Malihonove 

village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Malihonivska rural council 

221 

427 

 7.2 Volodymyrivka 

village  

23 

58 

 7.3 Kopiykove 

village  

86 

260 

 7.4 Mashenka village 55 51 

8  Marjanivska rural 

council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 7579.3 

1334 

 8.1 Marjanivka 

village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Marjanivska rural council 

412 

1171 

 8.2 Suha Zhurivka 

village 

78 

163 

9  Mykolaivska 

rural council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 6808.6 

1430 

 9.1 Mykolaivka 

village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Mykolaivska rural council 

391 

1423 

 9.2 Novopavlivka 

village 

21 

6 

10  Novoandriivska 

rural council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 6185.5 

802 

 10.1 Novoandriivka 

village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Novoandriivska rural 

council 

51 

190 

 10.2 Zirka village  32 68 

 10.3 Sichneve village 89 277 

 10.4 Skosarivske 

village 

54 

88 

 10.5 Doktorove village 81 179 

11  Novoelizavetivsk

a rural council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 9516.6 

1610 

 11.1 Novoelizavetivka 

village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Novoelizavetivska rural 

council 

108 

372 

 11.2 Novopetrivka 

Persha village 

46 

267 

 11.3 Novopetrivka 

Druha village 

85 

243 

 11.4 Novostepanivka 

village 

41 

136 

 11.5 Syritske Druhe 

village  

33 

73 

 11.6 Syritske Pershe 

village 

52 

67 

 11.7 Sofiivka village 45 141 

 11.8 Stara 

Elizavetivka 

village 

115 

311 

12  Novosvitivska 

rural council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 856.6 

1143 

 12.1 Novosvitivka 

village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Novosvitivska rural council 

176 

826 

http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23433
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23433
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23434
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23434
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23435
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23435
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23436
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23437
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23437
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23438
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23438
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23439
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23439
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23440
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23440
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23441
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23441
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23442
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23442
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23444
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23444
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23445
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23445
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23447
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23448
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23449
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23449
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=50052
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23450
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23450
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23451
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23451
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23452
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23452
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23453
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23453
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23454
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23454
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23455
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23455
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23456
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23456
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23457
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23458
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23458
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23458
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23459
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23459
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23460
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23460
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Council No. Entitling Attachment Territory, hа Population 

 12.2 Rozkishne village 144 317 

13  Oleksandrivska 

rural council  

Shyryayvsky rayon 8540 

1175 

 13.1 Oleksandrivka 

village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Oleksandrivska rural 

council 

150 

422 

 13.2 Hrebenyuky 

village 

15 

51 

 13.3 Hryhorivka 

village 

141 

397 

 13,4 Kantsurove 

village 

22 

45 

 13.5 Trudolyubivka 

village 

24 

71 

 13.6 Florynske village 90 189 

14  Ordzhonikidzevs

ka rural council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 10362.6 

988 

 14.1 Berdynove 

village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Ordzhonikidzevska rural 

council 

74 

215 

 14.2 Armashivka 

village 

305 

724 

 14.3 Kryzhanivka 

village 

92 

41 

 14.4 Zhukovske 

village 

19 

8 

15  Osynivska rural 

council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 6561.5 

1117 

 15.1 Osynivka village Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Osynivska rural council 

139 547 

 15.2 Vynohradivka 

village 

69 

123 

 15.3 Novohulyaivka 

village  

37 

143 

 15.4 Oleksandro-

Vovkove village 

40 

45 

 15.5 Yarynoslavka 

village 

96 

259 

16  Sahanska rural 

council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 8568.1 

848 

 16.1 Sahanske village Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Sahanska rural council 

276 611 

 16.2 Halupove village 26 4 

 16.3 Zhuravske village 35  

 16.4 Nykomavrivka 

village 

63 

233 

17  Staromayakivska 

rural council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 7231.6 

1264 

 17.1 Stari Mayaku 

village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Staromayakivska rural 

council 

226 

775 

 17.2 Zolochivske 

village 

59 

77 

 17.3 Novi Mayaku 

village 

52 

126 

http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23461
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23462
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23462
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23463
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23463
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23464
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23464
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23465
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23465
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23466
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23466
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23467
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23467
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23468
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23469
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23469
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23471
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23471
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=50050
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=50050
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=50051
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=50051
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=50905
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=50905
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23474
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23474
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23475
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23476
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23476
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23477
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23477
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23478
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23478
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23479
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23479
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23480
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23480
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23481
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23482
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23483
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23484
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23484
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23485
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23485
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23486
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23486
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23488
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23488
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23489
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23489
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Council No. Entitling Attachment Territory, hа Population 

 17.4 Tymofiivka 

village 

50 

94 

 17.5 Yakymiv Yar 

village 

67 

66 

 17.6 Buzy village  65 126 

18  Chervonokutska 

rural council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 5127.5 

819 

 18.1 Lidivka village Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Chervonokutska rural 

council 

41 106 

 18.2 Preobrazhenka 

village 

143 

465 

 18.3 Chornyi Kut 

village 

121 

248 

19  Chohodarivska 

rural council 

Shyryayvsky rayon 7792.5 

1125 

 19.1 Chohodarivka 

village 

Shyryayvsky rayon, 

Chohodarivska rural council 

190 

636 

 19.2 Valentynivka 

village 

122 

369 

 19.3 Kachulove 

village 

71 

120 

 

http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23490
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23490
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23491
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23491
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=50907
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23492
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23492
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23494
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23495
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23495
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=50906
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=50906
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23496
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23496
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23497
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23497
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23498
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23498
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23499
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/z7503/A005?rdat1=04.07.2016&rf7571=23499
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Annex B. List of state-financed and private institutions for potential introduction of bioenergy projects 

Table B.1. Potential consumers of biofuels – institutions of social sphere with the heating area of >1000 м2 (Kylyysky rayon, Odesa oblast)86 

No 
Institution 

(see Abbreviations) 
Settlement Address 

Heating 

area, m2 
Contact details 

Type of 

installed boiler 

Year of 

boiler 

installation 

Fuel 

consumption 

in 2015, t 

1  ЗОШ І-ІІ ст. – ДНЗ с. Василівка вул. Шкільна, 16 1500 (04843) 3-85-40 НІІСТУ-5 2013 36.96 

2  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. №1 м. Вилкове вул. Різдвяна, 62 2000 
(04843) 3-19-35 

v-zosh-1@rambler.ru 
НІІСТУ-5 2003 64.13 

3  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. – lyceum м. Вилкове 
вул. Т. Повстання, 

40 
4120 

(04843) 3-25-04 

v-nvk-zosh-licei@rambler.ru 
НІІСТУ-5 2005 118.48 

4  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Десантне вул. Шкільна, 37 3000 (04843) 3-34-40 НІІСТУ-5 2004 43.97 

5  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. № 2 м. Кілія вул. Миру, 2 3022 
(04843) 4-20-85 

k-zosh-2@rambler.ru 
КСТБ, КВОМ 2004 44.29 

6  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. №3 – lyceum м. Кілія вул. Кіченка, 71 5420 
(04843) 4-11-57 

knvk-zosh-3-licei@rambler.ru 
КСТБ 2006 66.1 

7  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. – high school м. Кілія вул. Вишнева, 62-а 3960 
(04843) 4-02-48 

k-nvk-gimnaziya@rambler.ru 
НІІСТУ-5 2008 121.87 

8  ЗОШ І-ІІ ст. – ДНЗ м. Кілія 
вул. Українська, 

108 
3000 (04843) 4-24-75 НІІСТУ-5 2013 10.2 

9  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Ліски пров. Шкільний, 4 3363 
(04843) 3-55-40 

leskischool123@ukr.net 
КСТБ 2011 53.68 

10  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Мирне вул. Дружби, 2 2830 
(04843) 3-84-21 

murnivska-zosh@rambler.ru 
НІІСТУ-5 2006 46.6 

11  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Новоселівка вул. Шкільна, 16 2968 

(04843) 3-52-40 

novosselivka.school@gmail.c

om 

Універсал 

Універсал 

Універсал 

1965 

1965 

1978 

35.466 

12  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Приморське вул. Морська, 81 2358 
(04843) 3-46-97 

primorska-zosh@rambler.ru 
НІІСТУ-5 2008 40.17 

13  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Приозерне вул. Шкільна, 35 2196 

(04843) 3-44-40 

pruozernenska-

zosh@rambler.ru 

КСТБ-150 2013 45.77 

                                                           
86 http://e-monitoring.info/ 

http://e-monitoring.info/
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No 
Institution 

(see Abbreviations) 
Settlement Address 

Heating 

area, m2 
Contact details 

Type of 

installed boiler 

Year of 

boiler 

installation 

Fuel 

consumption 

in 2015, t 

14  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Старі Трояни вул. Шкільна, 96 5625 (04843) 3-02-40 Універсал-6 1990 59.718 

15  ЗОШ І-ІІ ст. – ДНЗ с. Червоний Яр вул. Шкільна, 22 1720 

(04843) 3-04-40 

(096) 776-69-64 

valya.paladutsa@mail.ru 

Универсал-1 

Універсал-5 

1969 

1967 
23.2 

16  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. № 1 с. Шевченкове вул. Музики, 75 2578 

(04843) 3-72-40 

shevchenkivska-zosh-

1@rambler.ru 

Універсал-6 1991 69.971 

17  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. – № 2 с. Шевченкове вул. 8 Березня, 3 1814 (04843) 3-72-70 НІІСТУ-5 2010 108.665 

18  

Education Department of 

Kylyysky rayon state 

administration 

м. Кілія вул. Миру, 45 89564 (04843) 4-32-03 

НІІСТУ 

Універсал-5,6 

КСТБ 

КВН 

1963 15 

19  

Culture and Tourism 

Department of Kylyysky 

rayon state administration 

м. Кілія вул. Гагаріна, 27 4519 
(04843) 4-10-04 

oparina@ukr.net 
Судові; КП-80 1984 87 

20  
Main hospital building of the 

central rayon hospital 
м. Кілія вул. Кубишкіна, 19 5080 (04843) 4-07-01 

НІІСТУ-5 

КСТБ 

КСТБ 

2005 

2013 

2013 

185 

21  
Neurology unit of the central 

rayon hospital 
м. Кілія вул. Гагаріна, 5 1009 (04843) 4-15-44 КСТБ 2011 40 

22  Rayon outpatient department м. Кілія вул. Перемоги, 67 4260 (04843) 4-20-72 
НІІСТУ-5 

НІІСТУ-5М 

2006 

2010 
133 

23  Maternity hospital м. Кілія вул. Кутузова, 4 3222 (04843) 4 -15-64 

НІІСТУ-5 

Універсал-5 

НІІСТУ-5М 

2012 

2003 

2015 

165 

24  
Shevchenkove village 

outpatient department 
с. Шевченкове 

вул. 

Чернишевського, 

16 

1060 
(04843) 4-27-03 

kiliyacentr@dh.od.ua 

КСТ-120 

КСТ-120 

 

2006 
17.91 

25  
Furmanivka village 

outpatient department 
с. Фурманівка вул. Тимошенко, 80 2928 

(04843) 4-27-03 

kiliyacentr@dh.od.ua 
КСТ-120 2004 15 

26  Vylkovo town hospital м. Вилкове вул. Різдвяна, 55 5662  (04843) 3-19-71 
КСТБ-150 

КСТБ-150 

2011 

2011 
65.67 

Institutions No 1-17 are subordinated to the Education and Youth Policy of Kylyysky rayon state administration: Myru str., 45, Kylyya town, Kylyysky rayon, Odesa oblast, 

68300, t. (04843) 4-32-03, fax (04843) 4-02-07, website: http://kiliyaosvita.ucoz.org/   All the above institutions are heated by coal.  

http://kiliyaosvita.ucoz.org/
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Table B.2. Potential consumers of biofuels – institutions of social sphere with the heating area of >1000 м2 (Shyryayvsky rayon, Odesa oblast)86
 

No 
Institution 

(see Abbreviations) 
Settlement Address 

Heating 

area, m2 
Contact details 

Type of 

installed boiler 

Year of boiler 

installation 

Fuel consumption 

in 2015, t 

1  

Educational 

institution «Olimp» 

ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. – high 

school 

смт Ширяєве вул. Калініна, 72 3400 
(04858) 2-11-81 

olimp_shir@ukr.net 
КТН-1001 2005 н/д 

2  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Новоєлизаветівка вул. Шкільна, 1 1200 
(04858) 2-74-51 

osvitanel@ukr.net 

КТО-12.1402 

КТО 12-1402 

2004 

2014 
н/д 

3  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Макарове вул. Молодіжна, 7Б 1194 
(04858) 2-54-40 

osvitamaksh@ukr.net 
КТО-12.1402 2006 24.02 

4  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. – ДНЗ с. Осинівка вул. Жовтнева, 41 1782 
(04858) 2-41-01 

osvitaos@ukr.net 
КТН-1001 2008 28413 

5  ЗОШ І-ІІ ст. с. Ревова 
вул. Олімпіадовська, 

18 
1203 (04858) 2-64-49 8 ovens2 1998 9.83 

6  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. – ДНЗ с. Миколаївка вул. Кучеряби, 128 3294 
(04858) 2-42-15 

osvitamik@ukr.net 
КТН-1001 2006 н/д 

7  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Червоний Кут вул. Колгоспна 1034 
(096) 601-30-40 

spishanskaya@mail.ru 

Універсал-62 

КТО 12.1402 

1994 

2014 
6.85 

8  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Бранковане вул. Центральна, 42 1500 
(066) 130-08-90 

galina.kalmus@mail.ru 
КТО-12.1402 2006 21.69 

9  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Старі Маяки вул. Центральна, 1 1198 
(04858) 2-46-57 

osvitastar@ukr.net 

КТО-12.1402 

Рівнетерм-721 

2003 

2012 
1.81 

10  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Саханське вул. Степова, 10 1580 
(098) 205-03-20 

osvitacax@ukr.net 
КТО-12.1402 2006 16.76 

11  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Олександрівка вул. Шкільна, 23 1459 
(04858) 2-31-33 

olieksandrovskaia@mail.ru 
КТО-12-1402 2004 29.75 

12  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. – ДНЗ с. Жовтень no data 1948 
(04858) 2-63-13 

skg2007@ukr.net 

КТО-12.1402 

КТО-6652 

2002 

2005 
34.1 

13  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. – ДНЗ 
с. Катерино-

Платонівка 
вул. Калініна, 162 1202 

(098) 903-58-76 

osvitakatp@ukr.net 
КТН-1001 2010 no data 
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No 
Institution 

(see Abbreviations) 
Settlement Address 

Heating 

area, m2 
Contact details 

Type of 

installed boiler 

Year of boiler 

installation 

Fuel consumption 

in 2015, t 

14  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. с. Вікторівка вул. Маліновского, 1 1194 
(04858) 2-29-34 

osvitavik@ukr.net 
Палій-501 2004 no data 

15  ЗОШ І-ІІІ ст. – ДНЗ с. Чогодарівка no data 1299 
(04858) 2-52-22 

osvitachog@ukr.net 
КТО-12.1402 2011 19.27 

16  ЗОШ I-III ст. с. Мар’янівка no data 2217 (04858) 2-45-40 КТН-1001 2008 no data 

17  ЗОШ I-III ст. с. Маркевичеве вул. Виноградна, 3Б 1192 (04858) 9-27-650 КСТГ-1001 2001 no data 

18  
ЗОШ І-ІІ ст. – 

boarding school  
с. Жовтень вул. Центральна, 23 4476 

(04858) 2-11-18 

Факс 2-61-18 

zhovteninternat@ukr.net 

КТО-12.1402 

КТО-12.1402 

КТО-5.392 

КТО-6.632 

КТО-14.1662 

ККФ-1203 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2000 

2001 

2014 

190 

19  Local hospital с. Жовтень no data 1500 no data 
КВК-100ТВ2 

КС-50 ТГ2 

2006 

1930 
no data 

20  
Central hospital of 

Shyryayvsky rayon  
смт Ширяєве вул. Леніна, 94 4415 

(04858) 2-12-61 

shiraevo_crb@ukr.net 

Колві термона 

КТН1 

АГОВ1 

Колві темона 

КТН1 

Колві термона 

КТН1 

2004 

2004 

2004 

2004 

47954 

21  Rayon house of culture смт Ширяєве вул. Коробченко, 12 2268 (04858) 2-14-52 АОГВ96К1 2006 no data 

1 – natural gas, 2 – coal, 3 – biomass. 

Institutions No 1-19 are subordinated to the Education and Youth Policy of Shyryayvsky rayon state administration:: 66800, Odesa oblast, Shyryayeve urban village, 

Shkliaruka str., 13, (04858) 22003. 

* Institutions that confirmed their readiness to implement the use of local biofuels are marked by Italic font in the table 
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Table B.3. Potential consumers of biofuels – private companies of Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons 

No 
Name 

(see Abbreviations) 
Address Contact details 

1 ТОВ «Лад» Одеська обл., Кілійський р-н, м. Кілія, 

вул. Дзержинського, 5 

t.: (04843) 41168, (04843) 41783, (04843) 44511 

fax: (04843) 41168 

Зайвий Володимир Іванович – director 

Е-mail: ladtov@rambler.ru 

2 ТОВ «Тріада-Юг» Одеська обл., Кілійський р-н, м. Кілія, 

вул. Київська, буд. 322 

Романенко Михайло В’ячеславович 

098-456-08-80 

3 Shyryayvsky bread factory вул. Степова, 44, смт Ширяєве, 

Ширяївський р-н, Одеська обл. 

t.: (048) 582-20-89;  

fax: (048) 582-21-58  

E-mail: shiryevo-hleb@mail.ru 

4 ПП «Сегрос» 66810, Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-н, 

с. Миколаївка, вул. Шевченко, 1б 

t.: +38 (04858) 22049 

+38 (048) 7176002 

+38 (048) 7988398 

fax: +38 (04858) 22049 

Осадчук Сергій Григорович – director 

 

 

mailto:ladtov@rambler.ru
mailto:shiryevo-hleb@mail.ru
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Annex C. ROAD MAP for performing the project on the estimation of biomass potential in 

Odesa oblast 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Elaboration of the optimal methodology for biomass potential 

assessment. Development of a draft structure of the final report 

В 

2. Analysis of the current situation and principal trends in energy sector of 

Odesa oblast with a focus on Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky rayons 

 

3. Assessment of potential of biomass available for energy in Kylyysky and 

Shyryayvsky rayons 

 

4. Analysis of effective 

ways for the biomass 

potential use and logistics 

of biomass supply 

 

 

5. Description of fuel 

characteristics of biomass 

 

6. Creation of database of 

the producers and 

suppliers of biomass in the 

two rayons 

 

7. Identification of potential 

bioenergy projects in the two 

rayons 

 

8. Conclusion on the priority use of the available biomass feedstock 

 

9. Preliminary recommendations for implementing up to three most 

efficient biomass projects in each of the two rayons 

області 
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Annex D. Methodology for the assessment of biomass potential in Kylyysky and Shyryayvsky 

rayons of Odesa oblast 

 

1. Primary agricultural residues 

Crop residues 

Assessment of potential of crop residues available for energy should take into account the use of straw 

and other residues as feed and litter for animals and as organic fertilizer for soil. As any reliable or actual 

information for estimating these amounts of crops residues is not available, we suggest to use the 

approach developed by the Bioenergy Association of Ukraine (UABio)87. The approach is based on the 

calculation of the economic potential directly from the theoretical one via the factor Ke. The value of Ke 

for Ukraine was determined after thorough study of experience of a number of European countries and 

the USA in this field. For example, if Ke = 0.3 that means that 30% of the whole amount of generated 

straw or other residues (that is 30% of the theoretical potential) can be used for energy, and the rest is 

enough for animals and soil need. The value of Ke should be specified based on interviews with local 

stakeholders. 

For calculation of the economic potential of biomass, the following formula will be used: 

𝑷𝒆 = ∑ 𝑪𝒓𝒊 · 𝑲𝒓𝒊 · 𝑲𝒆𝒊 · 𝑲𝒐𝒆𝒊
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 ,       (1) 

where Cri·– crop production of i type (statistical data), t; 

Kri – coefficient of residues (residue factor) for calculation of the theoretical potential of biomass; 

Kei – factor of using crop residues for energy that allows calculating the economic potential of biomass; 

Koei – coefficient for conversion into oil equivalent: calorific value of agricultural residues / calorific 

value of oil equivalent. 

 

The typical values of coefficients Kr and Ke for Ukrainian conditions are in the table below: 

Crops that generate straw 

and other residues during 

harvesting 

Coefficients for the calculation of biomass potential 

theoretical potential economic potential 

Kr (residue factor) Ke (factor of using crop 

residues for energy) 

Wheat 1.0 0.3 

Barley 0.8 0.3 

Rice 0.9 0.3 

Other cereals 1.0 0.3 

Soy 0.9 0.3 

Rape 1.8 0.4 

Maize 1.3 0.4 

Sunflower 1.9 0.4 

                                                           
87 UABio’s Position Paper N7 on “Prospects for the use of agricultural residues for energy production in 
Ukraine” (in English)  http://uabio.org/img/files/docs/Position-paper-UABIO-7-EN.pdf 

http://uabio.org/img/files/docs/Position-paper-UABIO-7-EN.pdf
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The conversion coefficient into oil equivalent (Koe) of different biomass types depends on their lower 

heating value (LHV). For standard Ukrainian conditions, Koe is presented in the table below: 

Biomass type LHV, GJ/t Koe 

Straw of cereal crops 14.5 0.346 

Rape straw 15 0.358 

Soy straw 14.5 0.346 

Residues from grain maize production (stalks with leaves, cobs) 8 0.191 

Residues of sunflower production (stalks with leaves, baskets) 6 0.143 

 

Pruning 

Residual biomass potential from perennial agriculture crops in Odesa oblast consists of pruning of vine 

and fruit orchards that are usually cut up and then landfilled or burned near the field that may cause 

serious problems connected with uncontrolled fires. The amount of agricultural residues of vine and fruit 

orchards pruning can be determined multiplying cultivation surface (ha) by a coefficient, which 

describes residues productivity (t/ha)88. For the calculation, the following formula will be used: 

𝑷𝒆 = ∑ 𝑺𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒊
∙ 𝑷𝒓𝒊 · 𝑲𝒕𝒊 · 𝑲𝒆𝒊 · 𝑲𝒐𝒆𝒊

𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 ,       (2) 

where 𝑺𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒊
– area of vine or fruit orchards of i type in bearing age (statistical data), ha; 

Pri – residues productivity of vine or fruit orchards of i type in bearing age for calculation of the 

theoretical potential of pruning biomass, t/ha; 

Kti = 0.8 (approximate value) – coefficient of technical availability for pruning (for calculation of the 

technical biomass potential); 

Kei – factor of residues use for energy that allows calculating the economic potential of pruning biomass. 

Kei is calculated as the ratio of the area under i type perennial agriculture crop in bearing age excluding 

the area in question in households (that is belonging to population) to the total area under i type perennial 

agriculture crop in bearing age (that is belonging to agricultural companies, farmers, and households). 

The approach is based on the assumption that it is feasible to collect pruning only at agricultural 

companies and farmers that is not taking into consideration the fruit orchards and vines of population; 

Koei – coefficient for conversion into oil equivalent (calorific value of agricultural residues / calorific 

value of oil equivalent). 

The typical values of coefficients Kr and Koe are in the table below: 

Plants Pr, t/ha LHV, GJ/t Koe 

Vineyard 2.988 17 0.406 

Pome fruit trees 2.488 17 0.406 

Stone fruit trees 2.089 17 0.406 

 

 

 

                                                           
88 Assessment of wood and agricultural residue biomass energy potential in Georgia.  Prepared for UNDP under Micro-
Capital Grant Agreement for Non-Credit Related Activities of 26.06.14 – Tbiilisi, 2014. – 146 p.  
89 N. Bilandzija, N. Voca, T. Kricka, A. Matin and V. Jurisic Energy potential of fruit tree pruned biomass in Croatia / Spanish 
Journal of Agricultural Research 2012 10(2), 292-298. 
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2. Processing industry residues 

To assess the potential of processing residues, we need information about working processing enterprises 

in the rayons and some statistical data about them. Then the calculation of the economic biomass 

potential (in toe) will be estimated using the following formula: 
 

𝑷𝒆 = ∑ 𝑪𝒑𝒓𝒊 · 𝑲𝒓𝒊 · 𝑲𝒐𝒆𝒊
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 ,                                                       (3) 

where Cpri·– processed agricultural raw materials of i type (e.g. sunflower seeds) (statistical data), t. 

Given that the rice is processed near growing places, the volumes of processed materials is equal to its 

gross production; 

Kri – coefficient of residues (e.g. Kr = 0.15 for sunflower husks means that when processing a ton of 

sunflower seeds, 150 kg of husks are generated that is 15% of the volume of the processed feedstock); 

Koei – conversion coefficient into oil equivalent (calorific value of processing residues / calorific value 

of oil equivalent) (e.g. Koe = 0.358 for sunflower husks and Koe = 0.345 – for rice husk28). 

 

If all processing residues from the facility cannot be collected and used for energy, the technical and 

economic potentials of biomass will be calculated using technical availability factor and economic 

expediency factor. The factors will be specified for the types of biomass in question. 

 

3. Wood biomass 

Main constituents of wood biomass potential are felling residues, firewood and wood processing 

residues. 

Felling residues 

For the calculation of the economic biomass potential (in toe) the following formula will be used: 

𝑷𝒆 =  𝑽𝒉𝒍𝒕 · 𝝆𝑾 · 𝑲𝒓 · 𝑲𝒕 · 𝑲𝒆 ·
𝑸𝑵𝑪𝑽𝟎

𝒇𝒓
∙(𝟏𝟎𝟎−𝑾)−𝟐.𝟒𝟒∙𝑾

𝟏𝟎𝟎∙𝑸𝑳𝑯𝑽
𝒐𝒆 ,    (4) 

where Vhlt – annual volume of harvested liquid timber (statistical data), solid m3; 

W = 35% (approximate value) – water content in the felling residues; 

ρW – average basic density of wet wood with water content W% based on the existing composition of 

tree species, t/m3. For Odesa oblast the composition of tree species are hard wood – 85.5%, conifer – 

7.9%, soft wood – 3.8%, other – 2.8%90. The main conifer species91 is pine with density of air-dry wood  

ρ12= 0.5 t/m3, the main hard wood species is oak with ρ12 = 0.69 t/m3 and the main soft wood species is 

willow with ρ12 = 0.55 t/m3. 

For these types of wood with water content > 23%, the density is calculated by the following formula92:  

𝝆𝑾 =  𝟎. 𝟖𝟐𝟑 ·
𝟏𝟎𝟎

𝟏𝟎𝟎−𝑾
∙ 𝝆𝟏𝟐.     (5) 

Thereby the average basic density of wood for Odesa oblast: 

ρ = (0.55·7.9%+0.76·85.5%+0.60·3.8%)/(7.9%+85.5%+3.8%)/100 = 0.85 t/m3; 

                                                           
90 Booklet of Odesa Forestry Department (in Ukrainian)  http://ulmg.odessa.gov.ua/web_ulmg/magazine/booklet.pdf 
91 Gensiruk S.A. Forests of Ukraine. – M.: “Forest industry”, 1975. – 280 p. 
92 Golovkov S.I., Kopernyk I.F., Naydenov V.I. Energy use of wood waste. – M.: “Forest industry”, 1987. – 224 p.  

http://ulmg.odessa.gov.ua/web_ulmg/magazine/booklet.pdf
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Kr – coefficient of residues (for the theoretical biomass potential calculation). The value is based on the 

existing composition of tree species and data about the structural balance of felling residues93: 12.5% – 

the average quantity of felling residues from the forests, which consist of conifers and hard wood trees, 

and 9% is that for soft wood trees. Thereby the average value for Odesa oblast,  

Kr = (15.8·(7.9%+85.5%)+11.4·3.8%)/(7.9%+85.5%+3.8%)/100 = 0.156; 

Kt = 0.9 – coefficient of technical availability for the residues (for calculation of the technical potential 

of biomass); 

Ke =0.5 (approximate value) – coefficient of the use for energy for the residues (for calculation of the 

economic potential of biomass). The factor shows what part of the residues can be taken for energy and 

the rest must be left for soil. The factor value should be specified taking into account local conditions 

(like soil quality); 

𝑸𝑵𝑪𝑽𝟎

𝒇𝒓
 = 18.5 MJ/kg – the average net calorific value (NCV0) of oven-dry wood94; 

𝑸𝑳𝑯𝑽
𝒐𝒆  = 41.868 MJ/kg – LHV of oil equivalent, MJ/kg. 

 

Waste of woodworking facilities 

For the calculation of the economic biomass energy potential (in toe) the following formula will be used: 

Pe = (Cww – Uww)·Koe,        (6) 

where Cww ·– annual generation of waste from woodworking facilities (statistical data), t; 

Uww – annual existing utilisation of waste from woodworking facilities (statistical data), t; 

Koe = 0.310 – conversion coefficient into oil equivalent: heating value of wood waste (QLHV = 13 GJ/t, 

W = 25%) / calorific value of oil equivalent. 

 

Firewood 

For the calculation of the economic biomass energy potential (in toe) the following formula will be used: 
 

Pe = Vfw·ρ·Koe,         (7) 
 

where Vfw – annual volume of produced firewood (statistical data), solid m3; 

ρ – average density of firewood with water content W=25% based on the existing composition of tree 

species, t/m3. The average basic density of firewood for Odesa oblast is calculated using assumptions 

made for the estimation of felling residues energy potential, and formula (5): 

ρ = (0.63·7.9%+0.87·85.5%+0.70·3.8%)/(7.9%+85.5%+3.8%)/100 = 0.73 t/m3; 

Koe = 0.310 – conversion coefficient into oil equivalent: heating value of firewood (QLHV = 13 GJ/t, 

W = 25%) / calorific value of oil equivalent. 

4. Biogas from manure 

For calculation of the theoretical potential of biogas (in toe) obtained from cattle, pig and poultry manure 

the following formula will be used: 

 

𝑬𝑳𝑺 = ∑
𝟑𝟔𝟓∙𝑵𝒊∙𝒒𝒎𝒊∙

𝑻𝑺𝒊
𝟏𝟎𝟎⁄ ∙

𝑽𝑺𝒊
𝟏𝟎𝟎⁄ ∙𝒒𝒊

𝒃𝒈
∙𝑸𝑳𝑯𝑽

𝒃𝒈

𝑸𝑳𝑯𝑽
𝒐𝒆 ∙𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎

𝒏
𝒊=𝟏    (8) 

                                                           
93 Maksymiv V.M., Gayda S.V. Analysis, features, problems and experience of the use of additional resources of raw material 
– wastes and of used wood  
http://base.dnsgb.com.ua/files/journal/Lisove-gospodarstvo-l-p-d-promyslovist/2007_33/33_63-72.pdf 
94 Nike Krajnc Wood fuels handbook http://www.fao.org/3/a-i4441e.pdf 

http://base.dnsgb.com.ua/files/journal/Lisove-gospodarstvo-l-p-d-promyslovist/2007_33/33_63-72.pdf
http://www.fao.org/3/a-i4441e.pdf
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where 𝑵𝒊 – total number of i type animals, head; 

𝒒𝒎𝒊 – specific manure output of i type animals, kg/(head∙day);  

𝑻𝑺𝒊 – dry matter content in the manure of i type animals, %; 

𝑽𝑺𝒊 – the share of organic matter in the dry residue of i type animals manure, %; 

𝒒𝒊
𝒃𝒈

 – expected specific output of biogas from manure of i type animals, m3/kg DOM (dry organic 

matter); 

𝑸𝑳𝑯𝑽
𝒃𝒈

 – expected LHV of biogas from manure of i type animals, MJ/nm3; 

𝑸𝑳𝑯𝑽
𝒐𝒆  = 41.868 MJ/kg – LHV of oil equivalent. 

 

Parameters for calculation are in the table below: 

Type of manure 
𝒒𝒎𝒊  𝑻𝑺𝒊 𝑽𝑺𝒊 𝒒𝒊

𝒃𝒈
 𝑸𝑳𝑯𝑽

𝒃𝒈
 

kg/(head∙day) % % m3/kg DOM MJ/nm3 

Cattle manure:  

86.7 16.0 0.35 23 - households 45.35 

- agricultural enterprises 29.08 

Pig manure 5.5 88.6 16.0 0.42 21 

Poultry manure 0.13 70.0 20.0 0.40 21 

 

For assessment of the technical potential, the theoretical potential is multiplied by the coefficient of 

technical availability of manure Kt (see the table below). Kt shows what part of manure can be really 

collected under the existing conditions, including the existing practice of grazing.  

Kt* Type of manure 

0.898 Cattle manure at agricultural enterprises 

0.7135 Cattle manure in households 

0.95 Pig manure 

0.9 Poultry manure at agricultural enterprises 

0.3 Poultry manure at households 

* average values for Ukraine; the numbers will be specified based on interviews with local stakeholders 

taking into account the existing practice of grazing. 

 

The economic potential of biogas will be calculated based on the assumption that a biogas plant must 

provide biogas in the amount sufficient for the operation of a cogeneration unit of at least 200 kWel. 

Therefore, a digester of the required volume can be installed on a cattle farm with approximate livestock 

population of > 2000 heads or a pig farm with livestock population > 9400 heads or a poultry farm with 

livestock population > 420000 heads. These figures are average for Ukraine and based on the available 

information as for the prevailing type of animals keeping (resulting in liquid or solid manure and 

different amount of manure actually collected). Later on, these numbers will be specified based on the 

interviews with local stakeholders taking into account the existing local practice of animals keeping. 

 

5. Energy crops for solid biofuels and biogas 

Analysis of statistical data on the land structure in the rayons will allow to determine what part of the 

unused agricultural area can be used for growing energy crops. Based on the climatic conditions, the 
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types of energy crops suitable for cultivation will be selected. The assessment will be done for biomass 

that could be processed into solid biofuels and biogas. 

 

Energy crops for solid biofuels 

For the calculation of the economical biomass energy potential (in toe) from energy crops for solid 

biofuels, the following formula will be used: 
 

𝑷𝒆 = ∑ 𝑺𝒆𝒄 ·  𝑲𝒂𝒔𝒃𝒊  ·  𝑪𝒔𝒃𝒊  ·   𝑲𝒕−𝒔𝒃𝒊 ·  𝑲𝒐𝒆 − 𝒔𝒃𝒊
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 ,   (9) 

where Sec – area of unused agricultural land. The area is calculated based on statistical data: [arable 

land] – [sawn area] – [fallow land], ha. In this case, it is very important to know the location (for 

example, how far it is from the river), some local conditions (for example, availability of ground water) 

and structure of the unused land (only plots of land that are big enough can be really used for energy 

crops);  

Kasbi – coefficient that shows what share of unused land can be used for energy crops of i type dedicated 

for the production of solid biofuels (for calculation of the theoretical biomass potential). The coefficient 

should be specified based on information interviews with local stakeholders. Kasb = 0.25 (approximate 

value for the whole set of energy crops aimed for solid biomass production). 

Csbi·– biomass yield of an energy crop for solid biofuels, dt/(ha∙yr); 

Kt-sbi = 0.9 – coefficient of technical availability (for calculation of the technical potential that in this 

case is equal to the economic potential); 

Koe-sbi  – conversion coefficient into oil equivalent (calorific value of energy crops biomass / calorific 

value of oil equivalent). 

Typical yields of some energy crops suitable for Ukraine’s conditions (Csb) and the conversion 

coefficient into oil equivalent (Koe) are in the table below: 

Type of energy crop 
Csb, dt/(ha∙yr) 

Koe-sb 
Enough amount of rainfall Lack of rainfall 

Poplar 12 8 0.442 

Willow 10 8 0.430 

Miscanthus 12 10 0.406 

 

Energy crops for biogas 

For the calculation of the economical biomass energy potential (in toe) from energy crops for biogas the 

following formula will be used: 
 

Pe = Sec · Kabg · Cbg · 𝒒𝒆𝒄
𝒃𝒈

  · Kt-bg· Koe-bg/1000,     (10) 

where Sec – area of unused agricultural land, as described in formula (9).  

Kabg = 0.25 (approximate value) – coefficient that shows what share of unused land can be used for 

energy crops dedicated for the production of biogas (for calculation of the theoretical biomass potential). 

The coefficient should be specified based on information interviews with local stakeholders; 
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Cbg·– biomass yield of an energy crop for biogas, t/(ha∙yr). In Ukraine, the main traditional silage crop 

is maize and its average yield was 10 t/(ha∙yr) according to the statistical data95 in Odessa oblast in 2015. 

The default is Cbg =10 t/(ha∙yr); 

𝒒𝒆𝒄
𝒃𝒈

 – expected specific output of biogas from energy crops, m3/t. For maize silage the default is 𝒒𝒆𝒄
𝒃𝒈

 = 

185 m3/t96; 

Kt-bg – coefficient of technical availability (for calculation of the technical potential that in this case is 

equal to the economic potential). For maize silage the default is Kt-bg = 0.7; 

Koe-bg – conversion coefficient into oil equivalent (calorific value of biogas from energy crops / calorific 

value of oil equivalent). For maize silage, the default lower heating value (LHV) of biogas is 20 MJ/m3. 

Thereby, Kt-bg = 0.478. 

When producing biogas from maize silage, it is necessary to add some amount of liquid manure. Thus, 

when estimating the potential of energy crops for biogas, it is also necessary to take into account the 

availability of cattle at nearby farms. The farms with the amount of caws of over 100 should be taken 

into consideration as a potential supplier of manure for a biogas plant where the biogas is produced from 

maize silage. This information will be collected based on interviews with local stakeholders. 

Biogas can be also produced from grass obtained from grassland. This will also be taken into 

consideration when assessing the biomass potential. 

 

6. Reed 

Any official statistic data on reed areas are not available in Ukraine. The assessment of biomass potential 

will be done based on the data on the area under reed, its yield and existing practice of harvesting and 

use of reed in Kylyysky rayon.  

For the calculation of the economical biomass energy potential (in toe) from reed the following formula 

will be used: 

 

Pe = Srd ·  Crd · Ke-rd · Koe-rd,       (11) 

where Srd – area under reed which sets the limit for harvesting, ha; 

Crd·– annual reed yield, t/ha. The default is Crd = 4 t/ha (later on this number will be discussed and 

specified in the interviews with local stakeholders); 

Ke-rd – coefficient of reed biomass usage for energy (for the economic biomass potential). The factor 

shows what part of the reed can be taken for energy while the rest is used as raw materials for industry. 

The approximate value is Ke-rd = 0.25; 

Koe-rd = 0.418 – conversion coefficient into oil equivalent: calorific value of reed (LHV of reed is 

17.5 MJ/kg d.m.) / calorific value of oil equivalent. 

For assessment of the technical potential, it is necessary to obtain data about areas with technical 

availability for reed harvesting. For the economic potential evaluation, local enterprises have to provide 

data on the existing use of reed for non-energy purposes. 

7. Biogas from solid waste landfills 

                                                           
95 Harvesting crops, fruits, berries and grapes in the regions of Ukraine in 2015. Statistical bulletin / State Statistics Service 

of Ukraine – Kyiv, 2016. – 180 p. 
96 Handreichung Biogasgewinnung und – nutzung. Institut fur Energetik und Umwelt gGmbH, Gülzow, 2006.  
www.big-east.eu/downloads/FNR_HR_Biogas.pdf 

http://www.big-east.eu/downloads/FNR_HR_Biogas.pdf
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The total biogas amount that can be generated from solid waste landfills, exported during the year, is 

determined by waste amount, transported to the landfills from oblast during a year, and biogas amount 

that can be formed by decomposition of one ton of solid wastes (depends on morphological composition 

of solid waste landfills). Basically, at solid waste landfills are collected wastes, produced by urban 

population (the population of Odesa oblast at the beginning of 2016 composed 2390.3 th. people, 

including 1597.4 thou. people – in cities, 792.9 thou. people – in villages97, during 2013-2015 the number 

of population did not changed significantly). 

According to the economic feasibility assessment method of biogas from solid waste landfills potential98, 

Odesa oblast has one of the highest indexes among Ukrainian regions, composing about 13 mln. m3/yr:  

Region 

Total urban 

population, thous. 

people 

Volume of solid 

waste landfills, t 

Economic potential of biogas from 

solid waste landfills 

mln. m3 ktoe 

Odesa oblast 1597.4 601619 13.02 11.17 

 

 

                                                           
97 Statistical yearbook of Odesa oblast in 2015 // The Main Department of Statistics in Odesa region, 2016. 
98 Atlas of the RES energy potential. Chapter “Energy from biomass” // National academy of science of Ukraine, Institute 

of engineering Thermophysics, 2008. 81 p. 
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Annex E. Database of producers and suppliers of biomass for energy 

Table E.1. List of agricultural companies-producers and potential suppliers of biomass in Kylyysky rayon with the economic potential of biomass 

for energy of > 100 toe (data of 2016) 

No 
Name 

(see Abbreviations) 
Address Contact details Type of biomass 

Economic potential 

of biomass, toe 

1 СВК "Маяк" Одеська обл., м. Кілія, вул. 

Київська, буд.71 

+38 (04843) 41965 – Мица 

Костянтин Олексійович – 

голова СВК «Маяк»  

+38 (04843) 40601 = бух.,  

+38 (04843) 4-38-55 = факс 

crop production residues, 

including rice straw 

1859 

2 СВК "Лад Агро" Одеська обл., м. Кілія, вул. 

Дзержинського, буд.5 

+38 (04843) 37078 – Ульченко 

Дем’ян Дем’янович - 

директор, +38 (04843) 37-3-35,  

+38 (04843) 37078 = факс 

crop production residues 1153 

pruning residues  from 

the 393 ha vineyard 

370 

3 СВК "Єнікіой" Одеська обл., Кілійський р-

н, с.Новоселівка, вул. 

Леніна, буд.65-А 

+38 (04843) 4-45-87 – Стоєв 

Михайло Панасович 

+38 (04843) 35-3-35 = бух. 

crop production residues 1067 

4 СВК "Дружба" Одеська обл., Кілійський р-

н, с. Мирне, вул. Дружби, 

буд.8 

+38 (04843) 4-46-02 - Тихонов 

Володимир Прокопович,  

+38 (04843) 38-4-93 = бух., 

 +38 (04843) 4-46-02 = факс 

crop production residues, 

including rice straw 

939 

5 ТОВ "Рута" Одеська обл., м.Кілія, вул. 

Кубишкіна, буд.16 

+38 (04843) 4-09-54,  

+38 (04843) 41387 = 

приймальна 

 Наньєв Iван Степанович 

crop production residues 663 

6 СВК "Росія" Одеська обл., Кiлiйський р-

н, с. Приморське, вул. 

Ленiна, 32  

+38 (04843) 34-6-50 - 

Чеботарьова Устина 

Пилипiвна 

+38 (04843) 34-0-78 = бухг. 

crop production residues 637 
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No 
Name 

(see Abbreviations) 
Address Contact details Type of biomass 

Economic potential 

of biomass, toe 

7 СВК "Родина" Одеська обл., Кiлiйський р-

н, с. Приозерне, вул. Родiни, 

67 

+38 (04843) 34-4-36- 

Михайлуца 

Юрій Георгійович 

+38 0971861587 = бух. 

crop production residues 541 

8 ТОВ "Рис 

Бессарабії" 

ТОВ «Дебют» 

Одеська обл., Кiлiйський р-

н,  

С.Ліски, пров.Портовий , 20 

+380 (4843) 35601 – 

Чернявський Олександр 

Васильович 

crop production residues, 

including rice straw 

492 

9 СВК "Вікторія" Одеська обл., Кiлiйський р-

н, с. Фурманiвка, вул. 

Кiрова, 1  

+38 (04843) 38243 - Артеменко 

Дмитро Iванович ,  

+38 (068) 0062913,  

+38 (04843) 38-2-21 = бух. 

crop production residues 488 

10 ТОВ "Терра Прайм" Одеська обл., Кілійський р-

н, с. Василівка, вул. 

Новоселів ,5 

+38( 093)1969466 

Кузьминський Кирил 

Станиславович – голова 

+38 (095) 2793000= бухг.,  

 

crop production residues 463 

11 ТОВ СП "Перемога" Одеська обл., Кiлiйський р-

н, м. Кiлiя, вул. Будьонного, 

2 

+38 (067)4547000 – Бринза 

Григорій Петрович директор,  

 

crop production residues 431 

12 ФГ "Промінь"  Одеська обл., Арцизький р-

н, с. Холмське, 

вул..Соборна, 59 

+38 (067)3563220  Чебан 

Микола Петрович 

 

crop production residues 404 

13 ТОВ «Південь Агро 

Холдинг» 

Одеська обл.. 

Кілійський р-н  

м.Кілія, вул..Київська 137 а 

+38(067)7965146Марченко 

Руслан Семенович 

crop production residues, 

including rice straw 

371 

14 ТОВ "Дунай Агро" Одеська обл., Кiлiйський р-

н, м. Кiлiя, вул. Щорса, 155 

+38 (098) 2450623- Швайка 

Віталій  Тимофiйович - 

директор,  

+38 (04843) 44631 = факс 

crop production residues, 

including rice straw 

303 

15 СФГ "Дакія" Одеська обл., Кiлiйський р-

н, с.Приозерне вул. 

Кілійська, буд.1-Ж 

+38 (0972706203 )- Пожар 

Георгiй Якович,  

+38 (04843) 34-5-44 = бух. 

crop production residues 235 
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No 
Name 

(see Abbreviations) 
Address Contact details Type of biomass 

Economic potential 

of biomass, toe 

16 ТОВ "Шевченкове" Одеська обл., Кiлiйський р-

н, с. Шевченкове, вул. 

Шевченка, 40 

+38 (04843) 37315 - Шкурина 

Анатолiй Аксентiйович 

+38 0965877412 = бухг. 

crop production residues 210 

17 ТОВ "Козацький Лан" Одеська обл., Кiлiйський р-

н, 

 г. Кілія, вул. Садова, 7/8 

+38 0982311503 - Бесчастний 

Олександр Борисович 

crop production residues 208 

18 СВК "Дунай" Одеська обл., Кiлiйський р-

н, м. Кiлiя, вул. Маяка, 191а 

+38 (04843) 41608 - Куляс 

Володимир Михайлович 

crop production residues, 

including rice straw 

198 

19 ФГ "Атланта" Одеська обл., Кілійський р-

н, с.Дмитрівка, 

вул.Котовського, 36 

+380973453546 Лупу Іван 

Олександрович 

crop production residues 149 

20 ТОВ "Врожай -СТ" Одеська обл., Кілійський р-

н, с.Старі Трояни, вул. 28 

Червня, буд. 67 

 +380674601727 Ківалов 

Григорій Федорович 

+380978588321 =бухг. 

crop production residues 135 

21 ТОВ "Південне -1" Одеська обл., м.Кілія, вул. 

Бєлінського, буд.21 

+ 38 (0674860159 Шидер Іван 

Іванович 

+ 38 (04843) 42671=факс 

crop production residues 120 

22 ФГ "Андрєєв" Одеська обл., Ізмаїльский р-

н, с.Кирнички 

+380674823963 Андрєєв 

Дмитро Ілліч  

+380967633932 =бухг. 

crop production residues 115 

23 СФГ "Дунайська 

Нива" 

Одеська обл., м. Кілія, вул. 

Хотинська, буд. 61 А 

+380960004529 Солодовський 

Віктор Леонідович 

crop production residues 105 

24 ТОВ "Дунайський 

Агро" 

Одеська обл., Кілійський р-

н, с. Новомиколаївка. 

+38 (04843) 38-4-10 

приймальна  

Блидар Генадій Сергійович  – 

директор 

+38 (04843) 38-4-45 = бухг.  

crop production residues 96 

pruning residues from 

the 424 ha vineyard, 75 

ha apple orchard and 54 

ha peach orchard 

493 
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Table E.2. List of procurement and processing enterprises that are potential suppliers of biomass in Kylyysky rayon 

No 
Name 

(see Abbreviations) 
Address Contact details 

Type of 

biomass 

Approximate 

volumes of 

biomass, t 

1 ТОВ «Лад» Одеська обл., Кілійський р-н, м. 

Кілія, вул. Дзержинського, 5 

Тел.: (04843) 41168, (04843) 41783, 

(04843) 44511 

Факс: (04843) 41168 

Зайвий Володимир Іванович - директор 

E-mail: ladtov@rambler.ru 

grain 

residues 

0 

2 ТОВ «Тріада-Юг» Одеська обл., Кілійський р-н, м. 

Кілія, вул. Київська, буд. 322 

Романенко Михайло Вячеславович 

098-456-08-80 

rice husk 700 

3 ТОВ «Комаліно-

Холдінг» 

м. Одеса no data rice husk 1900 

4 ТОВ «Рис бессарабії» Одеська обл. Кілійський район 

с Ліски вул. Портова 4 

Чернявський  О.В. 

0979384797 

rice husk 1100 

5 ФОП Шидер Одеська обл., Кілійський р-н, м. 

Вилкове вул. Приморська 14 

Шидер Ольга Ігорівна 

+380 (97) 145-60-73 

reed 50 

6 ФОП Чернова Одеська обл., Кілійський р-н, м. 

Вилкове вул. Пес чана 17 

Чернов Сергій Степанович 

0673044976 

reed 45 

7 ТОВ «Дом» Одеська обл., Кілійський р-н, м. 

Вилкове, вул. Татарбунарського 

повстання, 139, п. 61 

Дубінець Олег Дмитрович 

0675571853 

reed 340 

8 ТОВ «Екосервіс» Одеська обл., Кілійський р-н, м. 

Вилкове, вул. Сонячна, буд. 12 

Олексій Володимирович Жуковський  

0507545238 

reed 370 

9 ТОВ «Укррід» Одеська обл., Кілійський р-н, 

м. Вилкове, вул. Леніна, буд. 

172 А 

Віктор Ілліч Жигарєв  

0679735975 

reed 680 

10  ТОВ «Екорід 

інтенейшел» 

Одеська обл. Кілійский район 

м.Вилкове вул. Кожедуба 12 

Руденко О.О 

0507545238. 

reed 20 

11 ФОП Крічун  Одеська обл. м Татарбунари Крічун  В.К., 0679951552 reed 60 
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Table E.3. List of producers of solid biofuels in Kylyysky rayon 
 

No  
Name 

(see Abbreviations) 
Address Contact details Type of biofuel Volume, t/yr 

1 ТОВ «Екодельта» Одеська обл., Кілійський район, 

м. Вилкове, вул. Білгородський 

канал, буд. 2 

Мартинюк  

Юрій Миколайович 

Reed briquettes 100 
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Table E.4. List of agricultural enterprises that are producers and potential suppliers of biomass in Shyryayvsky rayon, with the economic potential 

of biomass of > 100 toe (data of 2016). 

No 
Name 

(see Abbreviations) 
Address Contact details Type of biomass 

Economic potential 

of biomass, toe 

1 ПСП «Світанок» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Старі Маяки, вул. Миру, 

1 

+38 (048) 582-29-62 ,  

+38 (048) 582-46-35 - Оліярчик 

Іван Іванович 

psp.svitanok@ukr.net 

crop production 

residues 

1524 

2 ТОВ «А/ф 

Мар’янівська» 

Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Марянівка 

+38 (048) 582-29-67 - 

Гамарц Володимир Миколайович 

tov_marjanivska@ukr.net 

crop production 

residues 

991 

3 ТОВ «Біоленд - 

Одеса» 

Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Малігонове 

Бай Олександр Миколайович 

office@bioland.com.ua 

crop production 

residues 

840 

4 ПП «ГСП» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, смт Ширяєве 

+38 (048) 582-12-92,  

+38 (048) 582-29-19 - Герасеменко 

Сергій Петрович 

gsp-shiryaevo@ukr.net 

crop production 

residues 

779 

5 ПСП «Маяк» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Преображенка, вул. 

Молодiжна, 21 

+38 (048) 582-29-37,  

+38 (048) 582-53-35,  

+38 (048) 582-53-43 - Захарєв 

Микола Йосипович 

crop production 

residues 

736 

6 ПСП «Альбіна» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Григорівка 

Ткаченко Валерій Іванович 

filuk@ukr.net 

crop production 

residues 

643 

7 ТОВ 

«Батьківщина» 

Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, смт Ширяєве 

+38 (048) 582-11-82,  

+38 (048) 582-18-66 - Влодівощук 

Володимир Петрович 

tovaristvobatk@i.ua 

crop production 

residues 

633 

8 ТОВ «А/ф Прогрес - 

плюс» 

Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, смт Ширяєве 

+38 (048) 582-22-57,  

+38 (048) 582-10-12 – Іщенко 

Галина Володимирівна 

progrespluss@mail.ru 

crop production 

residues 

598 

mailto:psp.svitanok@ukr.net
mailto:tov_marjanivska@ukr.net
mailto:office@bioland.com.ua
mailto:gsp-shiryaevo@ukr.net
mailto:filuk@ukr.net
mailto:tovaristvobatk@i.ua
mailto:progrespluss@mail.ru
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No 
Name 

(see Abbreviations) 
Address Contact details Type of biomass 

Economic potential 

of biomass, toe 

9 СТОВ «А/ф 

Новоадріївська» 

Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Новоандріївка 

+38 (048) 582-55-35,  

+38 (048) 582-29-49 – Лисенко 

Віктор Гаврилович 

nandreevka@ukr.net 

crop production 

residues 

565 

10 СТОВ «Злагода» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Маркевичево 

+38 (048) 582-76-27 – Кісаєв 

Таймураз Георгійович 

zlagoda_stov@ukr.net 

crop production 

residues 

533 

11 СТОВ «Ольга» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Копіїково 

Сліпухина Анжела Леонидівна 

stov_olga@ukr.net 

crop production 

residues 

511 

12 СТОВ 

«Нікомарівське» 

Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Нікомаврівка 

Сліпухина Анжела Леонидівна 

nikomavrivka@mail.ru 

crop production 

residues 

491 

13 ТОВ «Інтер - ком» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Новосвітівка 

+38 (048) 582-72-46 – Айрапетян 

Абрам Нікольович 

inter_kom_286@rambler.ru 

crop production 

residues 

433 

14 СФГ «Любас» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, смт Ширеєве, вул. Ленiна, 

175 

+38 (048) 582-13-49 – Любас Юрій 

Вікторович 

 

crop production 

residues 

386 

15 ПП «Жовтень» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Жовтень 

+38 (048) 582-65-35 – Лановий 

Володимир Борисович 

crop production 

residues 

369 

16 ТОВ «Урожай 

Агро» 

Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Осинівка 

+38 (048) 582-29-12 – Стрільцова 

Екатерина Василівна 

agro_dis@ukr.net 

crop production 

residues 

296 

17 ТОВ «Ріф» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, смт Ширяєве 

+38 (048) 582-13-07,  

+38 (048) 582-17-84 – Поліщук 

Семен Григорович 

tov_rif_d@ukr.net 

crop production 

residues 

262 

18 СТОВ «А/ф Топаз» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Олександрiвка 

+38 (04858) 92127 – 

Боршковський Георгiй 

Филимонович,  

crop production 

residues 

239 

mailto:nandreevka@ukr.net
mailto:zlagoda_stov@ukr.net
mailto:stov_olga@ukr.net
mailto:nikomavrivka@mail.ru
mailto:inter_kom_286@rambler.ru
mailto:agro_dis@ukr.net
mailto:tov_rif_d@ukr.net
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No 
Name 

(see Abbreviations) 
Address Contact details Type of biomass 

Economic potential 

of biomass, toe 

+38 (04858) 21127 – accountant 

19 ТОВ «Альфа-ком» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, смт. Ширяєве, 

вул. Коробченка, 13 

Остапенко Віктор Васильович crop production 

residues 

222 

20 ПП «Агропреміум» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Макарове, вул. Ленiна, 6-

А 

+38 (067) 5596412 – Житар Ігор 

Борисович – director 

crop production 

residues 

211 

21 СФГ «Обухін» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Маркевичеве 

+38 (048) 5827633 – Обухiн 

Микола Миколайович – director, 

+38 (048) 5892322 

crop production 

residues 

183 

22 ШВЦ - 111 Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Орджонікідзе 

+38 (048) 582-75-35,  

+38 (048) 582-62-77 – 

Перепелинська Лідія Василівна 

dp-bc111@ukr.net 

crop production 

residues 

151 

23 ПП «Брайловский» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, смт Ширяєве 

+38 (048) 5822-542 – 

Брайловський Сергій Андрійович 

crop production 

residues 

144 

24 ПСП «Церера» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Розкiшне 

+38 (04858) 97242 – Загорянський 

Володимир Петрович 

crop production 

residues 

140 

25 СФГ 

«Маліновський» 

Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, смт Ширяєве, вул. 

Малиновського, 23  

+38 (048) 5821859 – 

Малиновський Ігор 

Олександрович – director 

crop production 

residues 

122 

26 СФГ «Україна» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, смт Ширяєве, вул. 

Горького, 21 

+38 (048) 5892322 - Кривовид 

Вiталiй Іванович – director 

crop production 

residues 

116 

27 СФГ «Мрія» 

(Остапчук) 

Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Новопетрівка 

097-279-6134 – Остапчук 

Олександр Вікторович 

crop production 

residues 

107 

mailto:dp-bc111@ukr.net
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No 
Name 

(see Abbreviations) 
Address Contact details Type of biomass 

Economic potential 

of biomass, toe 

28 СФГ «Колосок» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Маркевичеве, вул. 

Шевченка, 10 

+38 (048) 5897633 – Обухiн 

Вiталiй Миколайович – director 

crop production 

residues 

107 

29 СФГ «Бондаренко» Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-

н, с. Чогодарiвка, вул. Ленiна, 

30 

+38 (048) 5821377 - Бондаренко 

Вiктор Васильович – director, 

+38 (048) 5825255 

crop production 

residues 

100 

* Companies that confirmed their readiness to sell biomass are marked by Italic font in the table. 
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Table E.5. List of procurement and processing enterprises that are potential suppliers of biomass in Shyryayvsky rayon 

 

No 
Name 

(see Abbreviations) 
Address Contact details 

Type of 

biomass 

Approximate volume 

of biomass, t/yr 

1 Shyryayvsky bread 

factory 

Одеська обл., Ширяївський р-н, 

смт Ширяєве, вул. Степова, 44 

t.: (048) 582-20-89;  

fax: (048) 582-21-58  

E-mail: shiryevo-hleb@mail.ru 

no data* no data* 

2 ПП «Сегрос» 66810, Одеська обл., 

Ширяївський р-н, с. 

Миколаївка, вул. Шевченко, 1б 

t.: +38 (04858) 22049 

+38 (048) 7176002 

+38 (048) 7988398 

fax: +38 (04858) 22049 

Осадчук Сергій Григорович – director 

no data* no data* 

* At the moment the information is not available; it will be specified later. 
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